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TALENT DEVELOPMENT AND THE CREATIVE WRITING PROCESS:
A STUDY OF HIGH-ABILITY AND GIFTED TEENAGERS
ABSTRACT
Talent development is a complex process, particularly in the field of creative 
writing. During the past the past 30 years, federal legislation has stressed the value of 
talent development over psychometric testing. As a result, programs like the College of 
William & Mary Talent Search Writing Program have developed and flourished in recent 
years. This study focused on students who had won awards in The Talent Search Writing 
Program, and included both student and parent perspectives on the talent development 
process.
This qualitative study examined the creative writing talent development in award 
winning writers from a myriad of perspectives, including parents and students. In Phase I 
of the project, the researcher conceptualized questionnaires using Gagne’s Differentiated 
Model of Giftedness and Talent (1995) as a model, and mailed them to all the Talent 
Search Writing Program winners during the years 1999-2001. When the questionnaires 
were returned, the researcher assessed the information and examined triangulations and 
differences in perspectives between parents and students.
In Phase II of the project, the researcher selected young writers and their parents to 
interview. The researcher interviewed five participants and parents in detail, and 
conducted cross-case and within-case analyses of the data. Analysis within-case yielded 
emergent themes; analyses across cases yielded patterns and themes that contributed to 
the
xii
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talent development literature base. The researcher triangulated the data, looking for 
emergent themes and patterns and analyzing differences in perspectives.
Findings from this study indicated common themes about the creative writing 
talent development process. From an early age, students worked systematically on their 
craft, applying themselves with intrinsic motivation. Parents acted as facilitators, 
supporting their children by providing resources such as extracurricular activities and 
critiques of writing. The Talent Search Writing Program was a critical environmental 
event in students’ lives, providing feedback, a peer group, and the chance to see writing 
as a profession, rather than as a hobby. Students had slightly different perceptions than 
parents in several areas, however. From the student perspective, the support of peers and 
teachers was critical to the talent development process, while parents did not perceive 
these two factors to be as important. This result yielded a valuable insight into the Gagne 
Differentiated Model of Giftedness and Talent (1995) because it allowed the researcher to 
see that the talent development process appears to have slight differences between parent 
and student perspectives. At the conclusion of the study, the researcher conceptualized a 
Preliminary Model for Talent Development, based on the findings of the study, the Gagne 
Differentiated Model of Giftedness and Talent (1995), and the works of Bloom (1995) 
and VanTassel-Baska (1995). Implications for interventions and additional research 
provide deeper insight into the workings of talent search research, policy, and practice.
SUZANNA ELAINE HENSHON 
PROGRAM IN EDUCATIONAL POLICY, PLANNING, AND LEADERSHIP 
THE COLLEGE OF WILLIAM & MARY IN VIRGINIA
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Chapter 1 
Introduction to the Study 
Talent development is a complex and difficult process to study, since the 
development of any talent involves the interweaving of many factors (Bloom, 1985; 
Feldman, 1983; Tannenbaum, 1983; Van-Tassel-Baska, 1996). The study of creative 
writing talent is complicated by the fact that writers do not always understand their own 
creative processes (Perkins, 1981; Wurtzel, 1995) and because the most valuable aspect 
of the self is the interior (Oates, 1999). Several writing talent development studies have 
been conducted with notable writers in retrospect through the study of documents, 
writings, and biographical information (McGreevy, 1994; VanTassel-B aska, 1999).
While these studies provide insights about childhood writing habits, the habits of gifted 
adolescent writers in real time have not been widely analyzed.
This study of adolescent writers as they are developing high levels of creative 
writing abilities and an intuitive sense of the writing process will contribute to the gifted 
and general educational fields by providing new insights into learning and developmental 
processes. All students involved in the study attained awards in a statewide writing 
contest and were in the process of developing their talent to a higher level during the high 
school years. By doing a study of talented students, the researcher expanded upon the 
talent development literature in the field of gifted education.
Statement of the Problem 
This mixed design study concerns the development of creative writing habits and 
skills of young writers who have been identified through The Talent Search Writing 
Program during 1999-2001 at The College of William & Mary in Williamsburg, Virginia.
1
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What personal characteristics do gifted young writers have? What are the roles of 
learning and practice in talent development? How do children and parents reflect upon 
the creative writing process?
The researcher contributed to the literature base and provided a continuation of 
the research of other educators, particularly Bloom (1985) and Pinto (1994). The study 
focused on students who had already attained awards in writing during grades 5-8, which 
generally placed them in grades 9-12 during the course of the study. The study examined 
how these students progressed toward higher levels of writing after winning awards 
between 1999 and 2001. Because the students were all between the ages of 14-20, the 
development process was still at an intermediate level, rather than a fully formed talent 
that one would find among adults. By looking at talent development among teenagers, 
the researcher gained new insights into emerging talent development in real time (rather 
than retrospectively) and determined that adolescents have perceptions about talent 
development that differ from mature artists. Parental perceptions of the talent 
development process provided a triangulation of data. By using the research of Gagne 
(1995), Pirrto (1994), VanTassel-Baska (1989), and Bloom (1985) as a guide for 
developing this study, the researcher gained new insights into the talent development of 
adolescents, particularly in the area of writing.
Conceptual Framework 
Talent development is a complex entity that is closely related to the fields of 
gifted and general education. The development of talent is a lifelong process beginning 
early in childhood and extending late into adulthood. Within gifted education, the 
combination of natural ability, interpersonal factors, and environmental factors influences
2
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the development of eminence (Tannenbaum, 1983; VanTassel-Baska, 1998). The 
conceptual framework for this study was based on Gagne’s Differentiated Model of 
Giftedness and Talent (1995) that details the many different personal and environmental 
factors that affect the development of talent. The five aptitude domains included in this 
model are intellectual, creative, socio-affective, sensor-motor, perceptual motor and 
other, which relates to personal abilities. Through a developmental process that includes 
training and practice, these domains are translated into talents in a variety of areas, 
including academics. High aptitudes are eventually transformed into refined talents, with 
personal factors and environment having a major impact upon the evolution of the 
particular talent. The model also takes into account interpersonal catalysts, including 
physical and psychological catalysts (such as motivation and personality). This study 
will focus mainly on socio-affective, creative and intellectual domains and how they are 
transformed into writing talents through persistence, training, learning, and application.
Using Gagne’s Differentiated Model of Giftedness and Talent (1995) as a guide, 
the researcher studied the development of creative writing talent among gifted 
adolescents who already demonstrated high writing abilities by receiving awards in The 
Talent Search Writing Program during 1999-2001. The study examined writing 
behaviors, the talent development process, effects of a supportive writing environment, 
creativity, and persistence. Gagne’s Differentiated Model of Giftedness and Talent 
analyzes the impact of both interpersonal and environmental catalysts on the 
developmental process of individuals, and how individuals translate aptitude into talent 
outcomes in intellectual, creative, socio-affective, sensor-motor, and other domains. 
Environmental factors (such as the surrounding support system and the events of a
3
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person’s life) also impact the development of talent. This study looked at the catalysts at 
the time of the talent development process in real life (since the students were teenagers 
and in the process of developing talent), and also somewhat retrospectively (in that the 
teenagers already demonstrated high levels of talent and persistence in the area of 
writing). Parental perceptions of talent development provided insights into the 
environmental catalysts and support systems of the young writers. Within the talent 
development study, parental perceptions of environmental catalysts (such as activities, 
awards, courses, programs, and mentors) were considered alongside student perspectives.
Within the context of this study, the researcher studied creative production in a 
qualitative manner. Writing was studied as a holistic activity, with reflections and 
perceptions about the process of writing and the gradual development of creativity.
Rather than looking at creativity in isolation as so many biographers have done, creativity 
and writing development were studied within the context of the student’s educational and 
home environment through the use of initial questionnaires (completed by parents and 
students) and interviews of five select students and their parents. The development of 
writing skills and student perceptions were analyzed from an artistic and academic 
perspective.
Gagne (1995) theorized that talents emerged from the transformation of aptitudes 
“into well-trained and systematically developed skills characteristic of a particular field 
of human activity or performance” (p. 107). The emphasis on systematic training, 
learning and practice are crucial to talent development; these attributes will be noted in 
the study. Gagne (1995) also emphasized the importance of intra-personal and 
environmental influences on a person’s life and their role as catalysts in the development
4
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of talent. Gagne’s conceptualization of task commitment is an important attribute in 
talent development along with curiosity, inquisitiveness, specific interests, and intrinsic 
motivation (Gagne, 1993, p. 73). While this study investigated the impact of various 
environments and personal attributes on talent development, an important emphasis was 
on the educational experiences and the support system provided by parents.
Purpose of the Study
The purposes were to explore the relationships between talent development and 
writing and to examine the impact of environment on the writing process in gifted 
adolescents. The mixed design study used the case study methodology to observe five 
high-ability and gifted students in grades 9-12 who received awards for their writing in 
The Talent Search Writing Program during 1999-2001. The study involved several 
methods of instrumentation, including questionnaires and interviews with the students 
about their thinking and writing processes, and questionnaires and interviews with the 
parents. An attempt was made to analyze the characteristics of the population during the 
writing process and the phenomenon of creative writing.
The context for the research was a sample of students who received statewide 
awards through The Talent Search Writing Program at The College of William & Mary 
between 1999 and 2001. By interviewing students at early points in their writing careers, 
the researcher attained new insights about the talent development while in process rather 
than retrospectively as many previous studies have done (Bloom, 1985; McGreevy, 1994; 
V anT assel-B aska, 1996).
5
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Definition of Terms
While this study was mixed design, it was very qualitative in many aspects of 
methodology. In qualitative studies terms are usually defined tentatively because the 
meanings often emerge as the study progresses (Cresswell, 1994, p. 107). The following 
definitions are provided for gifted students, student learning, talent development, 
developmental potential, and eminence.
Gifted student. This term is traditionally defined as including children and youth 
with outstanding talent who “perform or show potential for performing at remarkably 
high levels of accomplishment when compared to others of their age, experience, or 
environment” (USDOE/OERI, 1993, p. 26). The group of students identified as high 
ability learners tends to be a broader classification, referring to the top 20-25% of 
students in a typical general education classroom.
Developmental potential is the original endowment of talents, intensities, and 
abilities that determine what level a person can develop to under optimal conditions.
This concept addresses the personality correlates of high ability children through a 
consideration of self-actualization and moral development (Piechowski, 1979, 1986).
Talent development is the process whereby “talents progressively emerge from 
the transformation of aptitudes into the well-trained and systematically developed skills 
characteristic of a particular field of human activity or performance” (Gagne, 1995, p. 
106).
Eminence is “high-level achievement and societal recognition, usually marked by 
a contribution that has historical significance in a given field or across several fields”
(V an-T assel-B aska, 1989, p. 146).
6
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Operational Definition of Creative Writing Talent Development 
The research problem, literature review, conceptual framework, and research 
questions allowed the researcher to view the development of creative writing talent from 
a myriad of perspectives including talent development, the teaching of writing, eminence, 
and eminent creative writers. Instead of exclusively looking at writing from the 
perspective of the teaching, education, or creative writing research, the researcher 
attempted to bridge the gaps between these and to create a multi-disciplinary dissertation 
design. By studying writing from a variety of perspectives, the overall understanding of 
student’s creative writing talent development was strengthened and enhanced. Thus, a 
multi-faceted operational definition of creative writing talent development was necessary. 
This definition needs to take into account the latest empirical research in education, the 
teaching of writing, and reflections of mature writers.
When conceptualizing an operational definition, the mixed design study must 
serve as a framework. This definition must include students’ understanding of their own 
writing abilities, their talent development process, parent and student perceptions of the 
creative process, and the way in which students are able to implement their knowledge of 
different genres via their own writing samples. It is critical that the operational definition 
for the development of creative writing talent include some level of flexibility, enabling 
the researcher to expand and add to the topic while gaining insights during the study.
The development of a concise definition involved a certain level of subjectivity on 
the part of the researcher. A definition of a word in a particular context is a subjective 
choice to use one definition over another; the researcher debated how this operational 
construct might reflect her biases, while shaping the way data was collected and
7
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interpreted. The development of creative writing talent refers to the creative, persistent, 
and classroom behaviors expressed by gifted students in grades 9-12, as well as the 
productivity (both quality and quantity) of the output of writing. The operational 
definition evolved slightly with the study.
Delimitations and Limitations
After careful consideration, the researcher analyzed the delimitations and 
limitations of this qualitative study that should be considered, both in regards to gathering 
data and to the results.
Delimitations
Delimitations are used to define how the study will be narrowed in scope 
(Cresswell, 1994, p. 110). Only students who received awards in The Talent Search 
Writing Program during 1999-2001 and were enrolled in grades 5-8 at the time were 
eligible for this study. The limited scope of the study allowed the researcher to contribute 
to the knowledge base, but with the understanding that the findings cannot be generalized 
across all populations of gifted students. With one exception, the students chosen for this 
study were exclusively in grades 9- 12, and no attempt should be made to generalize 
findings to other grades or age levels. This study cannot be generalized to all gifted 
students or to all students who are talented in the area of writing.
Limitations
Limitations are potential weaknesses in the study (Cresswell, 1994, p. 110), and 
within this study there are several limitations. A threat to external validity in many 
qualitative studies is the experimenter effect that is the degree to which the biases and 
expectations of the observer sometimes lead to distortions of data collection and
8
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interpretation (Borg & Gali, 1989, p. 404. The researcher’s biases include the fact that 
she is also a published writer, and thus able to relate more closely to some of the 
experiences of these writers. While these personal experiences might allow the 
researcher to gain rapport with students, her empathy had the potential to bias the results 
and her interpretations of certain statements made by parents and students. Because the 
researcher was once embedded in the process of trying to develop her own writing 
abilities in high school, these memories affected the way she perceived and interpreted 
data.
Internal validity is an important consideration in all research, particularly with 
children (Borg & Gall, 1989, p. 405). The most serious threats to internal validity 
include history, maturation, experimental mortality, and instrumentation. Within the 
context of this study were some maturation effects as students learned writing skills and 
simultaneously experience affective and cognitive development. It was not always 
possible to know the history of each individual student ahead of time and to differentiate 
the background effects in their educational settings and at home; this knowledge is 
essential in determining the full impact of the talent development process.
Not all people are equally articulate or perceptive; this factor impacted both the 
insights the students provide, as well as the researcher’s perspective. Certain informants 
(e.g. children and teenagers) present special problems in gaining rapport.
This longitudinal study of the winners of the Talent Search Writing Program 
would have been more effective if the database had been updated. Because the program 
became defunct in 2001, the database has not been updated since, and as a result the 
researcher was not able to contact all the winners. Not only were the winners who
9
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responded a self-selecting group, but they were taken exclusively from the pool of people 
who happened to live at the same address that they had four to six years ago. From a 
geographical standpoint, the study focused exclusively on those who had remained in the 
exact location since mid-childhood. These lost participants weakened the validity of the 
study. The Terman Study (1925) should serve as a model for the importance of updating 
data bases regularly, so as not to compromise the quality of the study. In this case, 20% 
of participants were immediately lost, because they had moved and their forwarding 
addresses were no longer valid through the United States Postal Service.
Rationale for Study 
There have been a number of areas in which talent development and student 
writing habits during the school years have not been sufficiently mapped. One of these 
areas is the thought processes and reflections of high school students surrounding then- 
own talent development. This is a critical study, since the researcher analyzed the 
perceptions of students who had already attained high levels of talent and received 
awards, yet were still emerging into a mature talent as they entered late adolescence and 
young adulthood.
Writing notebooks and journals have provided many insights about the writing 
process among eminent and professional writers. The Bronte children’s notebooks have 
yielded much information about talent development during childhood, and The Diary of 
Anne Frank (1944) is a study not only of a young girl coming-of-age in World War II, 
but also of Anne’s developing writing talent. When writing in journals many writers 
experience a form of “inner speech” which is described by the Russian psychologist 
Vygotsky in Thought and Language as “a single word is so saturated with sense that
10
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many words would be required to explain it in external speech” (p. 45). In the classic 
The Language and Thought o f the Child (1977), Piaget depicted “think aloud” 
monologues of a six-year-old boy, Lev, who verbalized his creative intentions. The 
young boy stated his intentions to draw, his need for a piece of paper, and his intent a few 
minutes later of moving onto another activity. According to John-Steiner (1997), “Since 
part of verbal fluency consists of the skill of translating inner, telegraphic speech into an 
effective written text, this activity may well be made easier for those who have started to 
organize their thinking through written language at an early age through the keeping of a 
diary, correspondence with family members, the constructions and skits in childhood -  all 
of which may assist the future writer in acquiring his or her craft” (p. 116). John- 
Steiner’s studies of the journals of eminent writers such as Dostoevsky’s notebooks for 
The Possessed and Thoreau’s notebooks provided a framework for studying children’s 
writing development; journals of adult writers serve as examples of how writers 
developed verbal fluency and how they translated inner, telegraphic speech into effective 
written text (p. 116, 1997). Numerous memoirs of adult writers (from Stephen King to 
Helen Keller to the Chilean poet Pablo Neruda) provided insights into talent development 
retrospectively and their reflections provided an informal framework through which the 
researcher studied students’ reflections. By studying students’ writing processes and 
reflections on the act of writing, the researcher analyzed how “inner speech” translated 
into an external product.
Children’s rate of creative productivity has traditionally been impacted by school 
systems. Through their tests of creative and divergent thinking, Torrance and Gupta 
(1964) revealed the “fourth grade slump in creative behavior.” By studying high school
11
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students’ creative processes and products, the researcher analyzed how to preserve 
children’s creativity, particularly in academic settings and at home. Is it possible to teach 
students to write without inhibiting their creativity?
A second area to which this study attends is how young writers develop high 
levels of writing processes. While writing is a field in which children typically do not 
create mature products due to the lack experience, Pirrto’s research (1994) on children 
who have demonstrated extraordinary abilities in writing has yielded many insights into 
talent development and the writing process. Feldman’s case study of Randy McDaniel 
(1985) served as an example of exquisite, advanced children’s writings, but the limits in 
this study include the fact that it is a case study about a single child; Randy was so 
advanced that he was more of an outlier than a typical gifted child. The study was about 
teenagers who produced outstanding work and the researcher attempted to see how the 
talent development process played out during childhood and adolescence.
One goal of the project was to learn how children develop writing qualities that 
are usually found in adults through studying teenagers who have already demonstrated 
high abilities of writing by junior high school. The researcher concentrated on the 
thinking processes and reflections that students had during and after the creative process. 
The study tried to connect these objective measures of improvement with insights into the 
writing process and talent development.
Hugo (1979) stated, “Ultimately the most important things a poet will learn about 
writing are from himself in the process. A good teacher can save a young poet years by 
simply telling him things he need not waste time on, like trying to will originality or 
trying to share an experience in language or trying to remain true to the facts” (p. 33).
12
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The need to express oneself, yet the understanding that the expression of one’s true 
thoughts can never be delineated in words and that some thoughts are beyond the scope 
of words, is a discovery that many writers make. The development of a writing voice is 
consonant with the development of self-actualization. Elements of the self-actualization 
process began to emerge from the high school students during this study in their 
reflections.
Significance of Study 
This study extends our understanding of gifted students and the overall talent 
development process during junior high and high school. Parental insights provided a 
triangulation of data and gave a sense of the support system and the impact of personality 
and motivation on talent development.
Gagne’s Differentiated Model of Giftedness and Talent Development (1995) 
served as the frame of the study. The interviews and questionnaires of children and 
parents were written with the intent of discovering how talent aptitude (as demonstrated 
through award-winning writing) is transformed through application and practice into 
refined talent. Gagne’s model also served as a backdrop for looking at personality and 
environmental catalysts that impact talent as well as the support system.
The study contributed to the paradigm of talent development first developed by 
Bloom (1985). Bloom’s study delineated three major phases of talent development - the 
early years, the middle years, and the later years. The “early years” stage occurs when 
children are first exposed to their talent field. In the “middle years” stage, students begin 
to refine their talent while training with a more specialized teacher. During the “later 
years” stage, adults attain high levels of training and are able to innovate and contribute
13
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to the greater field. High school students would generally be in the second stage of talent 
development (the middle years); they are just becoming acquainted with the craft of 
writing but have not yet reached Stage Three, where talent development is at a matured 
stage. By studying the early process of talent development, the researcher contributed to 
the framework created by Bloom; the significance is that the process was studied in real 
time, rather than retrospectively. Students had slightly different insights about their 
writing while they are in Stage Two than more experienced writers reflecting back on 
their childhood writing habits.
Relevance to Gifted Education
Many schools in the United States have struggled with the problem of how to 
better serve gifted and talented students within the classroom. There is a myriad of 
research on creative writing talent (written retrospectively) but a dearth of research about 
the development of creative writing talent among gifted students. Gifted students have 
different needs than their age peers and have qualitatively different potential in many 
academic areas.
The information gathered in this study gave educators and parents new insights 
into the behavior and interactions of children who are developing their creative writing 
talent. These insights might prove invaluable in providing educators and parents with 
guidance about how to nurture high-ability students in the classroom and at home.
In the past creative achievement has often been portrayed as isolated incidents. 
Most biographies tend to emphasize talent development as an individual rather than 
communal process. However, talent development is both an individual and communal 
activity; the researcher attempted to come to a better understanding of what environment
14
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is necessary for the development of creative behaviors that eventually might translate into 
high levels of achievement.
Research Questions
In order to fulfill the requirements of this mixed design study, the following 
research questions will be explored:
1. What markers of talent development do gifted high school students 
demonstrate in the area of creative writing?
2. How do gifted high school students describe their own patterns of talent 
development?
3. What roles do parents play in their children’s creative writing talent 
development?
4. What observations do parents make of their children’s talent development 
process?
Summary
This section of the paper serves as an introduction to the proposed study dealing 
with talent development and the creative writing process in gifted students in grades 9-12. 
The study sample was taken from a limited geographic area; limitations and delimitations 
have been defined. The introduction includes a presentation of the theoretical problem of 
how children leam to write within particular academic and home settings and how these 
developments are manifested at increments through the action of writing. The study also 
included later reflections by both students and parents.
The purpose of this study was defined as a means of gaining an understanding of 
the impact of writing talent development on intellectually gifted students in grades 9-12.
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Using Bloom’s (1985) study of talent development, Gagne’s Differentiated Model of 
Giftedness and Talent as (1995) as a conceptual framework, and Pinto’s work (1994) in 
talent development and the writing process, specific research questions were identified.
This was a mixed design study. Instrumentation included questionnaires and 
interviews of parents and students. The next part of the dissertation proposal will present 
a review of five strands of research literature including talent development, talent 
development and the writing process, creativity, the teaching of writing, and talent 
development and eminence. All of these constructs are necessary for an understanding of 
how gifted students learn to write and progressively improve their thinking and writing 
skills.
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Chapter 2 
Literature Review 
An Introduction to Talent Development 
During the past thirty years, talent development has become a central metaphor of 
gifted education (VanTassel-Baska, 1998). In this time period the federal government 
has taken three substantial initiatives in defining giftedness and talent: the 1971 Marland 
Report, the 1988 Javits Act, and the 1993 National Excellence Report. Since the 
publication of National Excellence: A Case for Developing America’s Talent (1993), 
Bloom’s Developing Talent in Young People (1985), and Gardner’s Frames of Mind 
(1983), talent development has emerged as a focal point in the field, the paradigm for 
program development.
Gifted education has transcended from a psychometric perspective on intelligence 
and taken on the paradigm of a “multifaceted view of talents and abilities” (VanTassel- 
Baska, 1998), catering to developing talent in domains that are valued by society. Within 
schools, talent development is addressed at both the instructional level and by support 
structures that allow students optimal development of their abilities. Talent development 
and the writing process is particularly difficult because it is a longer apprenticeship than 
most other talent fields and because writing is such an individual process (Pirrto, 1994) 
that is concerned with the “internal life of the individual” (VanTassel-Baska, 1998). 
Within the context of this chapter, the researcher will trace critical issues concerning 
talent development and the writing process.
In the United States, the trend away from IQ scores and toward talent 
development has had a tremendous impact on gifted education. While in the past
17
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psychometric scores were dominant, the trend toward talent development has increased 
emphasis on performance and achievement in a variety of academic fields.
In recent years Federal legislation has emphasized talent development in gifted 
education. The Marland Act of 1971 emphasized six areas of gifted education: (1) 
intellectual; (2) specific academic; (3) creative; (4) visual and performing arts; (5) 
leadership; and (6) psychomotor. By defining giftedness as “outstanding abilities” and 
capability for “high performance” the legislation emphasized proved ability over 
traditional IQ tests. The bill writers defined giftedness as 5 percent of the population and 
talented as 11 to 15 percent of the population.
Seventeen years later, The Congress passed The Jacob J. Javits Gifted and 
Talented Students Education Act of 1988 (under the Elementary and Secondary 
Education Act, Title IV), defining gifted and talented students as a “natural resource vital 
to the future of the Nation and its security and well-being”; the bill also emphasized early 
discovery of gifted students and interventions so that they can contribute to the “national 
interest.” This definition of gifted and talented students was similar to the Marland 
Report, except for an emphasis on finding children from different economic and ethnic 
backgrounds and providing them with talent development.
In the National Excellence Report (1993), giftedness and talent occur in all 
cultures and are defined by “high performance capability” in the intellectual, creative, 
and artistic realms. Within this report, factors such as diverse talents, assessment 
measures, identifying potential and assessing motivation are emphasized. The report 
specified that, “Outstanding talents are present in children and youth of all cultural 
groups across all economic strata, and in all areas of human endeavor.” In Prisoners o f
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Time, Kane (1994) reported that gifted students are held “prisoners” within rigid school 
schedules, unable to learn new materials at their own pace. With the passing of 
legislation and the publication of National Excellence, the federal government 
emphasized the trend toward talent development over psychometric scores.
In A Nation Deceived (2004), talent development and talent searches are 
emphasized. According to the researchers, “Talent cuts across all demographics: 
ethnicity, gender, geography, and economic background” (Colangelo, Assouline, Gross, 
2004). In a later chapter, “The Talent Search Revolution,” Stanley’s program for 
accelerating gifted students at Johns Hopkins University is delineated. The talent 
development movement developed with Stanley’s model, and quickly spread to campuses 
across the country.
Within the constitution, students are not granted the right to an education, much 
less a gifted one (Zirkel, 2004). According to a court decision (Student Roe 1986/1987), 
“a state’s choice to provide specific procedural and substantive rights for gifted students 
fits within its reasonable discretion under the Fourteenth Amendment due process and 
equal protection clauses” (Zirkel, p. 310). Importantly, federal legislation does not 
provide an entitlement to gifted education (Zirkel, p. 310). Also, state constitutions have 
not provided gifted students with a fruitful source of judicial claims (Zirkel, p. 311). In 
fact, Zirkel noted that “Courts and administrative agencies have tended to defer to the 
decisions of defendant-districts, rather than being sensitive to the complexity of students 
who may not only be gifted, but also an individual with a disability or a member of a 
minority group.” (Zirkel, p. 313).
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After the passing of federal legislation, the research base surrounding talent 
development has increased drastically. There is recognition, according to VanTassel- 
Baska (1994) that “gifted and talented students, like all students, have a right to a 
continuity of educational experiences that meets their present and future academic needs” 
(p. xv). Several theories of talent development have been particularly influential in the 
field. Renzulli’s (1978) Three Ring Model emphasizes the interaction among above- 
average ability, task commitment, and creativity, and looks at the interaction between 
these three elements and general and specific performance areas. In the Gagne (1995) 
Differentiated Model of Giftedness and Talent, the intrapersonal and environmental 
catalysts on the developmental process of individuals whose ability is in the top 15% 
affects outcomes in creative, socio-affective, sensor-motor, intellectual, and other 
domains. In Gagne’s model, environmental factors including home environment and 
significant events impact talent development. All of these models provide insights and a 
particular paradigm through which educators and practitioners can study the development 
of talent.
Talent development is a particularly complex process in a multicultural society. 
Gifted children from different cultural backgrounds are traditionally under-identified for 
gifted programs and as a result are not offered many opportunities that children of 
mainstream backgrounds have -  from studying a complex curriculum to being exposed to 
books that do not promote racial and cultural stereotypes. Banks (1985) wrote about the 
need to teach a multicultural curriculum that promotes social change and transformative 
thinking. In National Excellence (1993), the need to serve the talents of traditionally
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underserved populations is emphasized repeatedly, both in identifying these students and 
in providing them with interventions.
The definition of giftedness has evolved from a psychometric to a talent 
development emphasis within legal and government legislation. The impact on the field 
of gifted education has consequently led to a greater emphasis on talent development than 
test scores. This increased emphasis has carried into classrooms and even into writing 
instruction.
Talent Development and the Writing Process 
Talent development in any field is a complicated process and writing is a 
particularly long talent development process (Pirrto, 1994). Researchers have delineated 
the talent development process of writers into several stages from childhood into 
adulthood. While Bloom (1985) studied general talent development trends, VanTassel- 
Baska specifically analyzed writing talent development, particularly in a seminal study of 
Charlotte Bronte and Virginia Woolf (1995).
Within the context of this study, VanTassel-Baska charted a unique 
developmental path for writers transcending time, place and circumstance, and 
characterized this development in four stages. These stages are (1) being bom into a 
family that values literary and intellectual life; (2) informal early development of the craft 
of writing; (3) active experimentation with various forms/genres of writing; and (4) 
progressive development of mature form and ideas in successive works. With high 
school students, the first three stages of writing talent development stages are relevant, 
and perhaps some students would be reaching the fourth stage. With knowledge of these 
developmental patterns, parents and educators have the option of promoting talent
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development from the preschool years on, by encouraging students to write, providing 
private space, providing literary resources and encouragement for early products, and 
continuing this support through high school.
Children’s writing is closely linked to the development of reading abilities and to 
the use of oral language. Reading and writing development are embedded in oral 
language (Gavelek & Raphael, 1996), and children’s earliest writings derive directly 
from speech and from exposure to texts. While initially children are excited to learn how 
to read, their interest in reading declines by fourth grade (National Assessment of 
Educational Progress -  Fourth Grade). Only 44% of fourth grade children read for 
pleasure on a daily basis and sixty percent of children in fourth grade watch television 
from 3-4 hours a day (National Assessment of Educational Progress -Fourth Year).
While the basal readers dominated the educational landscape for many years, since the 
1980s the literature-based approach has gained popularity and the emphasis in many 
literature classes has been on exposing children to children’s literature with a strong 
emphasis on child development goals (Ruddell, 2002, p. 11). Teachers of writing must be 
cognizant of the fact that they are contending with other forms of entertainment, and that 
the teaching of writing is best nurtured with an interest in reading.
Students rarely attain mastery in the field of writing due to this lengthy and 
individual development process. Developing into a writing prodigy requires more than a 
high-IQ and generalized intellectual abilities. Child prodigies tend to have more focused, 
specialized, and domain-specific forms of giftedness (Feldman, 1993). Very few 
prodigies have appeared in the field of writing due to the fact that accumulating 
knowledge in this area and performing at an adult level of mastery is very rare. Feldman
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studied young Randy McDaniels (bom in 1972) who by the age of eight had produced 
thousands of pages of writing. While Randy did not reach professional level in any of his 
writing, his poems and plays showed tremendous potential; Feldman noted that while his 
level of mastery was advanced, his work was still that of a “young mind.”
In recent years, a few teenagers (including Anne Frank) have attained adult levels 
of competence, but the isolation and individual effort coupled with talent make 
developing one’s ability in writing especially difficult for adolescents. Writing is not just 
about attaining mastery in an area but illuminating experience, telling about wonders 
imagined as well as seen, and reflecting with insight and wisdom on the meaning of 
things (Feldman, p. 59, 1985). The development of writing talent is not just about 
technical skills, but about transforming life experience into creative works.
The importance of the family support of a child’s talent development should not 
be underestimated. Within families of gifted children, the problem of maintaining a 
healthy family environment is complicated when one of the children is extremely talented 
and more demanding of family resources. In Nature’s Gambit (1985), Feldman wrote 
about child prodigies whose extreme talent often affected the family structure such that 
many mothers ended up sacrificing careers and their own talent on behalf of the child. 
According to Bloom (1985), giftedness and high levels of talent are actualized through 
the encouragement and support of the family and teachers. Work ethic, a determination 
to do high quality work, and an ability to learn rapidly and to improve one’s talents were 
greatly affected by the home and early educational opportunities.
Gifted and talented students need to be nurtured and helped in the development of 
their writing skills. Gifted children need more than just stimulation from commercial
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products; they require a developmental program to improve their writing skills (Master, 
1983). It is necessary to expose children to literature, experiences in sensory training, 
and to real life situations in order to stimulate them and create those occasions which 
require writing (Master, 1983, p. 162). Stoddard and Renzulli (1983) stressed the 
importance of providing students with specific training experiences that could result in 
products that achieve higher levels of quality on the variable of writing proficiency (p. 
21).
Within the context of childhood, gifted students need a supportive environment at 
home and school. The development of writing abilities begins in elementary school and 
continues through high school, a lengthy process requiring different levels of support, 
depending upon the age and confidence level of the student.
The Teaching of Writing
Within classrooms, talent development often begins with talent identification 
through standardized tests or writing portfolios. Students who score in the 95 percentile 
and above on verbal tests or those whose writing portfolios are of high quality should be 
offered the chance to develop their writing talents in a school environment. With greater 
exactness than standardized tests, several researchers have delineated ways to detect 
advanced writing skills in students.
VanTassel-Baska and Pirrto focused on specific patterns of language use in 
children’s work. VanTassel-Baska listed the following characteristics of identifying 
verbally talented learners: reads fluently and well, interested in words and word 
relationships, uses advanced vocabulary, processes key ideas, enjoys talking about 
literature, reads in and outside class, enjoys verbal puzzles and games, plays with
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language in oral and/or written forms, and exhibits an understanding of the structure of 
language in speaking and writing (p. 17, 1996). Pirrto’s list of 16 qualities include: the 
use of paradox, the use of parallel structure, the use of rhythm, the use of visual imagery, 
melodic combinations, unusual figures of speech, confidence in reverse structures, 
unusual adjectives and adverbs, a feeling of movement, uncanny wisdom, sophisticated 
syntax using punctuation marks, parentheses, and semicolons, prose lyricism, display of 
“natural ear” of language, a sense of humor, a philosophical or moral bent, and a 
willingness to “play” with words (p. 388). Once students are identified, they can be 
served within classrooms in a variety of ways ranging from writing instruction to 
providing a supportive emotional atmosphere.
Teaching gifted students to write is a particularly complex process. While the 
level of instruction for gifted children should be higher, they are still basically children 
and need systematic instruction in writing (Master, 1983). One way of motivating 
students is to offer opportunities for publication, including books, newsletters, and a 
bulletin board within the classroom. According to Master (1983), gifted students tend to 
like to write and tend to be fluid, but have a difficult time staying on the topic.
Teaching students to create original products is a complex, difficult process for 
educators. With the teaching of writing, it is important not just to teach mechanical skills 
but to expose students to high quality literature. Many times teachers emphasize early 
basic skills instead of encouraging ideas (Silberman, 1989, p. 3). As a result, students’ 
writing is drained of original ideas. Product development requires exposure to high- 
quality literary works, teaching/coaching as to the use of formal arrangements of their 
elements, the assignment of worthwhile products, and the constant fostering of the
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development of quality student products (Lehane, p. 97, 2003). In order to develop high 
quality products, students must understand the underlying structures of the discipline in 
question (Lehane, p. 84, 2003), both the structure and the traditions of the discipline.
Teachers can create a supportive learning environment for writing workshops.
The writing workshops should include having students keep notebooks with writing 
ideas, revising, editing, publishing, and conferring (Fraser & Skolnick, 1994, p. 103).
The teacher’s role is to “coach writers, answer questions, listen to stories, help a student 
find the right materials, and keep a finger on the pulse of the activity” (Fraser &
Skolnick, 1994, p. 132). By allowing students to work in small groups while they are 
writing and to try out ideas with peers, teachers can help children to develop a sense of 
audience (Master, p. 165).
Teachers can also encourage students to pursue challenging reading material. In a 
study of 12 classrooms of third to seventh grade gifted students, talented readers received 
differentiated instruction and challenging reading material in just three locations (Reis, 
Gubbins, Briggs, Schreiber, Jacobs, Eckert, and Renzulli, 2004). In this study, talented 
readers had limited opportunities in the majority of the classrooms, where reading 
material was often at or below grade level. The researchers recommended systematic 
opportunities to continue the progress in reading, including the opportunity to work 
together and engage in critical reading and analysis (Reis, Gubbins, et. all, p. 334. At the 
conclusion of the study, the researchers recommended that talented readers not only be 
provided with challenging materials, but that they complete creative products and 
alternative writing assignments (p. 335).
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Teachers can use portfolio assessment as a method of identifying hidden talents 
and empowering gifted children, beginning in elementary school. Coleman (1994) 
studied the use of portfolio assessment among children in kindergarten to third grade; the 
portfolio assessment model assumes that there should be a relationship between 
assessment and instruction (p. 68). Not only were teachers able to learn more about 
students, but teachers changed their professional practices as a result of doing portfolio 
assessment (p. 65). While the primary identifiers of exceptional potential remain 
constant, expressions of them vary according to environmental circumstances (p. 66).
Teachers may also guide students to autobiographical works about the writing 
process. According to Lehane (2003), “Autobiographical writings and secondary sources 
that illuminate the often arduous path of creative productivity are underased classroom 
resources” and are critical to study because artists have revealed themselves not only 
through their works, but through their autobiographies (p. 87, 2003). Within the field of 
writing, numerous autobiographical resources allow students to study both the 
development of the person and the development of the writer during the process and in 
hindsight. Autobiographical sources not only delineate the creative process but can be 
used as bibliographical therapy for students who might think no one understands how 
they feel. Autobiographical sources might fall into several categories including writings, 
autobiographies, and perspectives of the writing process through the eyes of characters in 
stories, including Anne Shirley and Jo March, both of whom are the main characters in 
classic literature.
When teachers give instruction in writing, it is important to be sensitive to gifted 
students’ abilities. Lehane (2003) wrote, “Students are often prone to self-criticism and
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discounting of their creative products” (p. 90). Redfem (1991) noted that “the capacity to 
respond to mature works and performances usually far outruns the capacity to create and 
perform mature works” (p. 270). While it is important to assess student products along 
the lines of excellence within that particular genre, it is important that assessment 
contribute to the overall learning process and not inhibit future artistic tendencies.
Teachers of gifted students are most effective when they exhibit traits like 
creativity, intelligence, depth and breadth of knowledge, humor, patience, and maturity. 
Silverman (1980) did a study of master teachers of the gifted and discovered that they 
encouraged student involvement and were more likely to ask divergent questions.
Students were encouraged to think and evaluate for themselves. In a micro-ethnographic 
study, Story (1985) examined how teachers facilitated learning among gifted students and 
after triangulating multiple sources of data, discovered that gifted teachers were most 
effective when they had these characteristics: (1) professional commitment; (2) skills in 
facilitating learning; (3) knowledge in both general subject areas as well as in the theory 
of education of the gifted; (4) and personality factors (p. 156). Teachers of the gifted 
must: (1) possess the characteristics of good teachers in general; (2) have highly 
developed management skills; and (3) be competent in-service presenters. Overall, it is 
critical that teachers understand gifted students’ needs and abilities.
Overall, the teaching of writing requires the development of mechanical skills as 
well as the encouragement of creativity. Teachers who encourage exploration and allow 
for open-ended assignments, are more likely to be effective facilitators of creative writing 
for students.
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Talent Development and Eminence
There is not always a clear and direct relationship between talent development 
and eminence. Through research and examination of early life experiences of eminent 
individuals, some conclusions can be drawn about optimal development of gifted 
individuals.
In a synthesis of eminence studies, VanTassel-Baska (1989) created a concept 
model of the development of eminence. Early in childhood VanTassel-Baska warned that 
“the right context for the nurturance process appears to be critical at this age as are key 
individuals” (p. 157). The model includes the development of individual characteristics 
and the child’s behavior in an external social context that includes the family, school, and 
community. Later in adolescence and adulthood the social structure is altered as the 
young adult takes on a different role in the family, transitions to the work environment, 
and the perceptions of the wider community become more important. This conceptual 
model continues through late adulthood into old age, as the individual continues to hone 
and develop her talents.
Eminence is an ambiguous term, but several researchers have defined it in ways 
that are relevant to the gifted community. VanTassel-Baska (1989) described eminence as 
being a relative definition; an individual might be eminent within a certain profession, but 
not necessarily famous. Eminence has more traditionally been used to denote extreme 
fame in domains that benefit and contribute to humankind (Pirrto, 1994). Within the field 
of writing eminence is often defined through awards such as Nobel and Pulitzer Prizes 
versus fame, which might be defined as writing a bestseller. The goal of talent 
development, particularly with high school students, might not necessarily be eminence
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but instead the production of creative products as the basis for later eminence and esteem 
within the field of writing.
Talent development within the field of writing is strongly affected by education 
and family background dating back to early studies. An early study relating the level of 
intelligence to the attainment of eminence was conducted by Cox in 1926, and this 
seminal study estimated the IQ scores and identification of over 300 famous men who 
lived from the 16th century to the 20th century. Cox discovered that most eminent men 
had both above-average IQ test scores and advanced educational opportunities 
(VanTassel-Baska, 1989). Persistence and motivation were key factors in determining 
eminence among talented men. The individuals in the Cox study were part of the Terman 
(1925) genetic study of genius and were selected from a larger sample in a study 
conducted by Cattell (1903). Within the field of writing, persistence and motivation are 
critical, particularly when many notable works have not received immediate success or 
critical attention.
Later researchers built on the studies of Cattell and Cox and attempted to 
demonstrate a link between childhood backgrounds and the development of genius. 
McCurdy (1960) used twenty-seven men from the Cox study who had IQ scores above 
160. McCurdy’s findings were generally that ability and family environment played a 
fundamental role in the development of genius. Intense parental involvement early in a 
child’s life and parents’ abilities to facilitate children’s interests also contributed to 
children’s development. Goertzel and Goertzel (1962) broadened the Cox design to 
include 400 individuals, men and women, limited to the 20th century; the selection 
process required these individuals to be listed in a standard reference work and to have
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several biographies. Many of the eminent individuals came from middle class families 
where parents valued intellectual exchange and education but without a conventional 
approach. Approximately 85% of these individuals experienced family adversity and 
conflict, including alcoholism and dominant mothers. Many of these individuals were 
mistreated or rejected by their peers when they were children for being sickly, homely, 
overweight, etc. Overall, there is a clear relationship between talent, adversity, and the 
development of eminence.
Researchers have made several generalizations about the talent development 
process in relationship to education and family background. According to Goertzel and 
Goertzel (1962) the value that parents placed on intellectual development was a critical 
factor in the development of many eminent individuals. According to VanTassel-Baska, 
three factors that produce eminence are (1) being bom into a family that values 
knowledge and education; (2) being precocious; and (3) being focused and self-directed. 
In his studies of eminence and genius, Simonton has discovered several generalizations. 
Simonton’s careful use of data gathered by Cox and Goertzel allowed him to synthesize 
studies of eminence and genius into several key conclusions (1984,1988, 1992, 1994);
(1) personality traits such as resilience in the face of adversity and character are more 
important than intelligence, (2) role models and mentors are critical to the development 
of eminence. The connection between education and eminence is not necessarily limited 
to the classroom; nonacademic activities and extracurricular activities including 
voracious reading were more predictive of eminence than winning academic honors such 
as Phi Beta Kappa and valedictorian (Simonton, 1984). Simonton also noted that the 
levels of education for creative writers and poets peaked during the junior year of college.
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A certain education level is necessary to have a knowledge base and understanding of the 
craft at the internal level. Family support and education are instrumental to developing 
talent and later possibly eminence but too much formal education works against the 
natural process of talent development, particularly in more creative fields like writing.
There is also a clear link between intelligence and eminence. In a study by 
Walberg et al. (1981) a rating scale designed by Walberg was applied to part of the Cox 
sample. Seventy-six researchers provided further details about their chosen biographical 
subjects. When a close examination of this sample was done, it was found that 97% of 
women and 80% of men experienced success in school. While being intelligent did not 
necessarily lead to eminence, it was found that intelligence coupled with parental 
encouragement and a stimulation of children’s interests helped in the attainment of 
optimal talent development. Once again there were links developed among intellectual 
ability, personality, and family background.
The transition from talent to eminence within a field is partly determined by 
opportunities and exposure within the field. While it is true that creative writing implies 
freedom and spontaneity, the eventual production of a high quality product requires a 
wide knowledge base about a particular genre. Doyle (2001) wrote, “Creative people see 
themselves and their work as part of a cultural tradition, a culturally prescribed way of 
working in a medium” (p. 47).
In recent years, researchers have fine-tuned the study of how talent is nurtured 
and under what circumstances young adults reach distinction within their fields before the 
age of 35, focusing on domains of cognitive ability and bodily-kinesthetic abilities.
Bloom (1985) interviewed 120 young people who had achieved high levels of
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performance in a variety of fields including Olympic swimming, tennis, mathematics, and 
science research, and delineated that in each field of talent, students gradually progress 
through different phases of learning. In his later generalizations about talent 
development, Bloom emphasized the years of learning and practice that are required to 
become an “apprentice” and later a master in a field. Most eminent people see their work 
within the context of the field; Einstein was a physicist immersed in the work of other 
physicists, while Faulkner was a novelist among other novelists (Doyle, p. 47). Without 
exposure to a field, gifted people will have a much more difficult time optimizing and 
maximizing their talent development.
The transition from talent development to eminence is also impacted by 
personality. Simonton defined productivity as being critical to adult eminence and cited 
three factors: precocity, rate of productivity, and longevity (1988). Simonton (1994) 
stated that quality would usually arise from quantity; early production of work leads to 
cumulative advantages and higher quality work at a later point. Creative adults and 
writers in particular are noted for having psychopathology and other mental problems due 
to genes and to having to suffer through long periods when their work is not appreciated 
(Simonton, 1994). Pinto wrote, “We cannot predict who will be eminent, based on 
childhood characteristics alone, because these factors overlap and taken into account the 
society, the psychological factors, and the mental qualities of the person” (p. 322). 
Overall, talent plus persistence, resilience, productivity, and longevity are possibly linked 
to eminence and optimal talent development.
Eminence is also affected by the social and historical times. Political violence 
and wars often stimulate individuals to produce creative products that later contribute to
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society. Simonton wrote, “The eminent genius is a mere mouthpiece for the age, or a 
funnel in which diverse socio-cultural causes are collated and concentrated” (1984, p. 
146). Within fields peak productivity usually falls at different life stages; Simonton 
noted early productivity for mathematicians and political revolutionaries, while literary 
prose writers peaked at 43, and poets peaked at 39 (1975, 1984). With writing peaking at 
a critical juncture in history, such as during World War I (for the poet Rupert Brooke) or 
during World War II (Hemingway) can create conditions leading to productivity, 
inspiration, and eventually eminence. Conversely, being bom with a talent such as 
translation ability might have led to eminence in the nineteenth century, when this talent 
was esteemed, but might only lead to a job in today’s market. Timing is a critical issue in 
transitioning from talent to eminence; certain external events have inspired writers to 
create some of their most notable works.
The development of eminence in a field is a lengthy process, especially in the 
field of writing. Writing eminence is affected by factors such as timing, training, overall 
level of creativity, and exposure to different genres.
Eminence in the field of writing 
Over the years many children have attained recognition in the field of writing 
through having books published, and a few have attained eminence. In 1937 two children, 
Katherine Hull and Pamela Whitlock, published the collaborative novel, The Far-Distant 
Oxus, which was claimed to be a “classic” by critics in Europe and the United States. 
Anne Frank’s diary was published in 1952, describing her experience while a teenager as 
she was hiding away from the Nazis for two years. Her diary was originally published in 
1947, and since that date it has been translated into more than 50 languages. In 1964
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Dorothy Straight published How the World Began, which she had written at the age of 
four. S.E. (Susan Eloise) Hinton wrote The Outsiders at the age of 15. It was published 
when she was 17, and since then it has sold over a million copies. The West Indian girl, 
Manghanita Kempadoo, published Letter o f Thanks (1969) when she was 12, and Ally 
Sheedy also wrote She Was Nice to Mice (1975) at twelve. Gordon Korman wrote This 
Can’t be Happening at MacDonald Hall in the seventh grade. By the time Korman 
graduated from high school he had completed five books, and today as an adult he is a 
well-known writer for children and young adults. While it is possible for a child to write 
a work of enduring quality, such as The Diary of Anne Frank, most children are not 
successful enough in their writing skills to write and publish at such a young age.
Famous writers as children also provide many insights into the talent development 
process. Jane Austen read widely as a child, and was a prolific young writer with more 
than 90,000 words produced by the end of her teenage years (Pirrto, 1992, p. 186). 
Sinclair Lewis had over 300 books in his house, including works by Scott, Dickens, 
Goethe, Milton, Gray, and Young (Schorer, 1961). While Stephen Crane attended 
college for just one year, he read a variety of books, including Westerns and other 
paperbacks as a child and young adult (Berryman, 1950). Tennessee Williams’ mother 
read stories and plays to the young boy, and he heard many hymns and lullabies. As a 
small and sickly child, he read for hours upon end, enjoying the solitary comfort of Scott 
and Shakespeare (Spoto, 1985). According to Pirrto, Emily, Charlotte, and the other 
Bronte siblings created tiny books and invented their own language as children; this later 
translated into adult writing, much of which has been published and canonized (1992).
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Well known writers developed an interest in reading and writing as children, which later 
translated into some of our best known and loved books.
Talent development in the field of writing is a lengthy process, and eminent 
writers usually do not emerge before adulthood. The research base includes several 
studies of literary geniuses in hindsight based on a methodical analysis of their childhood 
writings and “gifted behaviors.” Case analyses of writers and their talent development in 
hindsight are invaluable to guiding us in providing interventions to students. McGreevy 
(1994) studied notable writers, including Charles Dodgson, Beatrix Potter, Agatha 
Christie, and Dylan Thomas using parents, siblings, home environment, and education as 
a framework. In documenting “gifted behaviors,” McGreevy concluded that talent 
development among eminent writers follows a certain pattern: from a young age children 
engage in creative production, read, learn nontraditional subjects, have time to study 
topics of interest, and develop independent thinking and internal motivation (p. 77-78). 
McGreevy studied the evolving creative development of the young Brontes in retrospect 
through examining their juvenilia and other writings; she defined her study as a case 
study of a family of eminence (p. 146) and discovered that the characters the Bronte 
children developed later became some of the best known protagonists in history -  
Heathcliff, Mr. Rochester, and other notable characters; early years of production allowed 
the three Bronte sisters to write classics. Pinto’s (1992) study of famous writers as 
children provided similar insights; there is an early tendency toward literary pursuits such 
as reading and writing, leading into a lengthy apprenticeship that eventually lead to 
masterpieces for writers such as Jane Austen, Stephen Crane, Dylan Thomas, Virginia 
Woolf, Charlotte Bronte, and Graham Greene.
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Throughout history eminent writers have developed under certain conditions that 
include cultural stimuli, time alone, and an ability to persist at their task at hand. Wallace 
and Walberg (1987) looked at the childhood environments of 42 eminent essayists of 
history. Overall, they demonstrated superior intellectual skills, general psychological 
wholesomeness, and versatility as well as concentrated perseverance during childhood (p. 
65). The essayists included Cobbett, Bunyan, Rousseau, Swift, Helvetius, and Emerson; 
the estimated IQ range was from 142-187, and they lived during the fifteenth to 
nineteenth centuries. Essayists were evaluated, in hindsight, in terms of traits and 
environmental conditions, which included affective, physical, and social and cultural 
conditions, in relationship to eminent people outside the field of writing. Apparently, the 
cultural stimuli and materials available in their field of eminence (89%), combined with 
an openness and receptivity to varied cultures and ideas compensated for the strict social 
structure that allowed little mobility (Wallach & Walberg, p. 68).
Studies of extraordinary individuals also provide insights into talent development 
and the lifespan process. In Extraordinary Minds (1997), Gardner emphasized talent 
development as a lifespan process, with Goethe finishing Faust at the age of 82 and Verdi 
and Yeats producing some of their finest qualities of work at an old age. Gardner 
suggested that the term developmental reflects the constant and dynamic interaction 
between a person and the environment. Gardner conceptualized talent development 
among extraordinary individuals into four categories: master, making, introspecting, and 
creating new political forms. Simonton (1988) distinguished three types of eminence: 
creativity, leadership, and celebrity; the more eminent start earlier in life, go on 
producing longer, and do so at a faster rate. According to Csikszentmihalyi (1991),
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extraordinary individuals represent an Interaction among the individual, the domain or 
discipline In which they work, and the persons or institutions that render judgment of this 
work.
Autobiographies of eminent writers also provide a more comprehensive view of 
talent development. In A Room of One’s Own, Woolf (1929) emphasizes the need for “a 
room of one’s own,” which she defined as both time and space in which women can write 
(1914). Eudora Welty’s (2002) autobiography traces her development as a writer from 
her youth and first sense of writing to her more mature works; the early childhood 
memories provide a guideline for educators who seek to teach children how to develop 
their observational abilities. Many writers have reflected about their personal 
development; such resources provide invaluable insights into the understanding of talent 
development in relationship to the writing process.
Children’s autobiographical writings can also provide sources of knowledge about 
the talent development. The Diary o f Anne Frank (1942-1945) is a wonderful example of 
talent development in process; the young Dutch girl developed her writing from initially 
simply writing brief, simplistic details about her life to eventually writing deep and 
profound thoughts that have attracted readers across the world ever since. Emily 
Dickinson’s complete collection of poetry dates from the age of ten to 56; the reader can 
study the development of this writer from a young girl when she wrote in a more 
traditional mode to later in life when Dickinson developed her own punctuation and 
complex rhyme scheme in later years. Zlata’s Diary (1992) traces the development of a 
girl’s writing process during a unique time in history, the Serbian and Croatian War; this 
book provides deep insights into the development of talent under tremendous trauma.
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The development of eminent writers can be studied through their journals, their 
hindsight reflections, and through a careful, longitudinal analysis of their juvenile works 
in comparison to later works.
Creativity
Creativity as a construct in the field of gifted education has a long and rich history 
(VanTassel-B aska, 1998) dating back over 50 years in the research literature. With the 
passing of the Marland (1971) and the Javits Bill (1988), legislators emphasized an aspect 
of giftedness that researchers were also beginning to delineate in their studies. By 
including intelligence and creativity within his list of six types of giftedness, Sidney 
Marland, the U.S. Commissioner of Education, emphasized the need to value creativity 
within the classrooms of American schools that was more deeply instilled within the 
minds of educators with the publications of Gardner’s Frames o f Mind (1983) that 
emphasized the necessity for valuing different types of intelligence and thinking patterns. 
Creativity is a difficult process to study because it spans so many disciplinary fields, 
across different artistic and cognitive domains. While there is some consensus among 
theorists about the general attributes of creativity, the definitions of this phenomenon 
vary, depending on the background of the researcher, the study, and the ultimate findings.
The Evolving Definition of Creativity 
Creativity as a word has an interesting history, dating back to the Latin word of 
“creatus” that means “to make or produce” or “to grow” (Pinto, 1992, p. 7). During the 
nineteenth century, Herman Melville used the word “creativeness” in 1851 in Moby Dick, 
to describe the mechanical creativeness of a lightning storm, and after that the verb form 
of “to create” came into use (Pirrto, 1992, p. 7). By 1990 the term was referenced over
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6,500 times in titles of books and articles, many times in reference to education (Pirrto, 
1992).
While the word was not included at all in the 1964 college edition of Webster’s 
Dictionary, recent dictionaries generally include creative. There are slight variations in 
meanings even within dictionaries, and it is easy to imagine how these differences 
translate into the sphere of educational research. In the 2003 online version of Merriam- 
Webster, creative was defined as 1.) Marked by the ability or power to create: giving to 
creating, (2) Having the quality of something created rather than imitated: imaginative 
and (3) Managed so as to go around legal or conventional limits. The American Heritage 
Online Dictionary (2003) included the following definitions: (1) Having the ability or 
power to create. Human beings are creative animals. (2) Productive; creating, and (3) 
Characterized by originality and expressiveness; imaginative: creative writing. There are 
subtle differences in these meanings, indicating that creative is a difficult word to define. 
While it might be said that the inability to define “creative” makes it a postmodern word, 
the ambiguity of the word has spawned different translations within both academic and 
layman texts. Within the field of education, creative is a prevalent theme or goal, yet the 
irony is that researchers cannot come to definitive agreement about how to define it, 
much less research it or assess it.
Early Research in Creativity 
Within the field of creativity, some research has emerged as seminal. Research in 
the area of creativity dates back over 50 years, and this literature review section will trace 
several influential researchers and their work within the field. With divergent directions
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in their stance toward creativity, researchers have in effect created slightly different 
conceptions of the entity.
The earliest research dates back to Guilford (1950) gave a speech for the 
American Psychological Association in which he defined creativity as a measurable 
phenomenon. He raised two issues for educators: (1) how to find the promise of 
creativity in our children; and (2) how to enhance the development of the creative 
personality. He listed several different terms that might be enhanced by educators, 
including fluency, novelty, flexibility, synthesizing ability, analyzing ability, 
reorganization or redefinition of new ideas, degree of complexity, and evaluation. 
Guilford emphasized the creativity inherent in science and technology, over other fields, 
suggesting that it was domain-specific.
Torrance, the developer of the Torrance Test of Creative Thinking (TTCT), 
studied under Guilford and furthered the field. While Torrance did not claim that his 
tests measured divergent production or creativity, the tests have in fact been standardized, 
with high levels of reliability and validity. Children who scored well were considered to 
be very creative, or at least to have “potential creative ability.” These tests were slightly 
controversial, because fluency, flexibility of thinking, and other attributes of creativity 
are hard to measure in a quantitative sense. While the tests have been very effective with 
standard measures, it is difficult to translate their findings into predictions that children 
will eventually create original, long-lasting products. In addition, McCormack (1975) 
studied the use of figural forms in the Torrance Test of Creativity in respect to an 
apparent verbal bias. While Torrance had specified that examiners “should avoid giving 
examples or illustrations of ‘model responses’ which might reduce originality,
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McCormack found that nonverbal protocols also tended to affect subjects’ scores (1975). 
Torrance’s work was critical to the field, in that he transformed creativity from a 
“magical” process that could not quite be understood into something that could be 
measured in a quantified sense.
While several researchers were working on measuring creativity in a quantitative 
sense, Getzels and Jackson (1962) wrote Creativity and Intelligence, an examination of 
the possible link between creativity and intelligence. Getzels and Jackson studied 
children in grades 6-12 who lived in Illinois and labeled students who scored high on 
paper and pencil tests that measured divergence as creative, while those who scored high 
on convergent tests were labeled as “intelligent.” While Getzels and Jackson 
conceptualized the study with the assumption that everyone has some creative and 
intellect abilities, the flaw was that they tried to hard to differentiate students who had 
creativity from those who had “g” or general intelligence. One problem with the study 
was that those who were high in both creativity and intelligence were excluded. This 
flaw in the study does not allow us to see a possible link that might have been developed 
between creativity and intellect, and fundamentally reveals the bias of the researchers. 
Another flaw in the study was that it was done in a private, upper-middle class school, 
which limits generalizations to other socio-economic classes. When researchers interpret 
the results, they usually include the study as “proof’ that highly creative people need a 
certain level of intelligence but not the highest intelligence. This finding, while affected 
by the original bias of the researchers, has helped to shape the landscape of gifted 
education and creativity research.
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Creativity research evolved under the influence of the Getzels and Jackson study, 
with Wallach and Kogan continuing their research with the 1969 study, Modes of 
Thinking in Young Children. When fifth graders were working in an untimed, non- 
threatening testing environment, they produced better answers. While Wallach and 
Kogan believed that creativity could be enhanced through in-class exercises, they never 
stated that creativity testing was entirely valid. Wallbrown and Huelsman (1975) later 
replicated this study with a group of inner city children. Creative products were collected 
from the children and rated by judges on originality and effectiveness of expression 
(Wallbrown and Huelman, 1975). There was a positive relationship between the judges’ 
ratings and the creativity measures. This was significant, since these children represented 
a different sample than the original Wallach-Kogan sample of six years earlier. By the 
end of the 1960s the creative field had evolved to the point where researchers were able 
to measure and try to predict the development of creativity.
Later Models about Creativity 
In recent years creativity has become a dominant force in the educational 
landscape, with books with the title “creative” or “creativity” in everything from business 
courses to elementary schools. The proliferation of materials makes it difficult to sort 
through studies and books, but for the course of this literature review, the researcher has 
emphasized the more empirical and idea based findings.
In The Creative Vision (1976), Getzels and Csikszentmihalyi studied visual artists 
who worked on problems that could be solved through the imagination. When artists 
identified and solved the “problem,” tension was released. Equilibrium occurs when we 
assimilate this new information and, in effect, accommodate this by changing our
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knowledge scheme and behavior. Art is the symbolic “solution” to a problem. By 
conceptualizing creativity as partially “problem solving,” these researchers linked 
creative thinking to cognitive domains, rather than depicting it as a separate construct.
Within gifted education, a natural transition was to the Three-Ring Renzulli 
(1977) model, in which above average intelligence, task commitment, and creativity were 
emphasized. Renzulli’s model emphasized both the Marland Report (which included 
creativity) and in some ways was a continuation of previous research. Like Wallach and 
Kogan, who introduced “creative exercises” into classrooms, Renzulli believed the best 
way to teach creativity was through direct application. The emphasis away from 
cognitive tests, and toward actual products, was an interesting transition. While 
intelligence was integrated into the model, task commitment and creativity were equally 
important; the assumption was that creativity could best be developed under certain 
circumstances, such as through discipline and with a certain level of intelligence.
Later researchers actually studied Renzulli’s findings, trying to replicate them in 
different settings. In M. Delcourt’s “Characteristics of high-level creative productivity: A 
longitudinal study of students identified by Renzulli’s Three-Ring Conception of 
Giftedness,” (1994) students who were enrolled in these programs were tested at later 
points to see if they did, in fact, have enhanced levels of creativity. While the study 
sample was small (18), the students involved were highly regarded by their classmates 
and demonstrated high levels of creativity. In this two part, qualitative and multiple case 
study, data was triangulated from multiple sources, and the researchers concluded with 
future plans to study the students’ creative development in their professional lives.
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Gardner’s Frames of Mind (1983) integrated creativity into seven forms of 
intelligence, which included linguistic, musical, logical-mathematical, spatial, bodily- 
kinesthetic, inter-personal, and intra-personal (the original seven intelligences).
Gardner’s definition is an evolution in thinking from seeing creativity as somewhat 
divorced from intelligence, as early researchers had done, to seeing the value it plays 
across different intelligences and academic domains. Not only did Gardner delineate the 
intelligences, his book differentiated skills and attributes that might apply within a 
particular cognitive domain. Within the linguistic domain, different skills are required to 
be successful as a fiction writer than as a gifted translator. The strength of Gardner’s 
study is that he investigated the tensions and links between creativity and intelligence, 
and the popularity of his theory has changed the field of education in many different 
respects.
With the transition toward practical application, Sternberg’s The Triarchic Mind 
(1985) described three types of giftedness, including creative giftedness. By creative 
giftedness, Sternberg means the ability to adapt to new and novel situations. He defined 
creative people as “those who make discoveries and devise the inventions that ultimately 
change society’’ (p. 74). Sternberg’s definition incorporated creativity into giftedness, 
rather than as separate dimension of intelligence. Sternberg later delineated six aspects of 
creativity, including (1) creative intelligence; (2) specific knowledge within domain; (3) a 
certain style of mind; (4) certain aspects of personality; (5) motivation; and (6) a 
nurturing environment. By relating intelligence acts, Sternberg emphasized the need to 
broaden our definition of intelligence and to see it as an interrelated construct rather than 
separate entities.
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Feldman’s Nature’s Gambit (1986) represented a further delineation of creativity 
by defining it as contributing to the greater culture and to revolutionizing academic fields. 
Feldman studied prodigies, children who had accomplished far beyond their age and 
experience in a variety of fields, including writing, chess, and music. He also defined 
creativity as (1) giftedness is achieving advanced mastery within a field, or domain, or 
activity; (2) creativity is extending that mastery to find new meaning within a field of 
activity; (3) genius is remaking the field so people see it differently. By linking creativity 
to giftedness and genius, Feldman’s work provided a transitional point between different 
planes of thought about creativity. By defining creativity as reaching an expert level in a 
field, Feldman suggested it is linked to both content knowledge and intelligence. By 
affirming that creativity is demonstrated through transforming and extending the field, 
Feldman emphasized another link between intelligence, knowledge base, and new 
conceptualizations of thinking; intelligence was once again linked to creativity.
The link between creativity and eminence has been explored by several 
researchers in the field of education. Most notably, Gardner’s Extraordinary Minds 
(1997) delineates several forms of extraordinary thinking, much of which is creative at 
some level. In Gardner’s classification, Mozart would exemplify the master, who gains 
complete mastery over a domain of accomplishment; his innovation occurs within 
established practice (p. 11). Exemplary masters include George Eliot (writing), and 
Rembrandt as a master of seventeenth-century Dutch portraiture. Freud symbolizes the 
maker, who may have mastered existing domains but creates a new domain. Virginia 
Woolf is an introspector, an individual who explores his or her inner life. Other 
introspectors include James Joyce and Marcel Proust. Mohandas Gandhi is an influence!,
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whose primary goal was influencing other individuals, and who exerted his leadership in 
the public and political arenas. Machiavelli and Karl Marx would be included in this 
sphere. By delineating notable people, Gardner has taken the study of creativity beyond 
the immediate product and looked across different academic domains for links. Within 
each domain, there are different methods of demonstrating creativity, ranging from 
creating the academic field to mastering it and adding to the base of its finest works.
The links between creativity, intelligence, and emotional maturity has not been 
widely investigated in the empirical literature base. Landau and Weissler (1979) 
investigated the role of emotional maturity in helping children to develop the strength and 
courage to actualize their individual abilities. The study was done in Tel Aviv with 221 
children, ranging in age from 9-13. Using Gardner’s work on inter-personal and intra­
personal intelligence as a guiding principal, the researchers studied emotional maturity 
and its effects on giftedness. Using the Torrance Test, the Wechsler Intelligence Test, 
and an emotional maturity checklist, the researchers found a clear link between 
intelligence, creativity, and emotional maturity. They concluded, “The emotional 
maturity factor affects the level of creative behavior in gifted children, and therefore 
needs to be stressed when considering the nurturing of gifted children” (p. 104). While 
parents tend to emphasize intellectual stimulation with gifted children, focusing on 
emotional development is equally important in order not to create a gap between 
emotional and intellectual capabilities. Like Gardner, these researchers believed in 
nurturing the “whole” child.
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Creativity in the Classroom and Home Environment:
The best way to develop creativity within the classroom has been the subject of 
much research and debate in recent years. Issues that researchers have discussed include 
political implications, assessment, accessing creativity, teaching style, and how to best 
create an environment conducive to the development of creativity.
By the early 1970s, a substantial research base had developed concerning the 
teaching of creativity (Egan, 1975, McCormack, 1975, Park and Heisler, 1975; Pames, 
1975). McCormack (1975) studied the inclusion of training in creative thinking in 
general education science courses for five years at the university level; students in the 
study were given brainstorming activities, in comparison to the control group, who did 
not receive this specific training. When the students took the Torrance Test of Creative 
Thinking, there were increased levels of fluency, flexibility, and originality. Pames 
(1975) worked on the development of the Creative Education Foundation’s Annual 
Creative Problem-Solving Institute. With implementation and evaluation of creative 
problem solving, the author noted that students were able to “actualize imagination 
expansion” in the various stages of the problem-solving process. Schmidt, Goforth, and 
Drew (1975) investigated the relationship between creative dramatics instmction and 
creativity in children, with 78 second semester kindergarteners who were assigned to 
experimental and control groups. With half hour sessions of creative dramatics held 
twice a week for eight weeks, there were measurable differences in creative thinking as 
measured on creativity measures developed by Rotter (1975) and Wallach and Kogan 
(1965).
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The difficulty with trying to help students develop their creative abilities is that 
the creative process is inherently difficult to depict. Csikszentmihalyi (1991) described 
“flow” as being the optimal experiences that happen when you immerse yourself in 
something and lose track of time. It happens when you are able to control your inner life, 
including the psychic energy that allows you to be creative. Within school, this process 
takes place between the levels of boredom and anxiety. In regards to guiding gifted 
children, this study points towards the importance of not only understanding how to 
stimulate creativity, but knowing how creative thought processes work.
The study of creative talent within the classroom dates back to Torrance, whose 
Guiding Creative Talent (1962) was seminal in the field. Torrance first emphasized the 
need to guide creative students, and raised the issue of healthy personality growth in 
connection to creativity and education. While traditional tests emphasize cognition, 
memory, and convergent thinking, these tests only predict school achievement. It is 
important for parents and teachers to recognize that everyone possesses some ability in 
being creative, and children need experience and guidance to develop and fully function 
(p. 13). Torrance’s book continues to frame our conceptions of the responsibilities of 
educators toward creative children.
In recent years, the study of creativity in school has become finely delineated. 
Amabile (1983) defined creativity as being composed of three factors: knowledge in a 
given domain, creativity-relevant skills, and intrinsic motivation to contribute to a field of 
knowledge. By linking creativity to a knowledge base, it became apparent that 
knowledge informed the creative process. Fedlhusen (1995) elaborated on Amabile’s 
ideas and emphasized the importance of meta-cognitive skills in the creative process.
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Feldhusen included meta-cognitive skills for processing new information, a fluent 
knowledge base and mastery of skills, and a set of attitudes, motivations, etc. that would 
allow one to see new alternatives, new configurations, and unique solutions to problems. 
Sternberg and Lubart (1993) defined creativity as composed of six elements: intelligent 
processes, knowledge, thinking styles, personality, motivation, and environment. Their 
theory is that children should be encouraged to define and find problems, taught flexible 
use of knowledge, and to take sensible risks with their work. The link between 
knowledge base, logical thinking, and creativity was firmly established, as was the 
necessity for schools to understand these meta-cognitive processes.
Empirical Research on Creativity
A vast amount of empirical research about creativity has emerged, some of which 
will be synthesized as it relates to the researcher’s study.
Classroom interventions can effectively provide training for creativity and in 
doing so enhance the possibility of developing creativity into eminence. Rekdal (1979) 
cited the necessity for developing creativity in an academic atmosphere. Creative 
thinking ability transcends into genius under certain circumstances: a combination of 
timing, cultural milieu, and events sometimes concludes with the actualization of 
eminence. Potential genius is likely to be found among those who are high in both 
creative and intellectual ability, and that intellectual functions extend beyond the narrow 
IQ metrix (Rekdal, p. 850). Since the majority of academic programs use intellectual and 
achievement scores to identify students, schools run the risk of not serving “creative 
underachievers” but instead labeling them. While studying adolescents in Tel Aviv, 
Milgram and Hong (1994) found a relationship between specific domains of creative
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performance in adolescence and adult accomplishment in the work area. They found a 
stronger link between creativity and work accomplishment than between grades of 
general intelligence, further emphasizing the need for teachers to be cognizant of 
students’ creative development. While the study has several problems (ranging from 
attrition to socio-historical time and the manner in which the sample was selected) it is 
important to note that there are few studies in the literature base on creativity done in the 
Middle East.
Researchers have also recommended that teachers seek to help children develop 
creativity within classrooms through being open-minded, optimistic, and allowing 
children to develop their potential. Raina and Vats (1979) found that more creative 
teachers tend to favor creativity within the classroom. Through a study of 60 teachers in 
India, the creative behaviors of teachers were analyzed, and differences were found 
between highly creative teachers and teachers who fostered lower levels of creativity. A 
creative teacher facilitated discovery, a sense of trust, and a sense of empathy within the 
classroom. Clear links were demonstrated between creative personality, style of 
teaching, and pupil control theology, with creative teachers favoring less control and 
discipline within the classroom. Torrance (1970) viewed creative teachers as accepting, 
tolerant, and humanist in their approach. The responsibility of individual teachers to 
foster creativity within classrooms is emphasized within these studies, and no doubt 
creativity will continue to be emphasized as a valued attribute within classrooms around 
the world.
Teachers have the ability to create an environment in which creativity is fostered, 
rather than stifled. Renzulli and Callahan (1979) discussed the principles of creativity
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training within classroom, and in particular the necessity to help students develop the 
freedom to develop new ideas. The more ideas a student develops, the more likely she is 
to come up with new and innovative ideas (p. 38). Fluency training activities, without 
predetermined answers, were found to be very helpful with encouraging students to think 
“outside the box.” Eriksson (1989) delineated several strategies for enhancing students’ 
abilities in arts disciplines (fine art, dance, music, drama, writing) and integrated art 
(creativity). One concern was the most effective way to develop an appropriate 
educational program to stimulate the creative thinking of children who were talented in 
the creative arts. When working with children, it is necessary to help them overcome 
their internal blocks (such as limited ways of perceiving the world) and external blocks 
(environmental conditions that prescribe ways of thinking and behaving and a judgmental 
atmosphere).
Parents are also important support systems in the development of creativity. 
Domino (1979) discovered that when parents are more tolerant of creativity, children are 
more likely to exhibit different patterns of thinking and visioning the world. The result of 
this study was a high correlation between parental activity, attitude, and student creative 
behavior and thinking. Moon and Feldhusen (1994) found a link between a creative and 
critical thinking program, PACE, and interactions between students and parents. PACE 
apparently gave parents and children something to talk about, and these strengthened 
relationships in turn caused the program to be more effective at developing critical and 
creative skills during the elementary years, as seen in retrospective study ten years later.
VanTassel-B aska (1998) recommended that parents provide enriching experiences, look 
for an older child or mentor, take children to museums, listen with interest to their
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children’s ideas, and locate other children who share the same interest (p. 395). Parental 
support was evident, partly due to the fact that parents found the program an interesting 
subject to discuss over the dinner table. With proper parental support, children will be 
exposed to a wide field of interests, while at the same time having the opportunity to 
develop and self-actualize.
Creative people can be guided in school, and later to effective career 
development. Albert (1990) stated that it is difficult to predict the career trajectories of 
creative people. While career formation typically takes place during the late teens and 
early twenties, it is difficult to predict which creative child will eventually become 
eminent. According to Albert, there are several steps that parents and teachers can do in 
encouraging children to be creative without foreclosing career choices too soon, 
including allowing them to experience a deep realm of emotions, allowing them many 
unique first-hand experiences, and allowing children flexibility and novelty. When 
guiding children toward self actualizing their creativity through activities and careers, it 
is important to have realistic expectations.
Without the proper fostering of creativity, there are political and social 
ramifications. Gowan (1972) argued that within each creative person, the process of 
creation and destruction is closely related. Lewis (1991) explored the relationship 
between “creation” and “destruction” in the creative process and found that creativity is a 
gift that needs support through a student’s educational career. Creativity develops along 
a continuum, ranging from creative expression to destructive behavior, when a student is 
not fully able to express himself or fails to develop the ego-strength that seems to 
characterize productive lives. In a longitudinal study, Getzels and Csikszentmihalyi
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(1977), found that creative production in later life was related to problem-finding ability 
when they were students. Creativity became associated with problem-solving behavior 
(Van-Tassel-Baska, 1998) and it involved a long, arduous training process, rather than an 
inspiration and a “muse.”
According to many researchers, the ultimate measure of creativity is within the 
public sphere. Csikszentmihalyi (1991) defined the true measure of a work of art in 
terms of how it was received and valued by the public. Ochse (1990) defined creative 
people as those who had contributed something of value to the culture. Jensen (1996) 
delineated three criterion measures: (1) overt production, (2) professional recognition 
awards, and (3) peer judgment. Within the measure of these three esteemed researchers, 
much of the value of creative contributions depended on if the original thinker could 
effectively “sell” them to the public. Without public recognition (by these standards) the 
work of art had little value, even if it was recognized at a later point (like Emily 
Dickinson’s poems). Creativity is thus reduced to a cultural commodity, a tangible 
aspect that can be appraised at face value by an educated public.
Chapter Two Summary 
The review of literature on the talent development process revealed talent 
development is a complex field, and that the development of talent is delineated through 
our knowledge of each domain. A summary of the major research findings included in 
this chapter is delineated in Appendix H.
The study of writing talent development is particularly complicated because it 
very often involves a lengthy apprenticeship; young writers are usually developing a
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sense of genre, an appreciation for books, and an appreciation for the rhythm of language 
concurrently with developing a style of writing.
Writing talent is difficult to study. Delineating specific growth and 
developmental processes in this area is complicated by the fact that children often cannot 
articulate their complex thought processes.
Creativity is a necessary aspect of writing, yet it is difficult to define. The lack of 
consensus about the exact definition of creativity, within the field, has caused a lack of 
consensus about how to best teach and foster creativity. Having established the research 
base surrounding talent development and writing, the researcher will delineate the 
methodology of the study in chapter 3.
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Chapter 3 
Methodology
The purpose of this study was to explore the creative writing talent development 
process of high-ability and gifted students in grades 9-12. The focus was on student and 
parental perceptions of talent development. Gagne’s Differentiated Model of Giftedness 
and Talent (1995) served as the conceptual framework, guiding the research and the 
developing themes.
This section will discuss the general research design, the sample population, the 
instrumentation and materials, the variables in the study, and data analysis. Since this 
was a mixed design study, information was gathered while the researcher simultaneously 
categorized, integrated, and interpreted data to come to an understanding of the research 
process. Data analysis and interpretations were made using the inductive approach. The 
researcher discovered patterns that emerged from data and made interpretations (Gay & 
Airasian, 1996, p. 239).
Assumptions and Rationale for Mixed Design
Many aspects of this mixed design study are qualitative; qualitative designs allow 
for a more holistic approach to a subject. With this research study, the assumption was 
that data could be better analyzed and approached through qualitative methods than 
quantitatively. By listening to the perceptions of parents and students, the researcher 
gained a better understanding of the topic than would be possible in a quantitative 
approach.
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General Research Design 
The purpose of this study was to discover how high-ability and gifted students 
developed their talents in the field of creative writing. Methods of inquiry in this 
qualitative study included questionnaires and interviews with students about their writing 
processes, and questionnaires and interviews with parents concerning their perceptions of 
the talent development process. Only students who received awards in The Talent Search 
Writing Program at The College of William & Mary during 1999-2001 and were in 
grades 5-8 at the time were eligible to participate in the study.
This qualitative study utilized a mixed design to examine research questions 
concerning how students learn to write creatively in the context of education and home 
environments. Themes of interest included students’ behavior, the implementation of 
writing skills, and the catalytic effects of developing creativity in the context of a home 
and classroom that nurtured young writers.
Research Questions
In order to fulfill the requirements of this qualitative study, the following research 
questions were explored:
1. What markers of talent development do gifted high school students 
demonstrate in the area of creative writing?
2. How do gifted high school students describe their own patterns of talent 
development?
3. What roles do parents play in their children’s creative writing talent 
development?
4. How do parents describe their children’s talent development process?
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Explanation of Table 1A 
Table la  provides a synthesis of research questions, instrumentation, 
and data analysis procedures of the proposed dissertation study. Each research question 
was addressed in a systematic way during the course of the study. The research questions 
are first listed and then the instrumentation is delineated. When data analysis was 
conducted, qualitative and quantitative methods were used in an attempt to provide 
insights into the writing talent development process of high school students. The purpose 
of this table was to provide a clear depiction of the expected research process and 
methodologies used.
The first research question was addressed through surveys and interviews of 
students and parents. Data analysis was conducted in both quantitative and qualitative 
methods. The second research question was addressed through an interview of high 
school students. Data was analyzed through a qualitative case study, as the researcher 
attempted to extract themes and patterns in the talent development process of five 
students. The third research question was addressed to both students and parents and 
included the instrumentation of a questionnaire; it was also addressed in the follow-up 
interview with selected students and parents. The fourth question was addressed 
exclusively to parents and was included in both the questionnaire and the interviews.
Qualitative methods were used to analyze the interview data, while quantitative 
analysis was used for the questionnaire data. Parents of these five students were also 
interviewed. The parental responses were analyzed through qualitative methods, as the 
researcher sought to gain new insights, patterns, and theme/extractions of parental 
perceptions.
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Table 1A
Research questions, instrumentation, and data analysis
Research Questions Instrumentation Data Analysis
1. What markers of talent 
development in the field of 
creative writing do gifted 
high school students 
demonstrate?
Survey, interview Quantitative, qualitative 
Theme/extraction within 
interviews, some qualitative 
and quantitative analysis of 
surveys
2. How do gifted high school 
students describe their own 
patterns of talent 
development?
Interview Qualitative case study, 
Theme/extraction within 
cases.
3. What role do parents play 
in their child’s creative 
writing talent development?
Parent questionnaire & 
interview
Quantitative, qualitative 
Descriptive statistics with 




4. How do parents describe 
their children’s talent 
development process?
Parental interview, with the 
expectation that parents 
would provide insights 
(through longitudinal 
observations about their 




The primary unit of analysis for this mixed design research was the five students 
and their families. An important aspect of this research was how individual students 
negotiated and shaped their academic and home environments and created more optimal 
experiences in which to develop their creative writing skills. The researcher brought an 
understanding of the writing process, individual writing development patterns, and 
creativity to bear while gathering data.
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The time frame for these cases was during the 2004-2005 school year. While the 
individual experiences of children studied in this research represent an accumulation of 
behaviors over a nine or ten year span of childhood, the observations still provided 
invaluable insights into the complex nature of talent development and gifted children.
Sample
The study focused on 50 students now in Grades 9-12 who received awards in 
The Talent Search Writing Program in 1999-2001. As a mixed design study, this inquiry 
process provided a more holistic and complete understanding of talent development in 
writing.
Research Context
The Talent Search Writing Program was held at the College of William &Mary 
from 1996-2001 and served children in Grades 4-12 throughout the Commonwealth of 
Virginia. Students from around the state submitted writings in three genres - essays, 
poems, and stories. The writings were judged by a panel of students and writers through 
The Writing Center at The College of William & Mary, under the guidance of staff 
members of The Center for Gifted Education and the Director of the Writing Center. The 
purposes of the program were to promote the development of student writing through the 
competition process and attending classes with writing experts on a college campus.
Each writing sample was carefully analyzed with a special rubric and then scored.
During the course of the program, over 1200 students participated and benefited from 
The Talent Search Writing Program. Students attended the program from the surrounding 
communities and from across the Commonwealth of Virginia. Students who received 
awards were eligible to attend a day of seminars at The College of William & Mary, and
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to take advantage of the expertise of writing and English professors in addition to 
receiving their awards
Procedures
Initially the researcher contacted approximately 50 students who received at least 
Honorable Mention Awards in creative writing in the genres of essay, poetry, and short 
story during 1999, 2000, and 2001 in The Talent Search Writing Program with a 
questionnaire about their experiences as writers. Parents were also contacted with a 
consent form and a questionnaire in an attempt to triangulate data through gathering their 
perceptions. When data was received, it was analyzed using descriptive statistics and 
content analysis.
Students and parents who returned their questionnaires were assessed to 
determine if they might be good candidates for a case study, based on (1) Their 
willingness to participate in the interview, as discerned by the questionnaires to which 
they responded, (2) The level of articulateness in responses to questionnaires and open- 
ended questions, and (3) Their self-reported growth and development in the area of 
writing since The Talent Search experience, approximately 4-6 years prior.
Students and parents who met the criteria listed above were contacted for further 
data-gathering processes. Geographic proximity for conducting interviews was also a 
consideration of the study. Five students were selected for case studies.
The interviews began with the researcher introducing herself and speaking about 
issues pertaining to the study such as confidentiality, nature of recording, and how the 
data would handled and published within the dissertation. The researcher assigned a code 
number to the participant. The interview was recorded with pen and paper, and later
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typed and emailed to the participant (or mailed in hard copy) to make sure details were 
correct and that there were no misinterpretations. The researcher allowed students and 
parents the option of having the conversation recorded to ensure greater accuracy, but 
parents and students preferred not to be recorded on audiotape. The researcher did not 
want to inhibit the thoughts and reflections of the participants, so she complied with these 
requests.
The interviews of parents were semi-structured and consisted of a series of open- 
ended questions that related to the research questions. Each question was repeated until 
the participant has thoroughly answered it and indicated a desire to move ahead. At the 
end the researcher thanked the parent for his/her participation in the study. The 
researcher tried to reproduce this same atmosphere of openness, friendliness, and serious 
scholarship at each interview.
With interviewing the students, similar methods of data collection took place.
The students’ interviews concerned their own understanding of the creative writing 
process, and interview questions attempted to answer the overall research questions. 
Students were assured throughout the interview that they did not have to answer 
questions they were not comfortable with, and that their results would be confidential.
Instrumentation
Using the research questions as a guide, the researcher constructed a questionnaire 
that was be given to students and parents who met the criteria based on The Talent Search 
Writing awards. Sections of the student questionnaire included demographic 
information, the role of educational opportunities, the role of practice, the role of support
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aspirations, and personal characteristics. Parents filled out a separate questionnaire with 
questions probing similar components.
External and internal reliability are critical issues in research, particularly in 
qualitative research. According to Goetz and LeCompte (1984), “external validity relates 
to whether independent researchers would discover the same phenomena or generate the 
same constructs in the same or similar settings, while internal reliability refers to the 
degree to which other researchers, given a set of previously generated constructs, would 
match them with data in the same way as did the original researcher” (p. 210). Every 
attempt was made to reduce threats to data-collection reliability, and the researcher 
followed the recommendations of Silverman (1993), who called for the use of 
“standardized” methods of writing field notes and preparing transcripts.
Data Collection Management
All information pertaining to talented students’ writing was kept in hard copy 
form in a notebook. Later it was transferred and transcribed and coded. Each section 
was subdivided according to the data source, with (a) consent form, (b) questionnaires (c) 
possible interview, (d) documents, (e) and other relevant information.
Researcher Bias
Because this was a qualitative study, the researcher was the primary instrument 
for data collection and analysis. As a Ph.D. student with a focus on gifted education, the 
researcher devoted substantial time to gathering data and to writing a narrative that 
fulfilled expectations of a dissertation at The College of William & Mary. Having 
recently published a book written at a young age, the researcher had a substantial 
personal interest in studying writing habits among gifted children. The researcher could
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see many of her own personal experiences reflected within the study, and tried to limit 
the tendency to read too much into it, in an autobiographical sense, since such a tendency 
would cause her to read the results from a biased perspective. The researcher relied 
heavily on her own interpretations in understanding the meaning of data with the 
understanding that feelings, impressions, and judgment affect the way data is perceived 
(Borg & Gall, 1989, p. 23).
The researcher entered the setting without a preconceived notion about the 
context, the participants, or data desired; the purpose of the study emerged as an 
understanding of the participants and the context was developed (Gay & Airasian, 1996, 
p. 19). Data was mediated through a human instrument rather than through inventories, 
questionnaires, or machines. The researcher was concerned primarily with the process of 
students’ learning to write and in the meanings students constructed from the experience, 
with an emphasis on depth of perspective rather than breadth. The researcher was 
interested in understanding the process, meaning, and understanding gained by the 
convenience sample of students (Merriam, 1988). The research process was inductive; 
the researcher built abstractions, concepts, hypotheses, and theories from details 
(Merriam, 1988, pp. 19-20).
Data collection procedures in qualitative studies typically include observations 
and, depending on access issue, brief interviews. The study was similar to many 
qualitative studies, in that multiple data sources (questionnaires, interviews with children, 
and interviews with selected parents) were collected in an attempt to triangulate the data 
and to produce a narrative. Data analysis was done with an inductive perspective; instead 
of using preconceived notions, the researcher proceeded with the understanding that data
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might reveal unanticipated outcomes (Borg & Gall, 1989, p. 386). The researcher first 
gathered the data and then tried to develop an understanding and draw generalizations 
(Borg & Gall, 1989, p. 386). An in-depth, in-context study allowed the researcher to 
uncover subtle and less overt understandings (Gay & Airasian, 1996, p. 18). Data 
collection, analysis, and interpretation occurred throughout the study rather than at the 
end of the study (Gay & Airasian, 1996, p. 20).
Ethical Considerations
The ethical considerations established by the American Psychological Association 
and Chapter 13, “Human Research,” of the Code of Virginia were followed in conducting 
this study. The researcher followed the legal restrictions of The Family Educational 
Rights and Privacy Act of 1974, commonly known as the Buckley Amendment. One 
restriction of this amendment is that data cannot be made available in a personally 
identifiable manner unless there is written consent by the parents or by the student in the 
case of postsecondary students or persons at least 18 years old (Borg & Gall, 1989, p.
94). The College of William & Mary’s School of Education’s Human Subject 
Committee reviewed and approved the procedures of the study prior to its initiation in 
November 2004.
In accordance with the National Research Act of 1974, the researcher provided 
the Human Subjects Committee at The College of William & Mary the opportunity to 
review this proposal to see if there were risk elements. Risk is broadly defined as 
exposure to the possibility of physical, psychological, or social injury as a consequence 
of participating as a subject in research, development, or related activity (Borg & Gall,
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1989, p. 95). The researcher waited until the committee approved the study on November 
17, 2004, before progressing with data collection.
The protection of individual privacy in educational research involves two factors: 
(1) the consent of the individual as to what will be disclosed to the researchers and (2) the 
confidential use of research data collected on individuals (Borg & Gall, 1989, p. 86). 
Confidentiality of all study results was maintained and no one had access to the data 
except for the researcher. With committee approval and permission from the Dean’s 
Office, the researcher began gathering data. The researcher proceeded with ethical intent. 
The researcher gathered data and presented it while preserving the anonymity and privacy 
of the students involved. Confidentiality was further protected by not using names of 
individuals in any publications that result from the research project (Borg & Gall, 1989, 
p. 87). The following steps were taken to safeguard the rights of participants:
1. An explanation of the study was provided to the students and parents.
2. Data that are recorded about students did not include student names or
identifier information.
3. The researcher sought approval from the Human Subjects Committee at 
The College of William & Mary.
4. Identification of individuals did not appear in the final report.
5. Participating students and parents were given the opportunity 
to obtain results of the study.
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Data Analysis Procedures 
The questionnaire data was analyzed through descriptive statistics. The results 
were presented using descriptive statistics, with return rate on the questionnaire and 
percentage per answer category being calculated.
After the questionnaire data were delineated, the researcher then moved on to 
selecting case studies and interviewing them separately, preferably in person.
The researcher then began the data analysis on interviews by looking at within- 
case analysis, using open and selective coding. Once the data was analyzed, the 
researcher compiled a written report (Cresswell, 1994, p. 152). After the report was 
written, the researcher contacted the individuals, showing them their reports for a 
member-checking, or verification, of the information. If the students or parents requested 
revisions, the researcher made revisions to the interview data. (Cresswell, 1994, p. 152).
Then the researcher conducted a cross-case analysis, studying the similarities and 
differences across the five case studies. The researcher looked at the similarities and 
differences and measures along a continuum for these five students and their parents.
The researcher looked for trends and themes in the questionnaires and in the interviews 
(Tesch, 1990, pp. 142-145). The researcher hoped to develop new insights and 
considerations into the talent development process among young writers. Implications 
and areas for further research are explored in the final chapter of the dissertation.
Data Analysis Procedures for Case Studies 
After the questionnaire data were delineated, the researcher moved on to selecting 
case studies and interviewing them separately, preferably in person. Data analysis was 
conducted as an activity simultaneously with data collection, data interpretation, and
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narrative reporting writing (Cresswell, 153). The researcher collected information in the 
field, sorted the information into categories, formatted the information into a graph form, 
and then wrote a qualitative text (Cresswell, 153).
The researcher then processed this qualitative information based on data reduction 
and interpretation. The researcher looked at a voluminous amount of information and 
reduced it to patterns, categories, and themes (Cresswell, 154). These themes were 
summarized into different categories in response to each research question; synonyms 
were summarized into a common response, rather than being reflected separately in the 
content analysis.
Every effort was made to structure the data into categories, themes, and patterns 
that would provide a more cognizant narrative (Cresswell, 154). Categories and codes 
formed the basis of the emerging story told by the researcher, due to the fact that data 
collected in interview questions often has little structure in the responses (Cresswell,
154). Topics were abbreviated into codes, and during the preliminary organization 
process the researcher anticipated that new categories and codes would emerge 
(Cresswell, 155). The researcher then used the most descriptive words in each topic and 
turned them into categories (Cresswell, 155). Topics that were very similar were grouped 
together, to make a clearer and more concise compilation of information. Data was 
carefully assembled into categories.
A coding system slowly emerged, focusing on perspectives held by subjects, 
subjects’ ways of thinking about people, subjects’ thoughts about themselves, and 
activity codes. All this coding related directly to the research questions, and has been 
delineated in this chapter.
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After the themes had emerged and the coding was underway, the researcher 
developed matrices as a way of displaying the information, a spatial format that provided 
a systematic view of the information to the reader (Cresswell, 154). In response to each 
research question, the researcher compiled the most common responses and tallied the 
exact response in each category. The information was then provided in matrix form, and 
discussed in a textual sense.
The researcher began the data analysis on interviews by looking at w it.h in -ca.se 
analysis, focusing on content analysis and coding. Once the data was analyzed, the 
researcher compiled a written report (Cresswell, 1994, p. 152). After the report was 
written, the researcher contacted the individuals, showing them their reports for a 
member-checking, or verification, of the information. If the students or parents requested 
revisions, the researcher made revisions to the interview data. (Cresswell, 1994, p. 152).
Then the researcher conducted a cross-case analysis, studying the similarities and 
differences across the five case studies. The researcher looked at the similarities and 
differences and measures along a continuum for these five students and their parents.
The researcher looked for trends and themes in the questionnaires and in the interviews 
(Tesch, 1990, pp. 142-145). The researcher hoped to develop new insights and 
considerations into the talent development process among young writers. Implications 
and areas for further research are explored in the final chapter of the dissertation.
Delimitations and Limitations 
After careful consideration, the researcher analyzed the delimitations and 
limitations of this qualitative study that should be considered both in regards to gathering 
data and to the results.
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Delimitations
Delimitations are used to define how the study will be narrowed in scope 
(Cresswell, 1994, p. 110). Only students who received awards in The Talent Search 
Writing Program during 1999-2001 and were enrolled in grades 5-8 at the time were 
eligible for this study. The limited scope of the study allowed the researcher to contribute 
to the knowledge base with the understanding that the findings cannot be generalized 
across all populations of gifted students. The students chosen for this study were usually 
in grades 9- 12, and no attempt should be made to generalize findings to other grades or 
age levels.
Limitations
Limitations identify potential weaknesses in the study (Cresswell, 1994, p. 110). 
A threat to external validity in many qualitative studies is the experimenter effect, which 
is the degree to which the biases and expectations of the observer sometimes lead to 
distortions of data collection and interpretation (Borg & Gall, 1989, p. 404. The 
researcher’s biases included being a published writer and relating very closely with some 
of the experiences of these high school writers. Because the researcher was once 
embedded in the process of trying to develop writing abilities in high school, these 
memories affected the way she perceived and interpreted data.
Internal validity is an important consideration in all research, particularly with 
children (Borg & Gall, 1989, p. 405). The most serious threats to internal validity 
include history, maturation, experimental mortality, and instrumentation. Within the 
context of this study, there were some maturation effects, as students learned writing 
skills and simultaneously experienced affective and cognitive development. It was not
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always possible to determine the true history of each individual student, and to 
differentiate the background effects (in educational settings and at home) to determine the 
true impact of the writing process.
Not all people are equally articulate or perceptive; this factor impacted the 
insights the students provided, as well as the perspective of the researcher. Certain 
informants (e.g. children and teenagers) presented special issues in gaining rapport.
This longitudinal study of the winners of the Talent Search Writing Program 
would have been more effective if the database had been updated. Due to the nature of 
The Talent Search Writing Program, which became defunct in 2001, the database has not 
been updated since, and as a result the researcher was not able to contact all the winners. 
Not only were the winners who responded a self-selecting group, but they were taken 
exclusively from the pool of people who happened to live at the same address that they 
had four to six years ago. From a geographical standpoint, the study focused exclusively 
on those who had remained in the exact location since mid-childhood. These lost 
participants weakened the validity of the study. The Terman Study (1925) should serve 
as a model for the importance of updating data bases regularly, so as not to compromise 
the quality of the study. In this case, 20% of participants were Immediately lost, because 
they had moved and their forwarding addresses were no longer valid through the United 
States Postal Service.
Conclusion
In Chapter 3, the researcher delineated the research methodology, including the 
four research questions. The researcher included a design table specifying how each 
question will be handled in the study. The sample and research context were defined,
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along with procedures for collecting data and ethical concerns. The researcher explained 
her own biases and how she would attempt to minimize these biases in the interest of the 
quality of the study. At the end of the chapter, the researcher included delimitations and 
limitations.
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Chapter 4
Introduction
During November of 2004, the researcher mailed out 50 questionnaires to 
students and parents who participated in The Talent Search Writing Program during 
1999-2001. These questionnaires were mailed after The Human Subjects Committee had 
approved the project. All of the questionnaires included consent forms for the parents, 
and assent forms for students under the age of 18.
All students and parents who participated in the study returned these 
Consent/Assent forms with the questionnaires, indicating that they understood issues of 
confidentiality and were willing participants in the study. Students under the age of 18 
returned Assent forms, stating that their parents had explained the study to them and that 
they were willing participants.
Due to the fact that the study took place several years after The Talent Search 
Writing Program was discontinued, the database was not updated. In some cases, 
addresses in the database had not been updated since 1998, and even the most recent 
participant addresses dated back to 2000-2001, four years ago. As a result, ten 
questionnaires were returned to the researcher with the response, “Not deliverable.
Unable to forward.” Unfortunately, the researcher was not able to retrieve updated 
addresses for these participants. Of the 40 remaining questionnaires, seventeen were 
returned during either the initial or the follow-up mailings, representing a return rate of 
approximately 42.50%. Because one set of parents and child declined to answer any 
questions in the returned questionnaire, there were sixteen complete responses to 
questionnaires, a true response rate of approximately 40%.
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The researcher did another mailing to select participants, mostly from 2001, with 
the hope that the return rate would be improved during early January 2005. This repeat 
mailing drew several more responses, bringing the return rate up to 42.50%. This 
summary is a report of the results for close-ended questions on the questionnaire. The 
open-ended questions are considered in a later part of the analysis.
In the introductory letter, the researcher informed the participants that their 
participation in the study would be greatly appreciated, and that the information collected 
would be used solely for the purpose of the study. Participants were asked to complete 
the questionnaire and to return it by December 18, 2004. Parents and students were 
informed that they could discontinue the study at any time. In cases where students were 
minors, parents signed consent forms and students signed assent forms. The researcher 
informed the participant that the study was approved by the Human Subjects Committee 
on November 17, 2004.
Parent Questionnaire Results 
As part of the study, parents were requested to fill out a five-page questionnaire 
that included demographic information, short answers, and longer responses. Parent 
questionnaires included questions about how the child had developed her talent, and how 
the parents had nurtured children’s creative abilities. With one exception, parents 
provided a myriad of information about their child’s talent development process. One 
mother wrote to explain that since The Talent Search Writing Program her son had not 
done any writing projects, and therefore it was not appropriate for him to participate in 
the study.
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Demographic Information
In questions number 1-4 on the Parent Questionnaire, the families were requested 
to fill out their last name, their address, their email address, and their phone number. 
Fifteen out of sixteen parents (93.75%) provided this information, and indicated that they 
still resided in the Commonwealth of Virginia. The parental questionnaire was not 
specifically intended for mothers, but addressed to both parents. Thirteen mothers filled 
out the questionnaires entirely. In two cases, both parents filled out the questionnaire, 
while one father filled out the questionnaire entirely. The fifth question asked the families 
to check the highest level of the father and mother’s education, from below high school to 
the doctoral degree. Results indicated that 100% of fathers and mothers were college 
graduates. Approximately 45% of fathers had either Master’s or Doctoral degrees, while 
31.5% of mothers had a Master’s or Doctoral degree.
In 2003, The U.S. Census Bureau published statistical information about the 
educational attainment of adults 25 years and older. Within the 45-54 year old age group, 
the U.S. Census Bureau reported that 9.5% of adults had Associate’s degrees, 18.8% had 
Bachelor’s degrees, and 11.6% had advanced degrees (U.S. Census Bureau, 2003). 
Considering that approximately 18.8% of adults have college degrees, this was an 
extremely highly educated population of parents. In comparison to national averages, 
they were also well ahead of the 11.6% of the population within their age group with 
advanced degrees. Fathers and mothers of The Talent Search Writing award winners 
were highly educated. Table 1 refers to the educational level of fathers and Table 2 
references the educational level of mothers.
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Table 1
Father’s educational level 
N=16, 10 missing











The sixth question asked families to indicate employment for both the father and 
mother, The employment categories were professional, business executive or 
management, technical, sales, administrative support (including clerical), service 
occupations, machine operators (including textile and general laborers), farm operators 
(including agricultural workers), and not employed at this time. Table 3 is a reporting of 
the occupational level of fathers of The Talent Search Writing participants, while Table 4 
reports the occupational level of mothers.
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Table 3
Father’s occupation
N -16, 10 missing











In Question 7, families were asked to indicate approximately how many times 
during the past year family activities centered around the following: museums, movies, 
exhibits, demonstrations/lectures, zoo/aquarium/botanical gardens, educational 
enrichment trips, tours, plays, and concerts. Nearly all of the families answering this 
questionnaire had participated in all of these activities, judging by the response rate that 
ranged from 62.50% to 93.75%. Usually the families participated in these activities 
between 1-3 times each year. Table 5 is a reporting of the family activities and 
frequencies during 2004.
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Table 5
Family activities and frequency in the past year 
N=16, 10 missing
Activities Checked by Most frequent # Largest #
Museum 93.75% 1,2 (times) 1-2 times= 50.00%
Movies 93.75% 3,4,5 (times) 1-5 times= 43.75%
Exhibits 75.00% 1,2 (times) 1-2 times= 50.00%
Demonstrations/Lectures 62.50% 1,2 (times) 1-3 times= 43.75%
Zoo/ aquarium/B otanical 
Gardens 75.00% 1,2 (times) 1-3 times= 56.25%
Educational Enrichment 
Trips 81.25% 1,2 (times) 1-2 times= 50.00%
Tours 75.00% 1,2,3 (times) 1-3 times= 50.00%
Plays 81.25% 1,2 (times) 1-2 times= 31.25%
Concerts 75.00% 1.2 (times) 1-2 times= 31.25%
In Question #8, parents were asked how important certain activities were to 
family life. They were given the option of answering l=Not important, 2= Of little 
importance, 3=In the middle, 4=Important, or 5=Very Important. Table 6 is reporting of 
the importance of a list of activities in the daily family life, as reported by parents of The 
Talent Search Writing winners.
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Table 6
Importance of activities in daily family life
N=16, 10 missing
Activities Average Level of Importance Range of Answers
Exploration of new ideas 4.25 3.00-5.00
Consistency 4.50 3.00-5.00
Expression of personal 
opinions 4.50 4.00-5.00
Exchange of information 4.50 3.00-5.00
Structure 3.50 2.00-5.00










Generally, parents believed that all these activities were important, since the 
average score was at least 4.00 on everything except for routine. Parents felt particularly 
strongly about the importance of cooperation, accommodating children’s interests, 
reading, exchange of information, and expression of personal opinions. In all these
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categories, the majority of parents rated these at least a 4.50, meaning they were between 
4.00 (important) and 5.00 (very important).
In Question #9, parents were asked to state their aspirations for their child’s 
educational attainment. All parents (100% of respondents) wished their children to have 
at least a college level education. Fifteen out of sixteen parents wished their children to 
attend graduate school (93.75%), meaning that the majority of parents wished their 
children to attend graduate school and pursue either a Master’s degree or doctorate.
In Question #10, parents were asked what sorts of issues their children might face 
in choosing careers. Parents were supportive of high academic and educational attainment 
in their children. In some cases, parents even noted that this would be the child’s choice. 
Financing a high level education was an issue that several parents were facing. The 
dilemma that many gifted students face (earning potential vs. personal satisfaction) was 
raised by several respondents. But the majority of parents (93.75%) were more concerned 
with their children finding a career that would be enjoyable and rewarding.
The Role of Educational Opportunities
In this section, the researcher asked questions pertaining to the role of educational 
opportunities. This section included five short answer questions, allowing parents to 
reflect on how important educational opportunities are during the talent development 
process. After students had answered the nine demographic questions, they responded to 
five questions pertaining to the role of educational opportunities in their development as 
writers.
In Question #11, parents were asked to reflect on how long their children had 
been interested in writing. Nearly all of the parents (93.75%) noted that their child’s
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interest in writing dated back to elementary school. The most common theme was,
“Since he learned to write,” or “Since she started school.” One parent wrote, “Since 
kindergarten. She was a ‘late talker’ but clearly understood the written word.” A second 
parent wrote, “Since she learned to write. Actually, she made up her own long, involved 
stories before she could write as well.” Parents perceived their children’s talent 
development process to date back to early elementary school, and recognized that writing 
is a long apprenticeship.
In Question #12, parents were asked if they had helped their child develop an 
interest in writing. All the parents said that they had, and the most common forms of 
encouragement were reading their children’s writing, praising stories, and encouraging 
reading. One parent wrote, “We started ‘writing’ stories when he was about 2. It became 
a game. We all enjoy reading!” Another parent wrote, “By reading to her since she was 
an infant, encouraging her to write, and praising the results.”
In Question #13, parents were asked what types of educational opportunities had 
been especially important to their child’s development as a writer. Parents’ responses 
included reading, entering writing contests, writing classes, Johns Hopkins writing 
tutorials, and honors English classes. One parent wrote, “Good elementary school 
teachers who recognized her writing ability and encouraged her.” Significantly, parents 
saw traditional educational structures such as classroom settings as providing talent 
development opportunities.
In Question #14, parents were asked to comment on what types of books their 
child liked to read. Parents emphasized that their children liked to read many different 
types of books. Common responses included history, historical fiction, and fiction -  with
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The Lord o f the Rings and Life o f Pi on several lists. Overall, children liked to read 
classics, historical fiction, paranormal fiction (such as Stephen King), and fantasy.
In Question #15, parents were asked if their child’s reading interests transformed 
into writing projects and ideas. One parent stated, “Seldom. Too busy with other 
interests and activities. More so when in elementary school. Would take every day 
events and people and transform them into a story.” Another parent wrote, “He does not 
read very often. His life experiences and imagination are reflected in his writing.” A 
third parent wrote, “My daughter likes to write, but has a hard time finishing her projects. 
High school English classes have diminished her desire to write because she has been 
required to read and write about subjects she has no interest in.” While being busy with 
other things was a theme, several parents described how their children transformed 
individual interests into school projects and used traditional classroom settings to develop 
their interests. One set of parents wrote about their daughter, “Yes. Interests in politics 
and historical fiction reading appear in school projects and assignments.” A mother 
wrote, “When given an assignment at school, etc. he never complains but seems to truly 
enjoy the project. I’ve watched him take books he has read and apply the ideas, thoughts, 
or experiences to other situations.” Contradictory viewpoints appeared in response to this 
question, with parents either believing their children did not have time to develop as 
writers, while other parents believed traditional school settings nurtured writing projects.
In Question #16, parents were asked to describe intellectual growth patterns they 
had noted in their children, as they developed their artistic ability. While two parents 
declined to answer this question, the majority had witnessed tremendous intellectual 
growth in their children. One mother wrote, “He’s coming into his own, utilizing a
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broader vocabulary,” A second mother wrote of her daughter, “It branches into the 
virtual arts. She just shot a very creative video which she wrote.” While technical skills 
were important, several parents believed their children now think more intuitively and 
with a better social consciousness. One mother wrote, “She thinks more 
impressionistically and intuitively.” A mother wrote, “Growth in social consciousness, 
self-awareness, and comfort with the essential self (“warts and all”).” One mother wrote 
of her son, “He has become more confident in his work and in his writing, has become 
more individual in style and choice of subject matter. He seeks and finds ideas or 
answers that are a little more ‘out of the box.’” Overall, parents could see growth and 
development that extended from technical details, such as better plot development, into 
subconscious and intuitive levels of thought.
In Question #17, parents were asked to reflect on whether The Talent Search 
Writing Program was a valuable educational opportunity for their child, and in what way. 
Recognition as a writer and validation of the child’s abilities, were the two major themes 
that came across in the answers of the majority of parents. The most important part of 
The Talent Search Writing Program was that it gave their children confidence in writing 
abilities; the award was less important than the opportunity to meet peer writers and 
attend classes at William & Mary. One mother wrote, “Yes. It developed her confidence 
in herself as a writer, developed her identity as a writer. My daughter realized she could 
make an impression on the world.” Another mother wrote, “It encouraged him to go 
beyond his normal writing efforts.” A third mother remembered, “It was an important 
‘outside’ boost to his education. Not just another ‘school project.’” One parent wrote, 
“Yes. It provided validation of her work by an objective audience.” Most significantly,
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one mother wrote of The Talent Search Writing Program, “Yes. We mourn its demise 
every year. When my daughter entered it, she didn’t care a whit whether she won or not. 
What she wanted was the unbiased individual feedback from good writers. She ended up 
placing both years, but it was the attention and feedback, far more than the award, that 
motivated her.” Parents recognized that The Talent Search Writing Program had a lasting, 
positive effect on their children’s development as writers through validation, confidence 
boosting, meeting with peers, and getting the opportunity to take classes with published 
writers on a college campus.
The Role of Support
In the third section, the researcher included four questions that asked parents to 
reflect on how supportive they had been to their child’s talent development process. 
Meanwhile, students were asked to reflect on how supportive their parents had been 
during the talent development process. In the next section, students were asked to reflect 
on support systems at both home and school. Through the six questions provided by the 
researcher, students reflected on questions that clearly reflected the Gagne model.
In Question #18, parents were asked how they specifically supported their child’s 
interest in writing. Results suggested that parents offered support in many ways that 
were validated by comparable student responses. Many parents encouraged their children 
to read, took them to the library, and encouraged their sons and daughters to submit 
works for publication in local magazines. Praise and encouragement were important, but 
feedback and critiques of works were other forms of encouragement provided by parents 
to their children.
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In Question #19, parents were asked what sort of support system their child had at 
school. Effective, encouraging English teachers provided support to many students, but a 
peer group was equally important. Several parents (25.0%) noted the importance of a 
high-achieving, academically supportive peer group at school. Creative writing classes, 
school literary magazines, and school newspapers were also helpful resources provided 
by high schools.
In Question #20, parents were asked whether their child had a mentor. Seven 
parents (43.75%) believed their children had mentors, ranging from encouraging 
brothers/sisters/parents to teachers who in many cases provided informal guidance to 
budding writers.
In Question #21, parents were asked to reflect about how supportive they had 
really been to their child’s talent development process. Not surprisingly, all the parents 
provided positive responses to this question. Parents had attended The Talent Search 
Writing Program with their children several years ago and were later participating in this 
study; it was apparent that parents had supported their children’s writing habits over the 
years. While many parents believed they had been very helpful, nearly half the responses 
were somewhat ambiguous -  with the common theme being that the parents had 
attempted to be helpful. This response was not surprising, since writing is a slightly more 
difficult ability to encourage than other domains.
The Role of Practice
In the fourth section, parents were asked to reflect on how important learning and 
training had been to their child’s talent development process.
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In Question #22, parents were asked what sorts of learning and training
opportunities they had provided to their children. Several parents had taken the initiative
to enroll their children in special writing classes. However, the majority of parents
(75.0%) stated that their children did not have special learning and training opportunities
outside of The Talent Search Writing Program and school.
In Question #23, parents were asked to reflect on their child’s writing habits.
From parental observations (93.75%), it was apparent that most students wrote on a daily
basis. Writing was a part of their lifestyle, and not just a hobby that was picked up and
pursued for The Talent Search Writing Program.
In Question #24, parents were asked a yes/no answer, addressing their child’s
motivation as a writer. Sixteen out of seventeen parents responded positively to this
question, equaling 94.11% of participating parents. Only one parent responded negatively
to this question, the parent who had returned the questionnaire with an explanation about
why she and her child had decided not to participate. This mother wrote:
Our son won his award for a poem he wrote in elementary school. He wrote 
many poems at that time because I feel in the “pre-SOL” days the schools fostered 
that creativity. They seem to have little time for creativity today, as I have noted 
with our two younger children.
Our oldest son has not written anything on his own since he entered middle 
school and is presently a freshman in high school. He views writing as a chore. 
Most of your questions, therefore, do not pertain to us.
Not surprisingly, most parents believed their children were motivated to become better
writers, and responded affirmatively, with a positive response of 93.75%.
In Question #25, parents were asked to reflect on how much practice their child
did to improve his/her skills. Three parents (18.75%) responded, “None,” but the
majority of responses (81.25%) were that children wrote every day, sometimes just for
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school assignments but nevertheless parents perceived this to be practice. One mother 
wrote of her son, “He agonizes over every word on a paper.” Other parents saw their 
children working on writing projects, particularly journals, on a daily basis. One set of 
parents wrote of their daughter, “Taking time to outline; multiple drafts of papers; 
seeking edits.” The majority of parents believed that their children were progressing as 
writers and witnessed improvement on a daily basis.
In Question #26, parents were asked what sort of environment their child liked to 
work in. From parents’ perspectives, their children enjoyed working in quiet places, 
particularly in their bedrooms. Often there was music playing in the background, as the 
young writers meditated about their upcoming work.
The Role of Personal Characteristics 
In the next section, parents were asked several questions pertaining to their child’s 
personal characteristics.
In Question #27, parents were asked whether perseverance was an important 
aspect of their child’s character. Fourteen parents (87.5%) responded positively, and two 
parents responded negatively to this question. One common theme running through the 
positive responses was that children’s perseverance level depended upon the context; in 
certain situations the students exhibited higher levels of perseverance. One mother wrote, 
“Yes, he can be very persistent when working on a project. We’ve learned not to 
interfere!” Another mother reflected, “She is extremely persistent when she wants to be.” 
In Question #28, parents were asked how their children felt about receiving 
awards. A common theme within the answers was that the award motivated children to
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work harder, and it validated past efforts in writing, with 87.5% of parents giving a 
similar response.
In Question #29, parents were asked to describe their children in three adjectives, 
relating to writing. Common answers included imaginative, creative, descriptive, great 
vocabulary, humorous, precise (wants to use right words to nuance meanings), original, 
self-critical, obsessive/perfectionist, and determined. Of these words, imaginative and 
creative were most commonly used by parents in describing their children’s writing. 
Many parents included more than three adjectives to describe their children’s writing. 
Table 7 refers to the three adjective descriptions, their frequency, and the percentage of 
parents using these adjectives to describe their child.
Table 7
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In Question #30, parents were asked what intellectual processes they saw in their 
child’s writing. Five parents did not respond to this question, but the remaining eleven 
did, and one common theme running through the responses was that students attained 
levels of insight and awareness. One parent delineated in greater detail about her college- 
aged daughter, Mary, “Development of conceptual themes through concrete physical 
imagery, moral/spiritual exploration arising from ordinary experience.” Another mother 
reflected that her daughter “looks for the angle that no one else will use and that will 
make her writing interesting and stand out. Will do multiple revisions until she says 
exactly what she wants to say.” Several parents saw their children exhibiting unique 
levels of abstraction and conceptualization in the field of writing, but did not elaborate.
In Question #31, parents were asked what made their child’s writing creative. 
Common themes included perception, unique vision, choice of subject matter and 
development of story lines, use of language and approach to subject, description, use of 
language and imagery, and vivid/detail oriented. One mother wrote of her daughter, “Use 
of words in a denotative and connotative sense; revelation of themes through gradual and 
cumulative presentation of descriptive elements.” Another mother reflected, “The way 
she harnesses feeling, perception, and thought with form.” Parents seemed to focus on 
specific aspects of their children’s work, in answering this question. Table 8 refers to 
parents’ perceptions of their child’s creativity, and includes adjectives, frequencies, and 
percentages.
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Table 8
Parents’ perception of sources of children’s creativity 
N=16, 10 missing
Source of Creativity Frequency Percentage
Imagination 14 87.50%
Observation 10 62.50%
Thinking “outside box” 8 50.00%
Strong vocabulary 8 50.00%
Curiosity 4 25.00%
Distinctive voice 2 12.50%
Self-expression 2 12.50%
In Question #32, parents were asked to reflect on what traits young, creative 
writers exhibited. Common responses included: imagination, observation, thinking 
“outside the box,” a strong vocabulary, curiosity, a distinctive “voice,” the need to 
express oneself, and “it depends upon the individual child.” One mother wrote about her 
son, “He is a lover of books and has a thirst for knowledge.” A second mother reflected 
on her daughter, “Seeing writing as a joy, not a chore. Inner drive. Wanting to see their 
thoughts on paper and others reading them.” Table 9 is a recording of the character traits 
of young writers, as reflected by parents.
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Table 9





Thinking “outside box” 8 50.00%
Strong vocabulary 8 50.00%
Curiosity 6 37.50%
Distinctive voice 4 25.00%
Self-expression 4 25.00%
Depends upon child 2 12.50%
In Question #33, parents were asked what skills, performance, and ability their 
children had attained by ages 5, 10, and 15. Many students demonstrated progressive 
development in their writing -  learning to read by age five, acquiring a huge vocabulary 
and writing stories by age ten, and progressively developing skills in different genres by 
age fifteen. However, developments were less linear than the researcher had expected. 
One parent reflected that her daughter progressed through the first two stages, but by high 
school had lost interest in writing when it was perceived to be a requirement. Another 
mother described her daughter’s stages as 1. Reading, dictating stories, 2. Writing poetry, 
3. Journaling, playwright, sophisticated poetry. A third mother reflected that her son’s 
stages included, 1. Able to communicate thoughts in written word, 2. Humor in writings, 
3. Sensitivity and emotion in writing. One mother described her son’s development at
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ages 5, 10, and 15, “1. Reading at advanced levels, writing simple words, performing 
simple math, 2. Reading four grades above, writing intricately woven stories, advanced 
math, and 3. Taking all advanced “honors” classes, expects to graduate with first year of 
college complete (English, calculus, government, etc.). Mary’s mother delineated, “1. 
Reading on 7th grade level; well-developed “voice” as writer, 2. Adult reader; very 
sophisticated grasp of metaphor, symbolism, and 3. Development of multiple themes; 
diverse but integrated imagery; unusual sources of imagination. In response to this 
question, many parents expanded their answers to include various skills, including 
extracurricular activities, in which their children had participated in during the ages of 5- 
15. Table 10 is a reflection of parental perceptions of children’s skills, abilities, and 
performance levels at 5, 10, and 15 years of age.
Table 10
Parental perceptions o f children’s skills, abilities, and performance at 5, 10, 15 
N-16, 10 missing
Age Activity Frequency Percentage
5 Learning to read 14 87.50%
5 Telling stories 4 25.00%
5 Writing (simple) 8 50.00%
5 Reading above grade level 8 50.00%
10 Writing different genres 4 25.00%
10 Humorous writing 4 25.00%
15 Advanced classes 4 25.00%
15 Unusually imaginative 6 37.50%
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15 Above grade level 5 31.25%
Aspirations
In the next section, parents were asked to reflect on their children’s aspirations 
through short-answer questions.
In Question #34, parents were asked what sort of aspirations their child had. Only 
two parents believed their children aspired to be professional writers, but several other 
parents saw their children becoming professional musicians or succeeding in other artistic 
domains. One mother described her child, “He wants to go to a ‘good’ college and get a 
‘good’ job.” Several parents noted that their children had a myriad of abilities. One 
mother described her son as, “At 14, aspirations can change daily. Adventure 
photographer -  journalist -  lawyer -  computer game programmer are a few of his 
possible careers.” Another mother wrote, “My daughter is good in many different things. 
Writing, music (violin), art, science. She’s not sure yet which interests her most, but 
currently leaning toward science.”
In Question #35, parents were asked how winning The Talent Search Writing 
Award affected those aspirations. The common theme running through approximately 
half the answers was that The Talent Search Writing Program motivated and inspired 
children with their writing. However, half the respondents (50%) described their 
children’s motivation as developing before The Talent Search Writing Program.
In Question #36, parents were asked if their child had become more inspired and 
motivated since winning the award. Based on the responses to the previous question, it 
was not surprising that approximately half the parents (43.75%) did not see The Talent 
Search Writing Program as having a significant impact upon their child’s level of
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motivation. Once again, many parents remarked that their child was already motivated 
before entering The Talent Search Writing Program, and that the contest confirmed this 
motivation. However, some parents (25%) saw their child developing confidence and a 
better appreciation of their writing, after completing The Talent Search Writing Program.
In Question #37, parents were asked if their child considered being a professional 
writer. Several parents declined answering this question, or wrote ambiguously, “Not 
sure.” Of those who did respond, seven (43.75%) believed their children would be 
professional writers, while five people (31.25%) did not see their children as future 
writers.
Question #38 was a follow-up, regarding what genre the child would consider 
writing in. Common responses included historical books, fiction, and reporter. Among 
those parents who did not expect their children to be writers, there was no response. 
Parental perceptions centered around three categories: historical books, fiction, and 
reporting. The majority of parents saw their child writing historical books (62.50%), 
while 50% of parents believed their children would write fiction and 25% saw their 
children as future reporters.
In Question #39, parents were asked to reflect on how difficult it might be for 
their child to develop her abilities to a more professional level. Among those parents 
who perceived their children to be future writers, the common theme was that it would 
not be difficult at all. One mother wrote, “Because she is already advanced in writing 
skills, further development will not likely be as rapid. Professional development will 
require exposing her work to a wider audience in a field where many skilled writers labor 
in obscurity.” A second mother wrote, “Not too difficult, as he will do what he needs to
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do to make his dream a reality.” Parents were confident in their children’s ability, and 
willing to support them in every way possible to reach their dreams.
The next section included several questions, allowing parents to answer on a 1-5 
scale. According to the scale developed by the researcher, l=Not at all, 2=A little, 
3=Sometimes, 4=Often, and 5=Always/Nearly Always.
In Question #40, parents were asked to reflect, on a 1-5 scale, on whether their 
child was creative. The majority of responses were in a 4-5 range, with an average of 4.5, 
meaning that parents perceived their children to be very creative.
In Question #41, parents were asked to reflect, on a 1-5 scale, on how their child 
had developed as a creative writer over the past 6 years. The average response was 3.87, 
meaning that parents believed their children were sometimes/often developing their 
talents over the years in the field of creative writing. Table 11 refers to children’s 
development as writers during the past six years since The Talent Search Writing 
Program.
Table 11
Children’s development as writers 
N=16, 10 missing




In Question #42, parents were asked, on a 1-5 scale, whether tension/frustration 
was a part of the creative process. The average response was 3.75, meaning that parents
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felt tension was sometimes/often part of the creative process. Table 12 reflects the range 
of parental perceptions about the creative writing process.
Table 12
The creative writing process 
N-16, 10 missing




In Question #43, parents were asked, on a 1-5 scale, whether their child read a lot,
as a routine activity. The average response was 4.00, meaning that parents perceived that
their child often read a lot of books as routine activity. Table 13 is a recording of
Parental perceptions of children’s reading habits.
Table 13
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Ill Question #44, parents were asked, on a 1-5 scale, whether their child liked to 
be by himself/herself. The average response was 3.5, exactly halfway between sometimes 
and often on the scale. Table 14 reflects parental perceptions on children’s solitude.
Table 14
Parental perceptions o f children’s solitude 
N —16, 10 missing




In Question #45, parents were asked, on a 1-5 scale, whether their child believed 
writing was important. The average response tallied 4.25, indicating that parents felt 
their children often/always believed writing was important. Twelve parents (75%) 
answered with 4, while four parents (25%) answered with a 5, meaning it was very 
important.
In Question #46, parents were asked, on a 1-5 scale, whether their child had 
demonstrated precocity in writing at an early age. The average response from parents 
was 4.5, halfway between often and always, a high confidence level. Table 15 reflects 
parental perceptions of children’s precocity.
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Table 15
Parental perceptions o f children’s precocity 
N=16, 10 missing




In Question #47, parents were asked, on a 1-5 scale, whether their child’s 
creativity was stifled in school. The average parental response was 3.25, indicating that 
children’s creativity was sometimes, but not usually, stifled in school. Table 16 reflects 
parental perceptions of their child’s creative development in a school setting.
Table 16
Parental perceptions o f creative development in school 
N=16, 10 missing
Creativity stifling Frequency Percentage
3 12 75.00%
4 4 25.00%
Alternatively, Question #48 pertained to whether parents believed their child’s 
creativity had been enhanced in a school setting. The average parental response was 3.5, 
halfway between sometimes and always. Based on the fact that #48 was a restatement of 
#47, from a different perspective, this response was not surprising. Eight parents (50%) 
circled 3, while eight parents answered with the next category, 4.
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In Question #49, parents were asked whether their child had a sense of humor. 
The average parental response was 4.125, slightly more than often and less than 
always/nearly always. Table 17 concerns parental perceptions of children’s humor. 
Table 17
Parental perceptions o f children’s humor 
N-16, 10 missing




In Question #50, parents were asked if their child enjoyed experimenting with 
language. The average parental response was 3.75, which placed parental perspectives 
above sometimes and less than “often” on the 1-5 scale. Four parents (25%) answered 
with a 3 on the scale, while twelve (75%) answered with 4.
In Question #51, parents were asked if they would be willing to be research study 
participants, and to engage in the follow-up interview process. Of all the parents 
responding, only three (18.75%) declined further participation in the study, indicating 
that it had been an enjoyable and interesting experience for both parents and children.
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Student Questionnaire Results 
Introduction
Fifty questionnaires were mailed out to students and parents with the hopes of 
generating a triangulated understanding of how students develop talent in writing. The 
questionnaires were mailed in late November 2004, along with the parent questionnaires 
and the Consent/Assent forms. Student questionnaires were approximately three pages 
long and included demographic information and short answer questions. For the sake of 
consistency, most of the questionnaires were mailed to students who would be in high 
school during the 2004-2005 school year. Sixteen students completed the questionnaires, 
a return rate 40%.
Demographic Information
Demographic information included blank spaces for students to fill out their 
name, their date of birth, their gender, their ethnicity, their telephone number, their email 
address, honors and awards they had received, their current GPA, and their PSAT/SAT 
scores or percentages.
Sixteen students responded to the questionnaire when it was initially mailed out. 
The gender ratio was nearly equal, with seven boys and nine girls responding to the 
questionnaires. As the researcher predicted, the students were high school age, with the 
youngest being fourteen and the oldest seventeen. One student recently entered an elite 
university and was twenty years old. During the course of this study, her responses will 
be identified under the pseudonym of “Mary.” All other students were between the ages 
of 14-17 in January of 2005.
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While all of this information was helpful for purposes of this study, perhaps the 
key questions related to honors and awards, GPA, and PSAT/SAT scores in math/verbal 
areas. All students were receiving awards, academic accolades such as the Honor Roll, 
high GPAs (ranging from 3.6-4.20), and in many cases PSAT scores in the 98-99 
percentile, indicating that they were gifted and highly gifted. The younger students had 
not taken the PSAT or SAT yet, so they did not answer this question. For all participants, 
the link between academic achievement and creative production was clearly evident.
The Role of Educational Opportunities
In Question #10, students were asked how long they had been interested in
writing. Eleven of the students were interested in writing by the beginning of elementary
school, and one student had been writing since preschool. The latest starter was twelve
years old when he became interested in writing. Since all the students answering this
question were 14-20 years old, they had been interested in writing between 5-14 years.
The most common responses to this question were, “As long as I can remember,” or
“since elementary school.” One girl wrote, “Since I learned to string words together.”
One young man, whose pseudonym is “Charlie” within this study, was still a freshman in
high school yet was already about to delineate extensive, detailed answers to nearly every
question. Charlie, age 14, wrote about question #10:
That depends on how one defines “interested.” I have known that I enjoy writing 
since I was assigned my very first paper (outside of book reports) in the third 
grade. In case interest is defmed as “having performed the task of,” I will 
mention that in first grade my best friend and I had “writing contests,” wherein 
we more or less scribbled as much as we could about a random topic and at 
the end of thirty minutes compared “papers.” Whoever had written more was 
declared the winner, though quality and intelligibility were not important (Does 
the reader get the impression that I lost more than I won? Tragic.)
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The majority of the students answered question #10 with simple, concise responses, with 
the exception of Charlie, who delineated his response using elements of humor as he 
defined “interested” within different contexts.
In Question #11, students were asked what kind of support system they had and 
how this support system had helped them develop as young writers. While two students 
declined answering this question, the majority of the responses indicated that parents, 
teachers, and friends were an important support system for students. One girl wrote, “My 
parents encourage me to write, as do my teachers. Getting positive feedback and 
constructive criticism makes me want to write.” A boy wrote, “My mother and father 
and many of my teachers have encouraged my interests in writing. This has pushed me 
to develop my skills and to create my own writing style.” A girl wrote, “My friends write, 
and we often exchange writing. Also, I read a lot, which makes me want to write 
different styles.”
Mary, age 20 and a college student, wrote:
My parents are excellent editors, and the home library is excellent as well. They 
both provide encouragement and criticism, and helped me look for places to 
publish when I was younger.
Charlie delineated his response in length:
Once again, that depends on how support is defined. If support is a paper 
returned with the reasons why it is either terrible or excellent, my teachers 
provide ample amounts. If support is a reader who says something doesn’t 
quite seem right in this paragraph or that sentence, I am deeply indebted 
to my friends and parents. If support is, “Oh, that’s nice but I’d like to 
go outside now,” the family cat is a tremendous help. As to talent and interest, 
of the former I would deny its existence: writing is simply having a decent 
vocabulary and using it as best one knows how. Of the latter, well, my interest 
is not so much in writing as in preserving my thoughts; I do not really believe that 
any of these three types of support have led me to write what I would not have 
without them. They have altered how I write somewhat, though.
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Parents, teachers, and friends provided invaluable support and encouragement to 
students, a critical aspect of the Gagne Differentiated Model of Gifted and Talent 
Development (1995), which this dissertation study was based on. It was evident that the 
support system began at home, and was continued at school through interactions with 
teachers and friends.
In Question #12, students were asked if their school programs helped them 
become better writers. The responses were mixed, with three students saying that school 
programs were not helpful to their writing. The majority of students responded 
positively. One girl wrote, “Yes, my teachers have been the ones that motivate and 
inspire me to become a better writer.” Another girl wrote, “Yes, my English class last 
year developed my essay writing ability tremendously.” A boy wrote, “Yes. My English 
teachers have encouraged me a lot to continue writing.” But another young man noted, 
“No. It is not until this year that I was able to take an English class that has challenged 
me (AP English 11). My previous years have been repetitive and simple.” Classes 
emphasized traditional assignments such as essays and compositions. Students were able 
to develop their writing abilities even in very structured assignments.
Charlie wrote:
I feel that any improvement in my writing will have come not so much from a 
program as from my individual teachers; each has had his (or her) own idea of 
the way things should be done, and the consequently necessary partial 
“re-leaming” that comes each year has given my writing dimension; I try to mix 
the best or most useful ideas of all my teachers with my own way of doing things, 
and not without success.
The majority of students had positive experiences with writing in the classroom, with an
emphasis on individual teachers as having more impact than schools and programs.
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In Question #13, students were asked if The Talent Search Writing Program was
an important educational opportunity. Most students participated in the program during
their elementary school and middle school years, between 4-6 years ago. For the most
part, students had fond memories of The Talent Search Writing Program and felt it was a
meaningful experience with lasting benefits. One girl wrote, “Yes, especially the
feedback I received for my writing. Also, the classes we took really helped me realize
ways to improve my writing, in ways I would not otherwise.” Another young woman
noted, “Talent Search was the first time my writing was recognized by an outside source,
and I think it inspired me to continue writing and entering contests.” A boy wrote, “Yes,
it helped me realize the potential for my future writing and it helped me to think ‘outside’
the norm.” But one young man wrote, “I don’t feel that Talent Search was a major
opportunity for me because I don’t feel that I achieved that much from it.” Charlie wrote
The Talent Search Writing Program did not really educate me so much as inspire 
me. I have long since forgotten what I learned in the “workshops,” but I 
remember well the rather foolish pride that I felt upon receiving my William & 
Mary pen. The Talent Search convinced me that if I wanted to write, I could do 
so, and possibly do so well, at that.
Mary wrote:
Educational? Not sure. But it was a great experience to prepare material 
thoroughly and get some public recognition for the work. Being around other 
writers was interesting, but I was (am) too shy to enjoy it properly.
Overall, the general feeling was that winning an award in The Talent Search Writing
Program helped students develop confidence, actual writing skills, and a peer group at a
critical moment in their educational careers. For many young writers, The Talent Search
Writing Program provided invaluable guidance and encouragement.
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In Question #14, students were asked if they had progressed to a higher level in
their writing. Those students who had support in their school systems gave positive
responses to this question, with the majority of students developing higher levels of
abilities. One girl stated, “I think that I have developed my writing skills to a higher
level. I am able to apply scientific facts, work with feedback, and add my own
personality to my work.” Another girl wrote, “Yes. By writing frequently, sharing my
work, reading various styles of writing, and getting constructive criticism, I have been
able to develop my writing skills.” Another girl related her writing progress to academic
writing and stated, “Yes. I can now go into in-depth analysis of books and research
topics. I’ve learned to create conciseness and to write in the expanded form -  more than
5 or 6 paragraphs.” A boy wrote, “Yes, it has. Yes, my skills have developed well in that
my format, vocabulary, syntax, and writing style have progressed to a higher level.” One
young man noted that, “I have developed my grammatical skills, and furthered my
writing from short stories to persuasive writing. Not only that, but the books I read have
changed from fiction to historical, philosophical, and political literature.” Charlie wrote:
I do indeed feel that my skills have improved. In addition to what I said in reply 
to question #12,1 feel that this has come about through a combination of reading 
the work of others, forever editing and tampering with my own, and a growing 
awareness, or semi-awareness, of the need for the words to be more than just 
words, to be sentences, and paragraphs, and pages, if that makes any sense.
Mary wrote:
I write as often as possible, to keep in shape, and got to readings when I can. I 
also take writing courses and learn what I can from my professors. My skills 
themselves profit from formal instruction, but my basic sense of “how things 
work” in writing is something I was lucky enough to be bom with.
Another young woman provided this response:
I just keep writing. Some of it is good, some is trashy-romance novel worthy,
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but I think the general trend is positive.
Generally, students had progressively developed their skills, and they realized that 
writing was a lengthy apprenticeship, requiring many years of work and application. Not 
surprisingly, many students saw a connection between their formal education and their 
development as scholarly writers. Nearly all the young respondents had struggled in their 
quests to become writers, and they recognized that writing high quality works requires 
extensive writing, editing, and rewriting afterwards.
Role of Support
In the next section, students were asked to reflect on support systems at both 
home and school. Through the six questions provided by the researcher, students 
reflected on questions that reflected the Gagne Differentiated Model of Gifted and Talent 
Development (1995).
In Question #15, students were asked if their parents had been supportive of their 
writing. All the students who responded to this questionnaire circled “Yes,” indicating 
that their parents were supportive of writing. Given the fact that students and parents 
were participating in this study together, this seemed like a logical response. To a certain 
extent, parents and students who answered this questionnaire were a self-selecting group. 
By the very fact that they had supported their child’s entries and participation in Talent 
Search, these parents had demonstrated support in the past; this support of their children’s 
writing talent continued to the present day, as students continued to develop along the 
second and third stage of Benjamin Bloom’s model of Talent Development -  becoming 
more acquainted with the field, and perhaps eventually reaching the point where they are 
experts in writing.
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In Question #16, students were asked how their parents had supported their 
writing. All the students indicated that parents provided general encouragement, but in 
different way. Many parents helped by critiquing manuscripts and making suggestions 
for revisions. One girl wrote, “They encourage me to write, read my work, offer advice 
and constructive criticism as well as praise.” Another girl wrote, “By paying for 
workshops, helping to review my papers, and being there to brainstorm.” A boy wrote, 
“They provide encouragement as well as critiques on most of my essays and papers.” 
Another young man stated, “They are interested in what I write and tell me to stick with 
it.” Charles wrote, “They often warn me that writing is not a good career choice, which 
makes me try all the harder.” Mary listed a support network that included, “editing, 
subscriptions to magazines, paying for writing programs, buying marketing books, 
listening to my plot ideas.” Nearly all the students noted that their parents provided 
encouragement along with constructive criticism; parents encouraged all aspects of the 
writing process, from the initial brainstorming to the final, revised product. They also 
supported their children’s writing in a financial way, by paying for magazines and 
workshops.
In Question #17, students were asked what sorts of encouragement their teachers 
had given them. Fourteen students remarked that their teachers provided helpful 
comments, praise, ideas, and constructive criticism. One girl elaborated, “They 
encourage me to try new styles of writing and to enter contests. They help me improve 
my writing.” Another girl wrote that her teachers provided “assignments, contests, etc. to 
keep writing.” One young man wrote that his teachers encouraged him to write as much 
as he can, while another boy stated that his teachers provided good grades and
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compliments about the writing. Mary wrote, “I’ll be English department specific with 
th is.. .  They make comments on my work, lead class workshops, provide information on 
readings and magazines looking for submissions.” Significantly, the majority of students 
answering this questionnaire had positive experiences during their academic careers, and 
they were able to recognize how this encouragement furthered their development as 
writers. Since many students were already halfway through their high school careers, it is 
significant that they had such positive statements to make about their educational 
experiences.
In Question #18, students were asked what sorts of learning and training 
opportunities they had had. Seven students had learning and training opportunities 
during the past few years since The Talent Search Writing Program. Several students 
wrote about how helpful their English classes were to the writing process. One girl took a 
Johns Hopkins “Crafting the Essay” online course, while another girl wrote she had 
“Several opportunities, such as the Student Summer Institute at George Mason 
University, a creative writing course at school, essays and papers at school.” Several 
boys commented that their main writing opportunities were traditional English 
compositions. Charlie wrote, “Training opportunities? Many, many papers, learning 
much the same; simple trial and error on techniques.” Significantly, traditional academic 
settings provided opportunities for many of the students to learn and train as writers, but 
unfortunately many writers did not have opportunities beyond the traditional classrooms 
and assignments.
In Question #19, students were asked if they had a mentor. Six students had a 
mentor. One student’s mentor was her mother, who was a professional writer. Another
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student looked to her English teachers as unofficial mentors. Mary stated, “I like to think 
of my teachers as teachers -  my mentors would be authors I rely on for inspiration.” Less 
than half the students in the study had mentors. Students who had mentors provided little 
elaboration as to how the mentor relationship was developed, or what support they had 
received from this special person.
In Question #20, students were asked how many different opportunities they had 
had over the past five years to develop their talent. Since winning The Talent Search 
Writing Award, they were asked to reflect on classes and other formal opportunities they 
had to develop their writing skills. Only five students felt that they had opportunities to 
develop writing skills in a formal sense during the past few years. A girl wrote, “Since 
the Talent Search, the only opportunity to take classes and practice the craft of writing 
has been in my English class at school.” Mary said, “No specific number . . . [The town 
where I attend college] is a terrific place for writers and artists, and I try to take 
advantage of whatever the community has to offer. I take as many writing classes as I 
can, and Writer Center classes too. I have Instant Messenger revision sessions with 
friends at other colleges, and meet with my professors.” None of the young men felt that 
they were given special opportunities to develop their writing during the four to six years 
since Talent Search.
Role of Personal Characteristics 
In the next section, students reflected on their own personal characteristics in 
short answer questions. Once again, this list of questions fit with the Gagne talent 
development model, in which personal characteristics are an important part of the talent 
development process.
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In Question #21, students were asked if they feel motivated to become better 
writers. All respondents except for one circled “Yes,” indicating they were motivated. 
Charles wrote:
No, I’m perfect. Of course I feel motivated to become a better writer. Why 
should I settle until I can do it perfectly? I know that I will never reach that 
point, of course, so I always feel compelled to try again.
Motivation is a key factor in the Gagne Differentiated Model of Giftedness and Talent
Development (1995). Without motivation and persistence, students are unlikely to ever
develop the full scale of their talent.
In Question #22, students were asked what kinds of practice they did to improve
their skills. The majority of the students had the opportunity to write recreationally. The
one student who did not, at least indicated that she was able to improve her writing skills
through class assignments, because she had less time to write as a hobby. One girl stated,
“writing daily, experimenting with new styles of writing,” while another girl wrote, I
write journals, submit poems to the literary magazine, create a buddy log for my reading,
and write essays all the time.” One boy wrote, “Broaden my vocabulary, do my absolute
best on every assignment.” Mary wrote, “I keep a journal, several plot notebooks, yearly
anthologies of my work for reference, and I write sketches of characters, settings,
mythology, etc. before writing the real story.” In these responses, the common themes
were constantly writing, revising, and experimenting with different genres, voices, and
styles of writing. Writing was part of these students’ lifestyles; it was not merely a
passive hobby, or a one-shot activity they participated in during elementary or middle
school.
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In Question #23, students were asked what insights they had attained of their own
creative writing processes. While four students declined to answer this question, twelve
adolescent participants felt that they understood their thinking processes. One girl wrote,
“It’s all mental. You have to feel it with emotions or music or love or something to make
it flow.” Her response was echoed by a peer, “My writing process is very intuitive, and I
work best when not constrained by deadlines and excessive parameters.” A third girl
wrote, “Writing is most believable and complete when based on my own current
emotions and experiences.” For another girl, it was a more scientific process, and she
commented, “Peer editing, trying to condense/delete excess information, piecing together
research and backed up information to create.” One young man wrote, “I have learned
rhetoric strategies that are improving my persuasive skills.” Charlie wrote:
“You can’t know where you’re going,” or so said a friend of mine, and I agree.
In writing as in life, this is true. If one knows where he goes, how can he get lost 
on the trip? Honestly, where’s the fun in that? This is about as insightful as it 
gets for me. (I’m a teenager; surely the reader does not expect me to think!)
In order to be creative, one cannot be restricted by being bound to a single line 
of thought.
Mary wrote:
You can’t learn an insight! I’ve learned that becoming absolutely involved in 
writing ideas can lead to problems in the real world -  i.e. thinking about place 
names in fiction can interfere with concentration on exams.
For many writers, writing is a natural, intuitive process that cannot completely be
analyzed or understood, but instead only felt and experienced directly. This works well
with Csikszentmihalyi’s (1991) work with “flow” -  a theory that as people become more
and more immersed in a task, they lose track of time and the process becomes intuitive.
In Question #24, students were asked if they called themselves writers. The point
of this question was to discover how important writing was for students -  whether it was
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just a hobby, or a deep part of their identity. Four students considered themselves to be
writers. One girl reflected, “No, I used to, but I just don’t have the time to commit
lately.” Charles wrote, “No. The day I make a dime off of a written word, and not
before.” The majority of students responded negatively to this question, without
providing an explanation for why they did not consider themselves to be writers. The
response was somewhat contradictory to their habits of mind, and their persistence as
writers. Perhaps this indicated a lack of confidence, rather than a lack of fortitude and
seriousness with the craft.
In Question #25, students were asked if they were persistent, and in what ways.
One student declined answering this question, while two students answered, “No.” But
thirteen students responded positively to this question, indicating that they exhibited one
of the traits that Gagne delineated as being important to talent development. One girl
wrote, “Yes, I continue to try new things, even if they don’t work out the first time and
always look for new opportunities to improve not just writing, but other life skills, which
keeps me very busy.” Another girl wrote, “Yes, I am a perfectionist, so I never call a
piece finished until I love it.” A third girl noted, “I am persistent when interested.” Mary
wrote, “Even if I wanted to, I can’t stop working on what I’m writing. My mind keeps
working. Aside from writing, I’m persistent in academics through studying -  nothing
unusual.” A boy wrote, “I strive for what I want, in academics and physical conditioning
and sports.” Charlie wrote:
No, I am not persistent. I am either lucky (and thus do not need to be) or 
else I scrap everything and abandon the whole idea. If starting from scratch 
again is persistent and not stupid, though, maybe . ..
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By the varied responses, it became apparent that students conceptualized persistence in 
different ways. One student reflected on persistence in the face of rejection, while 
another considered persistence in the quest for excellence.
In Question #26, students reflected on what they think about (in a meta-cognitive 
sense) as they write. Interestingly, several students were very conscious of the actual 
writing process, and the influence of English and literature classes was evident in their 
responses. One girl wrote, “How to tie the plot together, how to develop the characters 
creatively, without being heavy-handed,” while another girl wrote, “Everything -  theme, 
author’s purpose, society’s repercussions, world issues.” While these two students had a 
very conscious attitude toward their writing, tempered by how they had read and 
appreciated texts in class, another student wrote, “I usually get so absorbed, I don’t think 
concrete thoughts, just words and pictures.” Mary wrote, “I don’t think when I write 
poetry; when I write prose, it’s like I’m walking around in the story, so I think what the 
characters are thinking.” One boy wrote, “What kind of mood I’m in, what my interests 
are.” Another young man added, “I try continuously to put myself into the story as well 
as if I was reading my own story.” Not surprisingly, this question yielded a myriad of 
responses, ranging from traditional ways of analyzing texts to moments of 
Csikszentmihalyi ’ s “flow” (1991) and absorption in the task at hand.
In Question #27, students were asked if they learn about themselves as they write. 
One girl wrote, “Each of my characters reflects some part of myself.” Another girl wrote, 
“I learn what styles of writing I enjoy and what type of environment I write best in.” 
Another girl stated, “Sometimes when I go back and read, I surprise myself at the words 
and ideas I don’t really remember writing.” Another young woman wrote about “How
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difficult it can be to say what you really mean,” indicating she was conscious of the limits 
of language in depicting the range of human experience and thought. Mary recalled,
“That I’m sometimes lazier than Pd like to be, but that writing is something that I’m 
meant to do -  it is one of the few things in my life that feels natural.” A boy wrote, “I 
learn the ‘inner workings’ of my own mind. I also learn my lexicon is huge, my 
handwriting bites.” Writing allowed students the opportunity for self-discovery -  both 
during the process and in hindsight, as they re-examined the products they created later 
and discovered new insights about the writing process and their own minds.
In Question #28, students were asked how they experienced reading books, and 
what attracted their attention most to a book. All students felt that the content of a book 
was very important, and they focused on details like language, plot, and how skillfully 
the writer rendered the story. Emotional responses were an important part of connecting 
with texts, particularly with novels. One girl wrote “The emotional tension between the 
characters,” while another girl noted, “Interesting, multifaceted, believable characters.” 
Another response was, “The voice, the feelings I get subconsciously from the writing.” 
One girl looked at elements more specific to a literature class, noting, “Dialogue, setting, 
characters, the climax, and resolution.” A boy wrote, “The title, the cover, the end, then 
the subject matter,” while a second young man noted, “uniqueness of plot” as being 
something that attracted his attention to a text, Mary wrote, “The writing style, at first; 
whether the author understands what sort of language the plot can carry. Then, of course, 
I pay attention to the plot.” Charles wrote, “The minor characters, and the plausibility of 
their having lives not wholly covered in the narrative.” By emphasizing characters and
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elements of literature, students indicated their familiarity with literary criticism and how 
novels are constructed in a textual sense.
In Question #29, students reflected on what sort of writing environment they were 
most comfortable working in. All the students preferred a casual, private writing 
environment. Many were very comfortable in their own bedrooms, writing away late at 
night. One girl wrote, “Often I write better in the dark, late at night,” while another girl 
recalled, “My room, or someplace with a comfortable chair and not too much noise 
(though sometimes I like music as I write).” A third young woman said, “In my room 
with music playing.” Charles responded, “A silent one, well lit inside but with a window 
to cloudy or stormy skies.” Another young man wrote, “Around people, but quiet with 
things going on around me. Library. Public.” Mary wrote, “Dark, isolated places. I 
write by computer light for the most part, or in the underground floors of the university 
library.” While all the students preferred quiet atmospheres, a few students needed less 
silence and privacy than others. To many students, it was important that the writing 
space have either an ambience (such as the underground floor of a library), or a personal 
touch of comfort (their own bedrooms).
In Question #30, students were asked how personal events and the context of their 
lives affected what they chose to write about. While one student declined to answer this 
question, nearly all the respondents noted that personal experiences and genuine emotions 
resulted in more authentic writing. One girl wrote, “When I base writing on personal 
events, my writing is much more honest and clear, usually altogether better.” A second 
girl wrote, “My poetry often reflects events in my life and the emotions I am 
experiencing. Little vignettes and phrases and characters from my life often find their
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way into my stories.” A third girl stated, “It changes how the writing sounds 
(sad/excited), helps me to apply my own personality, memories and experiences, and how 
I will write it -  first person, second person narrative, etc.” A boy stated, “My personality 
is more effective on my writing” than the personal events and context of his life, while 
another young man recalled, “My mood is definitely reflected in my writing.” Charlie 
wrote:
When I write, I actively try to leave my own experiences out of it. Thus, the 
writing comes from the “all-knowing” subconscious and not the ignorant, 
fickle conscious mind. The former gives context automatically. My 
inspiration if not topic is often a “calamity” in my own life, though.
Mary wrote:
I’m bipolar and obsessive-compulsive, so my moods dictate the amount of energy 
and focus I can give to my work -  an idea from a hypo-manic mood may sound 
ridiculous when I’m ‘down,’ and vice versa. But being able to see the world in 
unusual ways helps my writing overall, and being able to write when I’m 
depressed helps keep me going.
Personal experience enriched the quality of the writing, and students consciously brought
their own lives and thoughts to the page. Students recognized how their moods reflected
on the page, as well as the value of allowing the text to come to life without too much
inhibition.
In Question #31, students reflected on how they felt when they receive awards, 
and if it made them value writing more. Nearly all the participants felt proud to receive 
awards, but their perspectives on awards had evolved over time into intrinsic satisfaction. 
One girl wrote, “No, it’s a nice feeling, but I have to appreciate and approve of my 
writing, and an award doesn’t make me feel like a better writer unless I feel I’ve learned 
it and learned why.” Another girl wrote, “Getting an award makes me proud, and when I 
was younger it definitely made me value myself as a writer more. Now, while an award
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is nice and boosts my confidence, it doesn’t really change my opinion of myself as a
writer.” A third girl wrote, “I feel proud and excited. It does make me value myself as a
writer more, because I feel accomplished and that my work has paid off. I really like to
get feedback, also, because it helps me to improve.” A fourth girl questioned whether
awards were elitist, while a fifth girl wrote, “I value myself regardless of my stature as a
writer. I always feel like I can do better. I am overcritical of my work, so I always
wonder: Do they see it as I do? Or were their eyes closed as they looked with the heart?”
This response was echoed by another young woman, “I feel somewhat happy when I get
an award. I appreciate an award for what it symbolizes (that someone enjoys my
writing), although I believe that there is too much stress and emphasis put on awards.” A
boy wrote, “I know I can still improve greatly, because I have read many essays or
articles that are better than mine.” Charlie wrote:
When I get an award, I am depressed. I know my own faults all too well (some, 
at least), and when no one can do better it is rather depressing. If I expected 
to lose, winning produces pleasantly-surprised happiness, because I have 
equaled what I think is “good.”
Significantly, the participants valued their work, regardless whether it continued to
receive awards. For most participants, the initial awards (usually around 4-6* grade) had
been confidence boosts and sparked their interest in writing, but in later years they valued
themselves as writers and no longer needed extrinsic rewards. Instead, they wrote for
intrinsic reasons -  the pleasure of creating beautiful works, rather than external approval.
In Question #32, students were asked to answer (in a yes/no question) whether
they believed they were intellectually gifted or not. Twelve out of sixteen students
believed themselves to be intellectually gifted. Based on their PSAT/SAT scores and
grade point averages, it is fair to say that all students were intellectually gifted. Several
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students noted that they had verbal abilities but were not comparable in every area, 
indicating asymmetry, a common phenomenon among gifted students. Their self- 
concepts were in-line with test scores and other criteria, meaning that the students had 
realistic perceptions of their academic abilities.
In Question #33, students were asked to provide evidence for their thinking about 
their own giftedness. Since all participants believed themselves to be gifted, the student 
response to this question was high. Many participants believed they learned quickly and 
fluently, and picked up new concepts with ease. One girl wrote, “I see, feel, observe 
more, think faster, it can complicate things,” a response that was backed up by SAT 
scores over 1400 early in her junior year of high school and a high GPA (3.8). One 
young woman wrote, “I understand things and make connections others don’t.” Another 
girl wrote, “Because I am enrolled in academic and intensified classes, and am good in 
many academic areas,” clearly linking academic success to intellectual giftedness. 
However, two students had discovered that ability in one area did not necessarily 
translate into other areas, a phenomenon that is referred to as asymmetry in gifted 
education. One girl wrote, “I am in the gifted and talented program at school and make 
okay grades, but I struggle with math and history in school.” Two young men believed 
that God had blessed them with gifts -  of enjoying the educational process and being able 
to learn quickly. Another young man remarked, “I believe I am like everyone else. I 
may just realize the potential I have.” Charlie answered, “No, not intellectually.
Curiosity is a gift, though, and I am blessed with that.” For the most part, students 
perceived their intellectual and creative gifts modestly, and many emphasized their 
weaknesses, despite high GPAs and numerous writing awards, perhaps demonstrating the
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“Homer Effect” -  the fear of success. Several students credited their “gifts” to hard work 
and diligence, rather than natural, innate abilities.
Aspirations
In the next section, students reflected on their aspirations as writers in six short- 
answer questions, and indicated their interest in being interviewed as research study 
participants.
In Question #34, students were asked to give a yes/no response to whether they 
were considering being professional writers. Six students believed they might one day be 
professional writers, but all other participants believed they would not be professional 
writers. Considering their proven talent, persistence, and academic abilities, this response 
was somewhat disconcerting. Even though many students demonstrated talent for 
writing, they did not see themselves having careers in this field.
In Question #35, students were asked what sorts of aspirations they had as writers. 
While two students had no aspiration, most students had ambitious, varied plans ranging 
from reaching the point where one has complete control in writing (to achieve the wanted 
result) to a more directed career plan as a political commentator or speech writer. Mary’s 
goal was to become a professor in creative writing at a small liberal arts college. While 
one girl focused on improving her writing and making it clearer, several students were 
more directed toward career plans, with the intent of making a living with their writing. 
The range of responses was interesting, because it indicated that students perceived 
aspiration (in this question) as either meaning career aspirations, or skill aspirations -  and 
usually did not include elements of both definitions in their answers.
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In Question #36, students were asked how winning The Talent Search Writing 
Award affected their aspirations. Four students said it had no impact on their writing, but 
the other responses were extremely positive. One girl wrote, “It made me realize a future 
in writing was attainable,” while another girl responded, “It made me realize that I had 
developed the foundation of writing and could move onto new types, styles, etc. of 
writing.” One young woman wrote, “It gave me more confidence in my writing ability.” 
One boy wrote, “It helped me to realize I actually had a chance of achieving a high level 
of academics.” However, two other young men felt The Talent Search Writing Program 
had an ambiguous impact; they were not sure it had any effect at all on their writing 
aspirations. One young woman admitted, “I was arrogant about my writing for a while, 
but that blew over.” Charles wrote, “Not especially; it told me that I could do it, or at 
least had a better chance than others with similar ambitions.” For several students, The 
Talent Search Writing Program served as a launching pad to more training in writing. In 
just a day of classes, this program provided these students with the confidence to take 
their writing to a higher level, and the positive impact was still felt several years later.
In Question #37, students were asked if winning an award in The Talent Search 
Writing Program had made them more inspired or motivated. Several students responded 
that The Talent Search Writing Program made them more inspired or motivated as 
writers. One girl wrote, “Yes, since winning my award, I saw that people other than my 
family, friends, and teachers thought I wrote well, which motivated me to continue 
writing.” Charlie wrote, “Not especially; I would still have worked as hard without it, but 
it was indeed a fine thing at the time and perhaps a push in the right direction, a 
whispered, ‘You can do this.’” For all of these students, The Talent Search Writing
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Program was between 4-6 years ago. Thus, it was not surprising that one young man 
remembered, “Truthfully, it has been four years since Talent Search, so I am unsure. At 
the time it may have motivated me to continue writing great things.” Mary remembered, 
“I was very motivated by the time I entered the contest, so I’d have to say no. But my 
motivation is more internal now that Fm older.” These negative responses were an odd 
contrast to the previous question, in which several students delineated how The Talent 
Search Writing Program had affected their aspirations in positive ways. But it is 
important to remember that the writing program represented a single afternoon in a 10-13 
year educational career (four to six years ago) for all the respondents.
In Question #38, students were asked if they believed they had specific abilities or 
gifts. While one girl wrote, “Maybe,” and another young woman believed she did not 
have specific abilities and gifts, the rest of the respondents circled “yes” as their response. 
By circling “yes,” participants confirmed that past successes in school, standardized tests, 
and writing awards affirmed their special gifts. Indeed, their gifts and special abilities 
had been recognized at numerous times during their academic careers, and The Talent 
Search Writing Program was one such occasion.
In Question #39, a follow-up question asked students to describe these “gifts.” 
One student provided a negative response, but all the other students delineated their gifts, 
sometimes in great detail. Several young women had gifts in a variety of areas -  music, 
acting, art, language fluency, etc., and one girl reflected, “I think that I have abilities and 
gifts in many areas, which helps me as a well-rounded person.” Another young woman 
wrote, “I act and direct plays, and I love learning any kind of language.” Several young 
men mentioned talents in math and the sciences, as well as in art and music. Interestingly
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enough, many participants included musical instruments in their responses, indicating a 
clear connection between the development of the right brain in music and success in 
writing. Because the participants were successful across different academic and creative 
domains, it seemed apparent that the development of creativity in writing might enhance 
creative achievement in another area, such as language acquisition or piano playing.
In Question #40, students were asked if they would be willing to be interviewed 
as research study participants. Twelve out of sixteen students responded positively. This 
overwhelmingly positive response indicated that students were confident in their writing, 
willing to use their personal experiences to help the study, and generous with their time. 
The researcher concluded that not only had The Talent Search Writing Program been a 
positive experience, but that these adolescents felt confident enough to be interviewed in 
person about their writing and the talent development process. For the majority of the 
students, the questionnaire represented a way to reflect (in a systematic way) on their 
talent development process as writers.
Data Analysis Procedures 
The questionnaire data was analyzed through descriptive statistics. The results 
were presented using descriptive statistics, with return rate on the questionnaire and 
percentage per answer category being calculated.
After the questionnaire data were delineated, the researcher then moved on to 
selecting case studies and interviewing them separately, preferably in person.
The researcher then began the data analysis on interviews by looking at within- 
case analysis, using open coding, axial coding, and selective coding. Once the data was 
analyzed, the researcher compiled a written report (Cresswell, 1994, p. 152). After the
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report was written, the researcher contacted the individuals, showing them their reports 
for a member-checking, or verification, of the information. If the students or parents 
requested revisions, the researcher made revisions to the interview data. (Cresswell,
1994, p. 152).
Then the researcher conducted a cross-case analysis, studying the similarities and 
differences across the five case studies. The researcher looked at the similarities and 
differences and measures along a continuum for these five students and their parents.
The researcher looked for trends and themes in the questionnaires and in the interviews 
(Tesch, 1990, pp. 142-145). The researcher hoped to develop new insights and 
considerations into the talent development process among young writers. Implications 
and areas for further research are explored in the final chapter of the dissertation.
Conclusion
Parents and students provided a myriad of data about the writing talent 
development process through the initial questionnaires. While the questionnaires were 
filled out by a nearly equal ratio of boys to girls, mothers filled out the majority of 
parental questionnaires. In several cases, both parents filled out the questionnaire 
together, but the majority of parental responses were from mothers (87.50%), indicating a 
strong maternal influence on the talent development process. Generally parents were 
highly educated and wanted their children to achieve the same educational status, but to 
still be able to pursue their dreams, particularly in the area of writing. Since their 
involvement in The Talent Search Writing Program, students had devoted time and 
resources to writing.
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The fact that parents and students devoted substantial time to filling out five and 
three page questionnaires is also a testimony to their dedication to the talent development 
process. Several parents and students typed their responses, indicating a level of care that 
is unusually attentive. However, The Talent Search Writing Program was a unique 
experience for both parents and students, and often came at a critical time in students’ 
careers. These families’ affinity for the program, even several years later, might explain 
this dedication toward completing the study and contributing to the greater knowledge 
base. It is perhaps a testimony of appreciation to the Center for Gifted Education, which 
sponsored the program and to the College of William & Mary for hosting the event.
Parents and students shared similar perspectives about the talent development 
process. They believed it was lengthy, arduous, and sometimes frustrating. Students 
perceived themselves to be writers-in-process, and did not expect immediate results in 
terms of publications and prestige. Parents did not expect immediate results, but 
provided encouragement and ongoing support for the long term.
Parents and students were working toward similar goal, the talent development of 
the student with the recognition that writing is a long apprenticeship. By virtue of their 
high level of education, parents were able to support the talent development process 
through a myriad of methods -  from encouragement to additional classes beyond the 
traditional school curriculum. Parents were very happy to play a supportive role, 
nurturing their children’s interest through critiques, resources, and emotional support.
Students had an intuitive sense of their own meta-cognitive processes, particularly 
in the area of writing. Students were aware that their interest in writing was unusual, but 
generally found peer support in school settings along with teacher support. Coupled with
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the parental support they received at homes, students were confident in their pursuit of 
higher levels of writing. Many young writers systematically worked on improving their 
craft, and recognized the need to write on a regular basis.
The very nature of the short-answers, and the paper format, allowed students and 
parents to reflect in the privacy of their own homes (on their own timetable) about the 
students’ development as writers. This was a valuable exercise, and by the time the 
researcher selected the research study participants to interview, students and parents were 
acclimated to the study and very responsive in their answers. As a result, the data 
generated in the open-ended interview questions provided richer, deeper insights into the 
talent development process than the questionnaires. Data received from the interviews is 
reviewed and discussed in chapter 5.
Triangulation of Parent and Student Perspectives 
In this section, the researcher will delineate the triangulation of parent and student 
perspectives, particularly in questions that were closely aligned. Parent and students 
perspectives will be compared in areas relating to educational opportunities, talent 
development, and dedication to writing.
Table 18 delineated the student and parent perspectives about how long students 
have been interested in writing for. Parents and students had slightly different 
perspectives on the length of time devoted to talent development.
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Table 18
Parent and student perspectives on talent development timeline 
N=16, 10 missing
Writing since elementary school
Student perspective 75.00%
Parent perspective 93.75%
Parents and students were also asked to reflect on the support system that parents 
provided to students. Since parents had taken part in The Talent Search Writing Program 
several years earlier, and were now filling out a substantial questionnaire about their 
child’s talent development, it should come as no surprise that parents perceived 
themselves to be devoted and diligent. Students wrote about how supportive their parents 
and teachers were, confirming the perspective of the parents. Students repeatedly 
mentioned their parents reading manuscripts, critiquing work, and providing 
encouragement and extracurricular activities.
Parents and students were also asked to reflect on how school programs had 
helped the talent development process. Parental responses included reading, entering 
writing contests, writing classes, and honors English classes. Students had a less 
affirmative response, with perhaps half the participants believing that school settings had 
been extremely beneficial to their writing talent development.
Parents and students were also asked how supportive the school system was in the 
talent development process. Several parents (25%) noted the importance of high- 
achieving, academically supportive peer groups, which were perhaps equally important to
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effective and interested teachers. Fourteen out of sixteen students believed that their 
teachers had provided substantial support in academic situations, including comments, 
praise, ideas, and constructive criticism.
Parents and students were also asked whether the student had a mentor. Seven 
parents (43.75%) believed their children had mentors, but only six students shared this 
perception. Significantly, parents believed that mentors ranged from encouraging 
brothers and sisters to parents and teachers, who in many cases provided informal 
guidance to young writers.
Parents and students were asked to reflect, in a genuine sense, about how 
supportive parents were to the child’s talent development process. Not surprisingly, the 
parents provided positive responses to this question. All the students circled “Yes” on 
the questionnaire, indicating that their parents were supportive of writing. To a certain 
extent, parents and students responding to this questionnaire were a self-selecting group, 
with a long time interest in the talent development and emotional growth of the students.
In the questions intended for triangulation of data, the researcher found many of 
the same emerging themes and connections. Parents and students had many of the same 
perceptions of talent development, particularly in relation to how supportive parents and 
academic settings were to the creative writing process.
Different Perspectives on the Talent Development Process 
While the researcher delineated many correlations between parent and child 
perspectives on the talent development process, it is important to note that there were 
differences in opinion. On several questions, parents and children had significantly
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different answers and themes that arose, indicating important areas where data was not 
triangulated.
When students were asked about the support systems they received, they affirmed 
that parents, teachers, and peers were supportive toward the talent development process. 
Significantly, parents made some mention of teachers, but were not nearly as positive in 
their evaluations. Parents made little mention of peers, an important factor from the 
perspective of students. Students saw their peers as very important to the writing process, 
and attributed much of their success to this support system and to the direct feedback they 
received from friends. Due to the fact that these influences occurred outside the home 
environment, it is perhaps more a reflection of lack of communication between parents 
and children, than different interpretations of school settings.
Children and parents had slightly different perspectives about how parents 
supported the talent development process. For the most part, children were very 
appreciative of their parents’ support, which ranged from providing enrichment classes to 
critiques of pieces. However, parents were not so confident in their ability to support the 
children’s writing talent development. In several cases, parents noted that they attempted 
to be helpful, but were not confident that they truly were. These reflections make sense 
when one considers that writing talent is difficult to coach and support.
Parents and children had slightly different perspectives on the impact of The 
Talent Search Writing Program. The general consensus was that it was a positive 
experience, but parents were more apt to credit the program with developing children’s 
motivation in the field of writing. On the other hand, students believed that their writing
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had always been intrinsically motivated, and that the writing program had affirmed 
motivation that already existed.
Conclusion
Parents and students had similar perspectives on the talent development process. 
But in the case of a few questions, the differences in opinion provide an interesting array 
of data that does not correlate. Significantly, parents and students do have different 
perspectives on the talent development process. Similarities and differences in 
perspectives became even more apparent during the interview process, which the 
researcher has recorded in chapter 5.
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Chapter 5 
Emergent Themes and Patterns 
During February and March of 2005, the researcher interviewed five students and 
their parents, consisting of four mothers and one father. The researcher made every effort 
to meet participants and to conduct these interviews in person. The researcher was able 
to meet with three of the families in person. In two cases, the researcher collected the 
data via a telephone interview, and one student specifically requested an email interview. 
This chapter presents a narrative summary of these cases and the emergent themes seen 
across cases.
Selection of Students 
When selecting the students, the researcher delineated several qualities in 
particular for choosing which students and parents to interview. Students were selected 
according to 1.) Their willingness to participate in the interview, as discerned by the 
questionnaires to which they responded, 2.) The level of articulateness in responses to 
questionnaires and open-ended questions, and 3.) Their self-reported growth and 
development in the area of writing since winning awards in The Talent Search Writing 
Program, approximately 4-6 years prior. The third category was slightly difficult to 
judge since the researcher did not request writing samples but relied upon the reflections 
of parents and students, along with additional awards and recognition. No effort was 
made to provide a diverse sample; the researcher selected students strictly on the basis of 
these three criteria.
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Limitations
The researcher discovered that all sixteen respondents (the total rate of return to 
the questionnaire) had excellent insights into the writing process, so this made it difficult 
to choose five interview participants. The decision to interview certain students and to 
leave other students out of this further data collection process was complicated by the fact 
that so many responses were excellent, and so many students and parents were willing to 
participate further. The decision was compounded by the fact that the researcher was 
trying to meet the participants in person, and that some students lived closer to 
Williamsburg and were more accessible. In the end, the researcher had a diverse group of 
students to interview. Two boys, three girls, and one minority student were selected.
The Interviewing Experience 
When the researcher was able to meet the participants in person, the interviews 
took on a dimension that extended beyond the original scope of the study. One benefit 
about interviewing students and parents in person was that their personalities came out to 
a greater extent than in a telephone conversation. The researcher was able to see the 
interaction between the students and their mothers, and to get a sense of the support 
system provided at home. In the telephone interviews, students and parents also provided 
many helpful insights, but certain nuances about personality, parent-child interaction, and 
other aspects of children’s character were more difficult to gauge in telephone 
conversations. One student specifically requested an email interview, and her responses 
were extremely articulate. Perhaps she thrived on the ability to contemplate the questions 
in the privacy of her own home, rather than in a public space.
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When the researcher conducted the interviews, she promised to protect the 
privacy of the participants by using pseudonyms instead of their real names. This was 
especially essential because all except one student were legally minors. Before 
conducting the interview, the researcher informed the participants that their responses 
would be confidential, and that identifiable remarks might be omitted from the eventual 
study, to protect their privacy. Students and parents were provided with a transcript of 
the interview questions and given the option of later revising their remarks. This process 
was usually done via email. Students and parents had adequate time to think, 
contemplate, and reflect, rather than just having to “talk on the spot” and provide final 
answers. Several parents submitted revised answers, after deeper contemplation, and one 
of the students chose to revise his original answers.
Serena, age 16
Serena, age 16, participated in the interview by email at her own request. Serena 
was extremely bright, high achieving, and very successful in an academic environment, 
with a current GPA between 3.98-4.3. Since participating in The Talent Search Writing 
Program as a fifth grader during the 1998-99 year, Serena received a myriad of awards, 
including the honor roll (three years), poetry awards, and even a citizenship award. Not 
surprisingly, Serena was performing very well in a rigorous IB program that required her 
to write on a daily basis. Serena was from a small town in Virginia, and she was of 
Ghana-American descent.
Serena’s family
Serena lived with her two siblings and parents. Dr. and Mrs. Credin had both 
attained college degrees; Serena’s father was a doctor, and her mother was working in a
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service occupation at the time of the interview. The Credins engaged in educational
activities including attending concerts, museums, exhibits, and movies. The Credins
encouraged their children to explore new ideas, set goals, and to discuss issues as a
family. The Credins expected their children to replicate this pattern of success by
attending college and hopefully pursuing a doctorate. Serena’s father, Dr. Credin,
participated in both the questionnaire process as well as the email interview.
Perceptions of Writing
Serena was very successful, both academically and creatively. In her responses
she commented about easily going into in-depth analyses of books and research topics,
and being equally adept with creative writing. Serena stated:
When I am writing, it is easy if I love the topic; usually social issues can really get 
me riled up, and like some of my literary magazine submissions, they have to be 
edited and screened a lot before the public can view them. Writing is difficult 
when I don’t understand the motive of the audience, or the subtext of the 
message; I don’t do too well responding to subliminal messages in literature 
because I often don’t catch the “deeper message” until the book is over.
In a very real sense, Serena understood her own thinking processes, and she had thought
very deeply about her level of alertness, particularly when she was working on analytical
papers. She also understood the importance of revising, which was perhaps one reason
she chose to do this interview via email.
Dr. Credin had observed his daughter’s writing on many occasions, and reflected
that it was not always a simple, fluid process. He stated, “Sometimes she has a block of
ideas, and then she can be seen running up and down the house until ideas come to her.
But no, she has had a lot of success with the writing style she has developed.”
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Advice fo r  other students
Having achieved much success, Serena confidently advised other student writers
to do the following:
I would tell them to practice all the time. Practice makes perfect. Also, keep a 
Xanga Online Journal or a MySpace Journal is best for this kind of practice.
Here you can broadcast your thoughts and since other people are allowed to 
respond, you’ll always get some kind of feedback on your writing.
Serena clearly understood the value of peer review, and used online journals to “publish”
her work, later revising it before she submitted it to magazines and journals.
Parental observations of Serena’s progressively developing skills
Dr. Credin was very supportive of his daughter’s writing, and as a result he was
able to provide reflections that Serena herself did not have. He commented:
Yes, each time I see her papers, I can see that she has opened herself to a deeper 
thought process. Even the questions that she brings up for debate are more world- 
focused than self-focused. It is easier for my daughter because she has matured at 
a faster level than her peers, and because she was pushed to take initiatives, and 
go for the highest achievement available.
Dr. Credin recognized the value of being achievement oriented, and of working in a
systematic fashion on talent development. In his eyes, Serena was gradually
transforming into an inquisitive, diligent young woman with the potential to one day
possibly write a masterpiece.
Practice and Training
Serena had started writing in first grade, and continued writing on a daily basis
through the eleventh grade, when this interview was conducted. In terms of practice and
training, Serena commented:
On a regular basis, for IB English classes, we write between five and eleven 
journals at a time. We just finished reading The Chronicle o f Death Foretold, 
and our assignment was to write two papers, each at least two pages, one on the
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writing style of Gabriel Garcia Marquez, and the other on whatever ideas were 
most strongly illuminated to us while reading the novel. This type of writing, 
where the story is digested, discussed, and then commented upon, seems to be 
the best type of practice that I have received. I also write poetry for our literary 
magazine and that grants lots of revisions, “This doesn’t really carry our theme,” 
and talk about the construction of the writing, which is a great help to me.
Serena incorporated creativity into classroom assignments, partly due to the
unconventionality of the assignment. She also enjoyed receiving peer revisions to her
entries to the school literary magazine. Dr. Credin observed his daughter writing in
journals, and letters to penpals.
Improvement o f writing
Serena believed that her writing had improved, and that her classroom
assignments had allowed her to develop her creative talents. She noted:
I would say yes, my writing has improved, because I have had more years of 
required writing. Recently I took the SAT, and the writing section was much 
less constraining than anything I had ever experienced in class. In class, there 
are no topics, and yet each thesis statement must be pointed and concise. Instead 
of “Imagery, indirect characterization, and subtext help to create the 
dispassionate atmosphere of The Scarlet Letter,” we have, “Gender roles greatly 
impact The Scarlet Letter,” and we must include the literary aspects of each work 
to support this greater theme. So yes it has improved, because now I am not 
writing about plots, or creating charming, yet glib narratives of more formative 
years; now I am writing of the purpose of creating the work, within the context 
of interpreting a work itself.
Serena was very conscious pf her developing abilities not only in the area of writing, but
as a budding literary critic. She was attentive to her thought processes about how works
were constructed in writers’ minds, and the very act of writing a complex work like The
Scarlet Letter. Dr. Credin believed his daughter’s writing ability had improved a “great
deal” because she has so many school assignments, and because she is always reading.
Constant practice, training, and studying the craft had reaped great dividends for Serena.
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Best writing environment
Serena worked best with music playing, and with the satisfaction of having
completed her homework. She enjoyed being by herself and listening to Mana, Seal, or
Sublime, and opening her mind to write. Dr. Credin had similar reflections, noting that
Serena spent time with her family in the living room, but usually returns to her room to
work. Early in the morning, the family could often hear music coming from her room, an
indication that Serena was up and writing.
Nurturance of creativity by parents/teachers
Serena believed much of her success was due to the support system provided by
parents and teachers. She commented:
They (parents and teachers) nurture it by giving me time to write. I don’t write 
well when it’s been pushed to the last minute. I usually try to give myself at 
least 36 hours before a paper or essay is due to edit it, to complete my 
conclusions, and to make sure it is comprehensible, coherent, and cohesive.
Serena understood that writing was a labor-intensive process, and as a result she planned
time to write and edit multiple drafts; this ensured that her final product reflected her true
ability, and was a high-quality piece of work. Dr. Credin remarked, “I try to make her
think about what is behind the story and less about what is obvious in the paper.” As a
supportive parent, Dr. Credin guided his daughter without taking her independence and
initiative away. When asked what factors made his daughter’s writing creative, Dr.
Credin commented that, “It is always telling a different set of stories. She uses a lot of
perspective to enlighten the reader.”
Educational opportunities
At just sixteen, Serena was very conscious of the fact that many writing
opportunities were not yet available to her. She reflected:
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I wish I was able to attend a writing camp, or that I was allowed to become a 
writing fellow, but I don’t think I am old enough, nor do I possess the requisite 
cash for writing trips; this is because I want to share my experiences with others; 
it seems like great minds in the same area think alike, so for a different 
perspective, I want to talk to and meet other great minds from other areas. Then 
what I know would be new to them, and what they could share would be new to 
me.
Serena was conscious of the fact that her thoughts and creativity did not arise in a
vacuum. Rather, her creative spirit had developed with her home environment filled with
supportive friends, and she wondered how it would flourish in other environments.
Insights about Serena’s development as a creative writer
Not surprisingly, Serena felt it was a bit premature to comment on her
development as a writer. As a junior in high school, she was able to foresee future
developments, and further improvements. However, she commented:
Insights. I haven’t finished developing yet, so I might not be able to say much 
here. As far as I know, I have been able to write stories, narratives, essays, and 
persuasive compositions that can fully exemplify my opinions and my viewpoints 
of life as it is, and as it will be. Writing is not a “process” so much as a game to 
me; I write because that’s the way to win the game.
As a writer between Stages Two and Three on Bloom’s development scale (i.e. applying
herself and studying the craft, yet not yet a true master in the area of writing), Serena
understood that she would have to progress for many years to come. She realized that
talent development in the area of writing is a particularly long apprenticeship.
To Dr. Credin, Serena’s creative writing ability was still malleable. He
recognized that it might indeed have practical value in other ways, besides for writing
stories and poems:
She has a lot of potential. With the skill she is developing, she could go 
into a political career, and write speeches.
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Overall, Serena and Dr. Credin had many of the same observations about Serena’s 
development as a writer, but the differences provided deep insights into parent-child 
relations, particularly during the talent development process.
Linda, age 15
Linda, age 15, was a freshman in high school at the time she was interviewed for 
this study. Since winning an award in The Talent Search Writing Program in the fourth 
grade during the 1999-2000 school year, she had won many other awards, including an 
award in the national contest sponsored by Scholastic, an honorable mention in art. Not 
only was Linda successful in several artistic media, but she also maintained a 4.0 grade 
point average and had taken the SAT in seventh grade, scoring nearly 900 points (a 
significantly high score for a twelve year old). Unfortunately, Linda had very few 
opportunities to develop her writing craft within classroom settings since The Talent 
Search Writing Program but instead had progressed through extracurricular activities. 
Linda’s family
Linda Middleton lives with her parents and another sibling in Northern Virginia. 
Both Linda’s parents were extremely highly educated; Mr. Middleton had attained a 
Master’s degree, and Mrs. Middleton had a doctorate. Her parents worked as business 
executives in managerial positions. The family enjoyed cultural opportunities such as 
museums, movies, exhibits, educational trips, plays, and concerts, and attended these 
many times during the course of a year. The Middletons were a high-achieving family, 
and they encouraged their children to set goals, explore new ideas, and to be consistent. 
The Middletons expected both of their children to at least pursue a Bachelor’s degree, but 
saw high costs as being a bander to higher educational opportunities.
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Perception of writing
Linda felt comfortable writing, and it was a natural activity for her to engage in. 
She commented, “It is usually pretty easy for me unless the topic isn’t something I am 
interested in.” Dr. Middleton observed that writing had never been a difficult process for 
her child.
Advice for other students
Linda believed it was important for students to have direction -  to set up a good 
paper, create an effective thesis statement, and to be interested in the topic they had 
chosen.
Practice and training
Linda was able to work on her writing in an academic setting, especially in
English class. She commented:
Particularly this year in English class, we did a lot of writing due to the new SAT. 
Our English teacher is really pushing us to write, along with our history teacher. I 
haven’t had much time to write for fun, though.
Linda’s teachers had encouraged her to try new writing styles, and to explore; her parents
had assisted with editing, brainstorming, and revisions. Dr. Middleton observed that
Linda was involved in many activities outside school, which took time away from
writing, and stated, “The time she used to spend writing is now spent on other activities.”
Improvement o f writing
Linda saw herself as better able to focus now than she was able to as a young
child. Linda recognized that her talent development was progressive, and stated:
I think I know how to develop a topic better now. I used to go off on different 
ideas and not focus on one thing. I am better and able to go into more detail 
and I have a bit more vocabulary.
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Not only was she more focused, Linda’s vocabulary had expanded and she was very
attentive to her improvements as a writer. Dr. Middleton saw her child’s writing ability
progressively developing as a result of this practice, but reflected that most of the writing
was related to class work:
I do think her writing is progressing. She is learning new ways to convey 
information. Most of the writing, because it is school-related, is concentrated 
in nonfiction. She has not done much fiction writing in the past two years. I 
don’t know how her fiction writing is progressing.
Dr. Middleton later revised her answer to include the following statement:
It’s very easy in retrospect to identify periods when Linda’s writing dramatically 
improves. In every case, it’s when a teacher or mentor takes an interest in her, 
and suggests contests or new projects she might try. Her eighth grade teacher, for 
example, really worked with her and challenged her. She made specific 
suggestions for improvement rather than just grading papers. That is what Linda 
loves more than any prizes, and it moves her writing to a whole new level. We’d 
seen the same thing happen both in kindergarten and in first grade as well. Her 
first grade teacher encouraged her to write in “bare” books.
Best writing environment
Linda commented that her favorite environment to work in was a quiet one. She
noted, “It helps me to concentrate a lot. I usually do stuff at home. I don’t like to write
on computers. It is easier for me to write a paper at first, so I can see everything.” Dr.
Middleton said, “She basically has two places where she will work -  lying on her
stomach in the middle of the living room floor, or when she really needs quiet time, she
goes into the guest room and closes the door.”
Nurturance o f creativity by parents
In both the questionnaire and the interview, Linda observed that her parents and
teachers were incredibly supportive of her writing. She said, “They really support me.
My parents and teachers encourage me to enter contests and really push myself. It’s nice
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to have. It’s very motivating. They’re very willing to look through and edit stuff and
work through and help me.” Dr. Middleton remarked:
Linda is fantastic -  good in a lot of different things. We travel a lot, try to expose 
her to different types of experiences. We go to a lot of plays and museums. We 
try to do things as a family.
The Middleton family provided nurturance and encouragement, but not at the expense of
their second child’s talent development and psyche.
Educational opportunities
Linda’s one regret was that she did not have more opportunities like The Talent
Search Writing Program. While receiving accolades was nice, Linda had been more
appreciative of the chance to work one-on-one with professional writers, honing her craft
during these short seminars. She did not have opportunities like that since her
participation, and she wished she did.
Insights into creative writing development
Linda regretted that she had very little time to write freely. Most of her time
writing was spent on class assignments. While these were beneficial, the young girl
wished she had more time to develop her creative abilities.
Dr. Middleton observed that her daughter’s best quality was the ability to see
things from different perspectives:
She will look at the most ordinary things from a different angle. Whenever she
starts a new writing project or assignment, she will stop and think, “How would most
people do this?” She will try to find a different angle.
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Dr. Middleton also recognized the importance of Linda having a mentor -  
whether in the short term or long term, “a person who takes an interest in and encourages 
her.”
Mary, age 20
Mary, age 20, was a sophomore at an elite state university at the time she was 
interviewed. Mary had attained a variety of writing awards since participating in The 
Talent Search Writing Program as a sophomore in high school during 2000-2001, and 
academic success at both the high school and college levels, with a GPA of about 3.7. 
Mary’s SATs were nearly 1400, indicating she is highly gifted along with being creative. 
The researcher met Mary and her mother on the campus of this university to conduct the 
interview. Mary is an extremely accomplished writer, and had been selected for an 
honors program at the university. Each semester she took writing courses, and one of her 
preferences was Introduction to Poetry, which she liked to take with a variety of 
instructors.
Mary’s Family
Mary’s parents, Kurt and Bonnie Swenson, had also attended this elite state 
university. Kurt Swenson had a college degree and was working as an editor, and Bonnie 
Swenson was working in the field of gifted education. Mary’s parents had high 
expectations, and expected her to pursue a doctorate with an emphasis in literature and 
writing. When Mary was growing up, her family provided a myriad of opportunities for 
her, including writing classes at a nearby university and Johns Hopkins writing tutorials. 
Overall, Mary’s family provided a great support system for her writing.
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Perceptions o f writing
Mary perceived the difficulty of writing to depend on what she was working on at
the time. She answered, “It depends on what I’m writing. It’s difficult for me to write an
academic paper. Writing poetry can be easy or difficult. During the summer I write
more fiction, but usually poetry.”
A gifted educator herself, Bonnie Swenson was extremely attentive to her
daughter’s writing throughout the interview. The educator reflected, “It never seemed
like it to me because she would go up to her room and come down with an absolutely
incredible poem that she had dashed off in 20 minutes. There were periods when she
grappled with things, and times when everything flowed.”
Advice for other students
Mary advised other students to focus on a particular genre of writing and develop
skills in that area. She noted, “You have to work on it the same way you would with any
other skill.”
Practice and training
As a writer in college classes, Mary understood the value of revising, practice,
and training. She remarked, “I keep a diary/joumal. I have a couple different writing
projects. One is a series of poems. The other is a novel I am outlining. I have a regular
poetry journal and a little travel book.”
Mrs. Swenson observed that Mary was constantly progressing to a higher level in
writing, and that sometimes this was a difficult process. Bonnie remarked:
Definitely a higher level. You can see the complexity of ideas there all along. 
Technical skills have improved, everything is tighter. It’s something she works 
on constantly -  thinks about a lot -  very deliberately.
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Not only had Bonnie observed Mary’s development in technical ways, but also in 
habits of mind. Bonnie stated that Mary was always reading, writing, talking about 
writing, and thinking about writing. In addition, Mary is disciplined about the journaling 
process.
Improvement o f writing
Since graduating from high school, Mary took writing courses every semester in
college. Therefore she was able to look back upon her development as a writer with
more hindsight than some of the younger members of this study. Mary stated, “[My
writing] has improved technically. You take classes, read, and write different forms. My
basic inspiration has not changed much since when I was little.”
Mrs. Swenson had observed dramatic improvements in her daughter’s writing
since The Talent Search Writing Program. Bonnie stated:
Technically her writing is very much improved. I’m always looking at what she’s 
done -  then at The New Yorker. Often you can’t tell the difference. Exposure to 
decent teachers, being in classes where people workshop pieces. She was on her 
own in high school. Now being in class and having people to discuss it with, 
critique her work with, is very helpful.
Best writing environment
Mary prefers to work in solitude. She described her ideal working environment as
“Dark, quiet, and small. I can’t work in big rooms -  I feel that people are looking over
my shoulder. Deep in the library, sometimes, and in my car (when I’m not driving).”
Bonnie echoed her daughter’s response, as she smiled and said, “Dark, quiet, and small.”
Nurturance o f creativity by parents/teachers
Since elementary school, Mary’s parents had nurtured her writing skills. Several
teachers, however, had not been as appreciative of the girl’s ability. Of her parents, Mary
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remembered, “They have a really big library and I read everything. They read my stuff 
and pay for me to attend classes. They sponsored my Johns Hopkins writing tutorials.” 
Mrs. Swenson had similar reflections about how she nurtured Mary’s talent 
development, and stated, “I buy lots of pens. We’ve kept our home library intact just 
because we thought they might want to read it. Now she’s kind of on her own. Many 
times I was the foil against trouble with teachers . . . ”
Educational opportunities
Mary was happy with her educational opportunities at the moment but wished for 
more chances to work with professional writers. She reflected, “The University is pretty 
ideal. I’d love to work one-on-one with someone who really knows what they are doing. 
I’d love to get paid to go somewhere and write.”
Insights into creative writing development
Mary was a very serious writer, and had pursued poetry and novel projects very 
successfully since The Talent Search Writing Program. However, she also understood 
that the judging process for publications and awards was often very subjective. She 
remarked, “If you pin your identity to a particular activity, failure in that one activity 
becomes failure in a larger sense.”
Mrs. Swenson could see creative elements in Mary’s writing even at a very early 
age, an observation that was confirmed by numerous awards and opportunities. She 
observed:
She has always had an uncanny ability to connect ideas with images. She has 
always had an incredible sense of rhythm in poetry. She has a different take on 
things. Her stuff always seemed more adult.
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As a parent with a deep understanding of her daughter’s giftedness, Mrs. Swenson
enjoyed working with gifted elementary students and had attained gifted certification. As
such, Mrs. Swenson provided some invaluable insights into her own daughter’s creative
writing development:
I think she was bom to write. I think that writing is something she has always 
had to do -  it chose her, versus vice versa. There were issues to work through, 
and writing is how it worked itself out. She has developed as a writer in spite 
of her education.
Current projects
Mary was in the middle of several writing projects, including an outline for two
novels and a writing class. She enjoyed taking writing workshops, but sometimes found
them to be a frustrating experience. Mary reflected:
In workshops, it’s great to have people who are confident enough to express 
their own opinions and to take criticism. But you can become unpopular 
very quickly. No one wants to hurt someone’s feelings -  or have their feelings 
hurt. There is a always a mandatory period, for the first fifteen minutes after 
someone reads their poem, when people are saying things like, “I really like 
how you placed the period.”
Mary’s school experiences
Overall, Mrs. Swenson believed that Mary’s education was often detrimental to
her development as a creative writer. Mrs. Swenson remembered, “We were always
strategizing about how to get around a requirement. How do you give them what they
want, yet do what you want to do? How do you play the game without compromising
who you are, what you think is important? How do you draw the line?”
Until college, Mrs. Swenson observed that many of Mary’s assignment were busy
work, “the basic cookie cutter approach.” As a teacher of young gifted students, she was
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also a writer herself. To her, writing was a way of life, not a technical skill to be
transacted during specific periods of the day. Mrs. Swenson reflected:
I feel that if you work with kids on writing, it is important to write yourself. Their 
work is important. By writing with my students, I’m willing to take the same 
risks -  and it gives me a chance to test-drive my own assignments. We can laugh 
at how ridiculous it is, if it doesn’t work -  and talk about what we can do to fix it.
Mrs. Swenson’s willingness to develop her own writing abilities allowed her to be more
supportive and understanding of her daughter’s.
Colin, age 17
Colin, age 17, was a junior in high school at the time of the interview and in the 
process of looking at elite state universities in Virginia. When Colin was on his college 
tour, the researcher was able to meet him and his mother on the campus of William & 
Mary. Colin achieved high grades in high school, with a 3.789 GPA and honors during 
his freshman and sophomore years. Colin had started writing later than most of the 
students in the group, at the age of 12, and that same year received an award for an essay 
during the 2000-2001 Talent Search Writing Program.
Colin’s family
Colin Campbell came from an educated family in Northern Virginia, and both 
parents had at least college degrees. Christine Campbell had pursued a Master’s degree 
and was working as a business executive/manager, while her husband, Carl, was at the 
same professional level. When he was growing up, Colin’s parents encouraged him to 
explore new ideas think consistently, express his personal opinions, take part in family 
discussions, and set goals. Colin’s parents expected all their children to attain at least 
Master’s degrees and to work in professional jobs.
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Perceptions of writing
Colin perceived himself to be more of a historical writer than a creative writer, 
and remarked, “Different materials are more difficult than other writings. Rhetoric is 
more difficult to compose than informational writing.” Mrs. Campbell believed that 
writing was a natural, fluid process for her son.
Advice for other students
Colin believed it was important to explore with different genres, and to find one 
that was suitable to a student’s interests. Colin advised, “Find the style you like the best 
but be open to as many different writing styles as possible -  to incorporate writing styles 
into your own style.
Practice and training
After participating in The Talent Search Writing Program. Colin developed an 
interest in historical writing, and was adept with analyzing historical documents. He 
stated:
I guess it sounds really boring, but I like to write about historical documents -  
history. I go to the textbook, jot notes down, formulate them into essays. I 
particularly like document-based questions -  such as on the AP exam -  in which 
they give you a document and data analysis excerpt.
Mrs. Campbell had observed constant progress in her son’s writing, especially in
the area of essays and homework assignments. She commented:
It’s definitely progressing to a higher level. I’m sure that doing writing and 
reading and working with other people is a big help. That helps him - 1 can’t say 
that I read most of his papers now . . .
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Improvement o f writing
Colin perceived his writing skills to have improved, but mainly in technical ways.
He stated, “I wouldn’t so much say it has improved. My vocabulary/grammar is better -
more molded into what I’ve made, into the style I’ve developed.”
Mrs. Campbell observed that her son had improved, and in many ways this
improvement was linked to his maturation process. She said:
I think as he’s matured through the early teenage years, his thinking and 
understanding have matured. He doesn’t think like a little boy anymore. General 
maturing process has occurred and is very evident in his writing. AP classes have 
been very challenging for him, particularly with the writing aspect.
Best writing environment
Colin preferred a quiet, undisturbed environment where he could reflect and he
stated, “When I’m by myself; it’s easier to process things when I’m alone.”
Interestingly, Mrs. Campbell had a completely different observation of her son’s
work habits. From her perspective, he could work almost anywhere. She remarked:
He seems to be able to work in just about any environment -  does a lot of work 
with the TV and radio on - 1  don’t see a lot of difference between a lot of activity 
-  sitting in front of a computer. He does pretty well just about anywhere -  most 
of the time writing in front of a computer is conducive to getting work done.
Nurturance of creativity by parents/teachers
Colin perceived his parents to be extremely supportive of his writing, both
creative and historical. He commented, “My mom is very supportive of anything I write.
She never limits me to standards. She is very open to what I want to write -  is the best
support. My dad is the same way.”
In response to the question about how she nurtured her child’s creativity, Mrs.
Campbell reflected:
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I try to encourage him to think outside the box. I am not the creative parent. Ever 
since he was little, he has thought in so many different ways, and had a wide 
variety of interests. He also thinks alternatively. How could you do it 
differently? How could you improve something? He’s gone beyond my 
nurturing, so I give general encouragement at this point.
Mrs. Campbell later recalled, “It seems like he is able to take something -  put a
different twist on it -  than other people see. He is very able to read poetry -  get feelings
-  understand what is being said.”
Educational opportunities
Colin was satisfied with his educational experience at high school, but still longed 
for more opportunities to develop his writing. He reflected, “In high school I wish they 
would offer more economics/social studies courses. They do offer creative writing class
-  but limited at our school.”
Charlie, age 14
Charlie, age 14, was the youngest participant in the study but was chosen because 
he was particularly articulate in the questionnaire. Charlie won his Talent Search Writing 
Award in the fourth grade during 2000-2001, and was a freshman at an elite private 
school at the time of the interview. Since The Talent Search Writing Program, Charlie 
won several awards in history and English in middle school. He had not yet taken the 
PSAT/SAT and his high school GPA for the first semester was 3.5.
Charlie’s Family
Charlie lives in small town near Richmond, Virginia with his parents, Bill and Jan 
Baker, and a sibling. Charlie’s father received a Bachelor’s degree, and his mother had 
attended college for a few years. Both parents worked in real estate sales, and were 
extremely successful. Charlie’s family participated in cultural activities such as movies,
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exhibits, lectures, and zoo/aquarium/botanical gardens on a regular basis. The Bakers 
believed that exploring new ideas, expressing personal opinions, exchanging information, 
reading, and goal setting were extremely important. The Bakers expected their children 
to attend a four-year college, and even pursue a Master’s degree or doctorate. When 
choosing a career, Mrs. Baker wanted her children to “decide on a career they will have a 
passion for.”
Perception of writing
fhCharlie had been a writer since early elementary school, and by the 9 grade he
felt confident and fluent with getting his ideas down on paper. He commented:
Putting words on paper is not difficult, but getting the right words, words that 
mean exactly what you’re trying to say, is trickier. It requires careful thought on 
wording, and that in turn requires extensive trial and error in every single 
individual document, whatever it may be. As to the first part, if I didn’t answer it 
(sorry), I feel however I am trying to make the reader feel, ideally.
“It is not difficult. Putting words on paper is one thing, but getting the right 
words is more difficult.
Mrs. Baker believed that the writing process was very difficult for her son, 
because he held himself up to high standards. She said, “He enjoys everything but in my 
opinion he sweats over every word. When he writes, he wants it to be perfect.”
Advice fo r  other students
Charlie advised other students to do the following:
Read. You certainly have to read to be able to write properly. If I look up a word 
without having seen it in print, the meaning doesn’t stay with me -  I must see it 
used in context to really learn it and be able to use it myself. Also, always look up 
words that you don’t know, even if you have the gist of the sentence that they’re 
used in. Always, always, always do this; being able to listen does not mean being 
able to speak, and being able to read does not mean being able to write, even if 
you must be capable in both cases of the former to do the latter.
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Charlie recognized the value of understanding words in a variety of contexts, and
the importance of being widely read, particularly in the genres he enjoyed writing in.
Practice and training
At the age of 14, Charlie already understood the value of practice and training,
and that writing was a long apprenticeship. He answered:
I keep a journal -  not necessarily about what has happened to me, though; it is 
more philosophical in nature. Where a personal narrative does not require a great 
deal of thought (and is therefore poor practice), musing on the state of things 
does. “Poor” but meaningful writing is better than “good” but pointless writing, a 
better practice. Sometimes I read a book many times -  at least two or three times 
-  and I start to think, okay, how would I change this to make it better? What is 
the meaning? Rather than how it looks and the syntax.
Mrs. Baker observed, “Most of his writing is related to schoolwork -  history and English
papers. I haven’t seen finished work in a while. His forte is English and history.” As a
young adolescent, Charlie was developing his talent in a progressively independent way,
depending less and less on extrinsic approval.
Improvement o f writing
Charles was very perceptive about how to improve his writings. He commented:
Looking back at the entries I made, it has improved a bit. Seeing things - 1 know 
more than I did then, I’ve experienced more, real experiences. Just the experience 
of having written (read more so than written) many works, allows me to do better 
each time.”
Mrs. Baker observed, “His writing improves with maturity, exposure to more 
literature, being out in the world. He really has led a sheltered life, but in the last few 
years he has traveled, including a trip to Italy. Recently he has become worldly.” In this 
particular answer, the mother and son agreed each other with their responses, and the 
triangulation of data was very apparent.
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Best writing environment
Charlie enjoyed working in quiet environments, where he could think in solitude. 
He replied, “Quiet is best, but you can’t always have it. Not having an abundance of 
people around if you can help it. Nice, isolated nooks and crannies are the best place to 
work.” Mrs. Baker also reflected, “He likes it to be quiet and dark.”
Nurturance o f creativity by parents
Charlie’s parents and teachers provided critiques of the young boy’s writing. He 
commented:
My mother and father will always tell me honestly what they think of my writing. 
If they think that it is good, they’ll tell me why they think that; if they think that it 
sucks, they’ll also tell me why. Teachers hand stuff back -  and they say, “This is 
how to improve it and make it better.” Sometimes their comments are subjective. 
Sorry, that wasn’t really the point of what I was saying. The main thing is that 
they have improved the quality of my writing by constantly critiquing my word 
choice, explaining that something does or does not flow, et cetera, and offering 
reasons for their opinions. That their comments are sometimes subjective was a 
side point. To summarize, my parents will tell me why an idea is bad, and my 
teachers will tell me why a word, sentence, paragraph, or entire essay is bad. Both 
are helpful, although, as I have said, in the (very) end meaning is more important 
than arriving at it in an “artful” way (one reason that I detest modem art). This is 
not so much nurturance, but they are helpful. As for nurturance, I believe that that 
can only be provided by one’s self; you do not have to love your work, but you do 
have to be devoted to making it the best you can (creativity). The work, not the 
writer, is what ultimately needs nurturing, though.
Mrs. Baker reflected, “We just always encourage him to do it for himself -  not for 
others. We let him go. I critique it when he asks me to. I encourage him, but I do 
provide him with honest critiques of his work.”
Educational opportunities
Charlie attended a private school, and he was very satisfied with the educational 
opportunities available to him. He reflected:
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I go to private school. As far as classes go, I really have everything. As far as 
schoolwork goes, I have all the opportunities I could possibly hope for. I have all 
that I can possibly ask for -  the rest is up to me. Every year I have a unique 
English teacher. I take things from each class and carry them over -  it was 
especially helpful learning how to carry over elements of my rough draft into the 
final draft in eighth grade English.
Insights into creative development
Charlie believed his creativity was constantly developing, even in regular
classrooms. Within his answer, he contemplated his own level of creativity, and
challenged the notion of creativity in general. He said:
Someone once said that originality is stealing your work from three different 
sources Creativity by definition means something completely new, not worded 
properly, but it is impossible to do something completely new. You end up 
borrowing from different sources and trying to improve the different authors’ 
visions, or combining them into one that really is your own. You can’t write 
something that is completely different. Everything you write has to be copied to 
some degree. You have to get your idea from somewhere. Most good “new” 
ideas are stolen, at least in part, from existing work. My “creativity” is therefore 
not really important one way or the other.
Mrs. Baker believed that Charlie’s vast knowledge base allowed her son to be 
more creative. By his vivacious reading, Charlie had developed an understanding of texts 
far beyond his years. She commented, “His vast knowledge. My husband and I will be 
talking about something. He’ll pop in with a point. We’ll be wondering, ‘Where did that 
come from?’ He is a voracious reader.”
Writing projects
At the time of the interview, Charlie was not working on any writing projects due 
to the fact that he was swamped with homework. Mrs. Baker confirmed that he was 
taking an extremely difficult academic load, which hindered his creative writing but was 
helping him develop analytic skills.
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Connecting Research Questions to Cross-Case Findings 
After the researcher had compiled data about all five interviewees and their 
parents, the next step was to see if the research questions had effectively been addressed. 
When the interview questions were written, the researcher made every attempt to 
delineate the questions to elicit answers to the research questions. After the interviewing 
process was completed, the researcher discovered that all four questions were answered, 
and that all participants had provided relevant data for a cross-case analysis.
Cross-Case Analysis of the Students and Parents 
After interviewing the students, the researcher conducted a cross-case analysis of 
all five students in an attempt to delineate emergent themes and patterns in individual 
talent development. For each of the four research questions, the researcher looked across 
the case studies for particular themes. A content analysis was done of the answers, and 
common answers are presented in Table 2A. For the first research answer, a content 
analysis of answers yielded these responses: discipline, intensity/passion, working in 
different genres, and innovative.
Table 2A
Cross-case analysis o f the first research question
What markers o f talent development in the field o f creative writing do high school 
students demonstrate?
Student Discipline Intensity/passion Work in 
different genres
Innovative
Serena, 16 X X X X
Linda, 15 X X X
Mary, 20 X X X X
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Colin, 17 X X
Charlie, 14 X X X X
Within the context of the study, the students demonstrated a high percentage of 
identified markers of talent development. Many of the students demonstrated discipline, 
intensity/passion, were fluent in different genres, and innovative. During the context of 
the interview, all students demonstrated several markers of talent development. A few 
students did not demonstrate all the talent development markers, but perhaps clear 
evidence of these processes would have come forth in a longer, more formal interview. 
While the researcher purposely crafted eight open-ended questions, it is possible that 
students did not articulate the full scope of their writing talent development and 
accomplishments due to modesty. In Table 3 A, the researcher did a content analysis of 
common responses to the second research question, and then a cross-case analysis of all 
five participants.
Table 3A
Cross-case analysis of the second research question
How do gifted students describe their own pattern o f talent development?
Student Lengthy Requiring much 
study and practice
Perceive selves to 
be at beginning of 
talent development
Serena, 16 X X
Linda, 15 X X X
Mary, 20 X X
Colin, 17 X X
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Charlie, 14 X X
In the cross-case analysis of the second research question, it was quickly apparent that 
students believed that talent development was a long, arduous process. Significantly, all 
the participants were between the ages of 14-20, relatively young for writing talent 
development. But in many cases, these young writers had focused and applied 
themselves from an early age, and at the point of the interview they believed they were 
no longer at the beginning of the talent development process. While all The Talent 
Search Writing Award winners understood that they were progressing and had much 
development yet to come, they perceived their abilities to be at least intermediate, rather 
than novice. From their self-reported perceptions, it was apparent that students 
considered themselves to be accomplished, yet still writers-in-progress. In Table 4A, the 
researcher analyzed the responses to the third research question. Upon a content analysis 
of the answers, the researcher discovered that three responses were most prevalent: 
supportive, facilitators, and helping students to develop independence and initiative. 
Table 4A
Cross-case analysis o f the third research question
What role do parents play in children’s creative writing talent development?
Student /Parent 
Perceptions




Serena, 16 X X X
Linda, 15 X X X
Mary, 20 X X X
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Colin, 17 X X X
Charlie, 14 X X X
When the perspectives of students and parents were triangulated, it became apparent that 
parents and students had similar perceptions about parental involvement in the talent 
development process. Students provided the most information about parental support, 
and it was apparent that parents provided much helpful support, facilitating of talent 
development, and encouraged children to develop independence and initiative. Not 
surprisingly, students had developed these habits of mind by the high school years, and as 
a result parents were slightly less involved in the talent development process than they 
had been at an earlier time. In Table 5 A, the research did a content analysis of the 
responses to the fourth research question, focusing on the four most common themes and 
patterns of response. The researcher then did a cross-case analysis, looking at all five 
participants for common themes.
Table 5A




studying of the 
craft of writing




Serena, 16 X X X X
Linda, 15 X X X
Mary, 20 X X X X
Colin, 17 X X X
Charlie, 14 X X X X
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During the course of the interviews with parents and students, it became apparent that ali 
five were serious students and highly accomplished in many different areas. Three out of 
the five students emphasized the fact that they systematically studied writing, read, wrote 
on a regular basis, and were receptive to criticism. This information was triangulated 
during the interviews with parents. Two students did not emphasize the systematic 
studying of the craft of writing in their responses. Yet these two students wrote on a 
regular basis, read, and were receptive to criticism -  indications that they were also 
seriously pursuing the craft of writing on a regular basis.
In Table 6 A, the researcher delineated the most common cross-case findings for 
all four research questions. The researcher conducted a general content analysis, looking 
for common themes and patterns that emerged in the cross-case findings.
Table 6 A
Connecting research questions to cross-case findings
Research Questions Cross-case findings
1. What markers of talent 
development in the field of 
creative writing do gifted 
high school students 
demonstrate?
Discipline, intensity, 
passion for the craft, ability 
to work in a variety of 
genres, flexibility, 
innovative.
2. How do gifted high school 
students describe their own 
patterns of talent 
development?
Students described the 
talent development process 
as lengthy, requiring much 
study and perceived that 
they were only at the 
beginning stages.
3. What role do parents play 
in their child’s creative 
writing talent development?
Parents were supportive and 
acted as facilitators of talent 
development, rather than 
directing their children. As 
a result, students developed
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independence, initiative, 
and high levels of 
creativity.
4. How do parents describe 
their children’s talent 
development process?
Parents see their children 
systematically pursuing 
careers in writing; activities 
include reading, studying 
the craft of writing, and 
actually writing on a regular 
basis. Students were 
receptive to constructive 
criticism and willing to 
work many hours to 
improve their craft.
The primary unit of analysis for this mixed design research was the five students and 
their families. An important aspect of this research was how individual students 
developed their writing talents within the context of the family and the community.
Data Analysis Procedures for Case Studies 
After the questionnaire data were delineated, the researcher moved on to selecting 
case studies and interviewing them separately, preferably in person. Data analysis was 
conducted as an activity simultaneously with data collection, data interpretation, and 
narrative reporting writing (Cresswell, 153). The researcher collected information in the 
field, sorted the information into categories, formatted the information into a graph form, 
and then wrote a qualitative text (Cresswell, 153).
The researcher then processed this qualitative information based on data reduction 
and interpretation. The researcher looked at a voluminous amount of information and 
reduced it to patterns, categories, and themes (Cresswell, 154). These themes were 
summarized into different categories in response to each research question; synonyms
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were summarized into a common response, rather than being reflected separately in the 
content analysis.
Every effort was made to structure the data into categories, themes, and patterns 
that would provide a more cognizant narrative (Cresswell, 154). Categories and codes 
formed the basis of the emerging story told by the researcher, due to the fact that data 
collected in interview questions often has little structure in the responses (Cresswell,
154). Topics were abbreviated into codes, and during the preliminary organization 
process the researcher anticipated that new categories and codes would emerge 
(Cresswell, 155). The researcher then used the most descriptive words in each topic and 
turned them into categories (Cresswell, 155). Topics that were very similar were grouped 
together, to make a clearer and more concise compilation of information. Data was 
carefully assembled into categories.
A coding system slowly emerged, focusing on perspectives held by subjects, 
subjects’ ways of thinking about people, subjects’ thoughts about themselves, and 
activity codes. All this coding related directly to the research questions, and has been 
delineated in this chapter.
After the themes had emerged and the coding was underway, the researcher 
developed matrices as a way of displaying the information, a spatial format that provided 
a systematic view of the information to the reader (Cresswell, 154). In response to each 
research question, the researcher compiled the most common responses and tallied the 
exact response in each category. The information was then provided in matrix form, and 
discussed in a textual sense.
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The researcher began the data analysis on interviews by looking at within-case 
analysis, focusing on content analysis and coding. Once the data was analyzed, the 
researcher compiled a written report (Cresswell, 1994, p. 152). After the report was 
written, the researcher contacted the individuals, showing them their reports for a 
member-checking, or verification, of the information. If the students or parents requested 
revisions, the researcher made revisions to the interview data. (Cresswell, 1994, p. 152).
Then the researcher conducted a cross-case analysis, studying the similarities and 
differences across the five case studies. The researcher looked at the similarities and 
differences and measures along a continuum for these five students and their parents.
The researcher looked for trends and themes in the questionnaires and in the interviews 
(Tesch, 1990, pp. 142-145). The researcher hoped to develop new insights and 
considerations into the talent development process among young writers. Implications 
and areas for further research are explored in the final chapter of the dissertation. 
Appendix I delineates of how the data analysis was conducted and processed.
Conclusion
During the interview process, the researcher arrived at a deeper understanding of 
individual students and parents and the complexities of the writing process. Common 
themes that emerged were: the need for privacy, the need for a support system, the need 
for encouragement and critiques, and the need for parents to be patient with their 
children, to be supportive even when young writers were frustrated and Impatient with 
the long apprenticeship of creative writing. Many parents were highly educated and 
expected their children to attain university degrees. Overall, parents were supportive 
when their children needed it, and willing to allow their children to develop initiative and
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independence at other times. Early in the talent development process, parents had played 
a more active role with critiquing their children’s work, but as students emerged into 
early and late adolescence, parents stepped back and allowed their children more 
independence.
During the interviews, there was a close triangulation between the insights of 
parents and students. Perhaps this reflected the five student-parent relationships, and the 
connectivity in perspectives. Parents and children might have come to more concurrence 
because in many cases they completed the interview together, or in near vicinity to each 
other. Hearing the response of the student, might well have caused the parent to more 
closely correlate her response to her child’s.
Even for the most dedicated artists, creative writing took a backseat to school 
assignments. However, students recognized that the analytical skills they were 
developing in English and history classes would eventually translate into higher quality 
works in literary areas. Based on their awards, persistence, and support system, the 
students appeared ready to launch into successful writing careers, sometime in the future.
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Chapter 6 
Conclusions and Recommendations 
In the final chapter of this dissertation, the researcher will present a discussion of 
the results that includes conclusions and implications of the study, unanticipated findings, 
and a Preliminary Model for Creative Writing Talent Development. The researcher will 
make suggestions for planning a follow-up study and interventions.
Discussion
The Talent Search Writing Program at William & Mary was developed in 1996, a 
legacy of the 1993 National Excellence Report that mandated giving gifted students the 
opportunity to pursue excellence in educational settings. National Excellence (1993) 
emphasized that giftedness and talent occur in all cultures and are defined by “high 
performance capability” in the intellectual, creative, and artistic realms. Within this 
report, factors such as diverse talents, assessment measures, identifying potential and 
assessing motivation are emphasized. The Talent Search Writing Program represented a 
positive assessment for these participants, because it provided students with validation, 
critiques of their work, and the opportunity to attend workshops on a college campus. The 
Talent Search Writing Program was living proof that gifted education had transcended 
from a psychometric perspective on intelligence and taken on the paradigm of a 
“multifaceted view of talents and abilities” (VanTassel-B aska, 1998) catering to 
developing talents in domains valued by society. The success of the program (and later 
testimonials of parents and students) is living proof of the relevance of writing talent 
development within society.
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From 1996-2001, The Talent Search Writing Program served an audience of over 
1200 students in grades 4-12 from the Commonwealth of Virginia who were finalists and 
came to campus for workshops and an awards assembly. Students perceived The Talent 
Search Writing Program to be a highlight in their careers as young writers, and four to six 
years later they fondly remembered the experience of being on a college campus and 
meeting with professors. Many students felt a deep connection to the program and an 
affinity for the experience.
The Talent Search Writing Program was a fitting response to research in talent 
development. Just ten years earlier, Bloom’s study (1985) about gifted individuals across 
academic, athletic, and artistic domains emphasized the three stages in talent 
development, and the necessity for providing resources at all three stages. Most of the 
students in both phases of this study participated in The Talent Search Writing Program 
during elementary school. They were at the Stage One in the Bloom conceptualization of 
talent development, a critical juncture in which encouragement, critiques, and exposure to 
higher education allowed many students to see possible career trajectories that they have 
since worked toward. By the time students were asked to fill out questionnaires and 
interviewed several years later, they had immersed themselves in the field and begun to 
develop expertise and innovative products, representing the second and third stages in the 
Bloom Talent Development Model (1985). The study allowed the researcher to see the 
students in Stage Two (immersed in talent development) and gradually progressing to 
Stage Three, expertise in the field. The researcher studied these developments in “real 
time” rather than in hindsight.
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Within the context of this study, “the internal life of the individual” (Van-Tassel- 
Baska, 1998) was echoed in sentiments from many students. Students were cognizant of 
their inner development and growth in the area of writing, and how this growth was 
translated to the page. They knew writing was a long apprenticeship, and that it was an 
individual process (Pirrto, 1994). It was a very isolating experience, difficult to explain 
to family and friends who are not writers also. While it was possible to share the 
products (writings), the actual process of writing is solitary. The sentiments of several 
students, particularly in the interview stage, echoed the research of Csikszentmihalyi 
(1991); students felt a sense of “flow” when they immersed themselves in writing and 
lost track of time. Their psychic energy allowed them to be creative, and to feel a 
complete sense of control over their inner lives. Unfortunately, the experiences of “flow” 
were abbreviated by extracurricular activities and homework assignments. Many 
students did not have sufficient time to reach the stage of “flow” and to feel this psychic 
energy on a regular basis. Nevertheless, they converted traditional English assignments 
into opportunities to develop their analytical and literary abilities.
These students had managed to develop a “room of one’s own” in which to work, 
and to develop their inner selves and written word (Woolf, 1929). In order to continue 
their writing, these students did have to disengage themselves from the outside world for 
specific periods of time each day. Early production and quantity of work allowed these 
students to have a cumulative advantage that will eventually lead to high quality work 
(Simonton, 1994). The interview participants were particularly immersed in writing and 
often wrote on a daily basis, indicating a high likelihood that they would eventually 
produce high quality work.
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The talent development process of these students was complex and not as directed 
as in some fields. Writing is inherently difficult because there is no specific way of 
breaking into the field. Talent development in any field is a complicated process and 
writing is a particularly long talent development process (Pirrto, 1994). One barrier that 
many students perceived (as they reached mid and late adolescence) was the difficulty of 
moving beyond the stage of contests and awards, and into other and more demanding 
projects like books and novels. Such projects require discipline, intensity, and resilience 
-  habits of mind that take many years to develop.
The Talent Search Writing Program represented a critical point in the career of 
these young writers. In the Gagne Differentiated Model of Giftedness and Talent (1995), 
gifts are eventually translated into talents through discipline, training, and a support 
system of family, friends, and teachers. Environmental factors such as home 
environment and significant events impact The Talent Search Writing Program. For 
these young writers, a supportive home environment was constantly available, and The 
Talent Search Writing Program itself could be conceived of as a “significant event.” 
Coming at a formative time in students’ academic careers, the program can be 
conceptualized as a “significant event” that had lasting positive effects. But in some 
regards, the Gagne model is unfulfilled due to their youth and future promise. The 
struggle to transform gifts into talent and products that will have a lasting impact in our 
culture is just beginning for many of these young writers, and it will be many years 
before the fruits of their labor are reaped.
In a seminal study of Charlotte Bronte and Virginia Woolf (1995), VanTassel- 
Baska charted a unique developmental path for writers transcending time, place, and
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circumstance, and characterized this development in four stages. These stages are (1) 
being bom into a family that values literary and intellectual life; (2) informal early 
development of the craft of writing; (3) active experimentation with various forms/genres 
of writing; and (4) progressive development of mature forms and ideas in successive 
works. With high school students, the first three stages are particularly relevant. The 
majority of the students in this study were experiencing the first three stages, and 
possibly transcending into the fourth stage in a few years. They were actively 
experimenting with various genres of writing, and with a progressive development of 
craft through the high school and college years, it is reasonable to expect that several will 
develop innovative and unique works of lasting value.
Teaching gifted students to write is a particularly complex process. Many time 
teachers emphasize early basic skills instead of encouraging ideas (Silberman, 1989, p.
3). Product development requires exposure to high quality works, teaching/coaching as 
the use of formal arrangements of their elements, the assignment of worthwhile products, 
and the constant fostering of the development of quality student products (Lehane, 2003). 
It is also essential that students understand the underlying structures of the discipline in 
question (Lehane, 2003). For many of the participants, The Talent Search Writing 
Program was particularly significant because it represented one of the only times that 
creativity, thinking, and ideas were emphasized during the elementary and secondary 
school experiences. Parents and students lamented that the schools offered traditional 
assignments at the expense of creative writing talent development. During their 
formative years, most students completed traditional assignments, without being coached 
to higher levels in their writing or given a sense of the underlying structure of different
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genres. In effect, students spent much of their time in school as consumers of culture, 
rather than as “thinkers and producers and creators” (Taylor and Sacks, 1981).
Many of the young writers demonstrated attributes delineated by Feldman in his 
study of child prodigies (1993). Developing into a child prodigy requires more than a 
high-IQ and generalized intellectual abilities; child prodigies tend to have more focused, 
specialized and domain-specific forms of giftedness (Feldman, 1993). The Talent Search 
Writing winners demonstrated great focus, specialization, and intense discipline in the 
area of writing. Unlike in Feldman’s study, the family structure was not so affected that 
mothers had to sacrifice careers and other siblings lost attention. Parents had a balanced 
attitude toward their children’s writing careers, and encouraged it. Parents were highly 
successful in their own right, and did not have to forfeit their own careers in favor of their 
children’s. They were able to provide their children with a myriad of opportunities, yet 
continue as successful professionals. Was this because they had a more balanced attitude 
about their children’s writing, and realistic expectations? Or is this because writing 
(which takes place within the mind) is inherently more difficult to coach than other 
talents?
Unanticipated Findings 
Parents and students had similar perspectives on many aspects of the talent 
development process. But it was evident that perspectives differed significantly, 
particularly on select topics.
Students perceived school settings more positively than parents. Students 
commented positively on the support systems provided by both teachers and peers during 
the questionnaire and interview process. Peer relations were critical to the talent
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development process from the student perspective, but not important to parents. Thus, it 
is possible to state that Gagne’s Differentiated Model of Giftedness and Talent 
Development (1995) appears in very different ways. In this case, the student would 
include peers and friendships with far more prominence than parents would. This is a 
critical finding, because it suggests the need to reexamine the talent development process 
delineated by Gagne and Bloom and other researchers from a myriad of viewpoints. It is 
important to note that parents defined the talent development process slightly differently 
than students did, and teachers might have yet another perspective.
Another unanticipated finding was that young writers were extremely serious and 
intrinsically motivated. Students understood how subjective the whole process of writing 
and publishing is. Rather than base the value of their writing on a single response, they 
worked patiently and did not expect overnight success. The researcher had also 
experienced this phenomenon during high school, but did not expect to have her own 
experiences as a young writer replicated through the study.
Within the eminence literature, adversity is an important element in developing 
talent. In the case of these students, a strong support system and early success meant that 
adversity was not as strong a factor. If anything, the lack of adversity seemed to work in 
their favor, as they transformed positive experiences into writing pieces. However, the 
scope of questions asked by the researcher might not have allowed students to reflect as 
much upon adversity, and that their youth and inexperience might have caused them to 
minimize this factor in their responses.
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Conclusions
The students in this study were unusually self-directed learners, with special and 
unique qualities. While realistic about the difficulty of being professional writers, they 
were pursuing their career path in a logical, systematic way. Significantly, writing is not 
an easy path to pursue. Unlike law or medicine, there are no specific courses that one 
takes to be a writer. Taking a creative writing class will not necessarily transition into a 
creative product of lasting quality. With a less direct path than traditional careers, these 
young writers often did not have a mentor or another writer to guide their process. They 
used the resources available at home such as libraries, books, English classes, and teacher 
to nurture their careers. The young writers transformed traditional assignments into 
opportunities to improve their writing in different areas, taking the skill bases they were 
developing in English classes into their extracurricular activities like writing, journals, 
and school literary magazines. Students used classrooms and structured assignments as a 
launching pad for innovative work and for developing analytical skills and improving 
upon their literary analysis techniques.
Many of the students were charting their own courses through the talent 
development process in writing, and following paths that were common to the 
development of eminence. Within the field of writing, persistence and motivation are 
critical, particularly when many notable works have not received immediate success or 
critical attention. According to the Goertzel and Goertzel (1962) study, many eminent 
individuals came from middle class families where parents valued intellectual exchange 
and education but without a conventional approach. Many eminent people faced 
adversity but ultimately continued to develop their own abilities and flourish. According
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to these researchers, the value that parents placed upon intellectual development was a 
critical factor in the development of many eminent individuals. VanTassel-Baska 
delineated three factors that produce eminence: (1) being bom into a family that values 
knowledge and education; (2) being precocious; and (3) being focused and self-directed. 
The majority of The Talent Search Writing Program winners had struggled from time to 
time with their writing, and had not received immediate attention or recognition in years 
following the program. But they had continued to pursue writing, and were determined 
to make their mark within the field. Their families were supportive of education, but did 
not force their children to pursue writing. As a result, students developed an internal 
drive, and became focused and self-directed. Such traits may eventually translate into 
notable works and eminence for a few of these young writers.
Simonton’s studies of eminence produced several generalizations (1984); (1) 
personality traits such as resilience in the face of adversity and character are more 
important than intelligence, and (2) role models and mentors are critical to the 
development of eminence. The connection between education and eminence is not 
necessarily limited to the classroom; nonacademic and extracurricular activities, 
including voracious reading, were more predictive of eminence than winning academic 
honors like Phi Beta Kappa. Students in The Talent Search Writing Program were very 
successful academically, in that their GPAs were higher than a 3.5 and they had 
accumulated a steady stream of academic awards. They were voracious readers, and had 
developed the habits of mind necessary for writing. At the time students were 
interviewed, the average age was 15 1/2 years. While a certain education level is 
necessary to have a knowledge base of a craft, most students intended to graduate from
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college and to pursue higher degrees. Simonton (1984) noted that the levels of education 
for creative writers and poets peaked during the junior year of college; too much formal 
education worked against the natural process of talent development, particularly in 
creative fields like writing. Ironically, many of these students will soon be 
“overeducated” by Simonton’s standards, as they pursue higher education. However, one 
important factor to keep in mind is that these students were extremely capable of 
translating typical academic settings into talent development opportunities. Thus, longer 
periods of education might be more beneficial to participants in this study than to the 
writers in the Simonton study. Alternatively, as The Talent Search Writing Program 
students prepare for conventional careers and to support themselves, the additional years 
of schooling might not serve them well in developing their creative writing abilities, 
based on Simonton’s work.
Many students were productive and constantly writing, indicating the eventual 
production of high quality products in a particular genre. Simonton defined productivity 
as being critical to adult eminence and cited three factors: precocity, rate of productivity, 
and longevity (1988). Simonton (1994) stated that quality would arise from quantity; 
early production of work leads to a cumulative advantage and higher quality work at a 
later point. While students intended to further their education beyond the point of 
optimal return, their determination and work ethic would serve them well in the field of 
writing. Many participants were constantly producing work, and The Talent Search 
Writing Program was a barometer for their potential within the field. Simonton estimated 
that prose writers peaked at 43, and poets peaked at 39 (1975, 1984). Given the young
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age of the participants, their persistence, and work habits, there is every reason to believe 
that they will eventually achieve success on a wider stage within this field.
Talent plus persistence, resilience, productivity, and longevity are often linked to 
eminence and optimal talent development, so a follow-up study of selected participants 
might well yield even more promising results. It is important to note that many of these 
young writers emulated the childhood/teenage habits of well-known writers like Jane 
Austen and Stephen Crane, who read and constantly wrote from a young age. McGreevy
(1994) concluded that talent development among eminent writers follows a certain 
pattern: engage in creative production, read, learn nontraditional subjects, have time to 
study topics of interest, and develop independent thinking and internal motivation (p. 77- 
78); most students demonstrated many of these attributes, and had since an early age. 
Talent development in the field of writing is a lengthy process, and eminent writers 
usually do not emerge until adulthood. From a longitudinal standpoint, this study 
represents one stage in the students’ careers as writers, and should not be perceived as 
definitive. Terman’s study (Terman & Oden, 1959) is a good model of how seeing 
individuals at different points in time can yield new information, and of the limitations of 
a one-shot study. Gardner’s Extraordinary Minds (1997) emphasized talent development 
as a lifespan process, and included anecdotes about Faust, Yeats, and Verdi producing 
some of their finest works at an old age. Both studies should be kept in mind, 
particularly when looking at the results of talents like creative writing. With writers in 
particular, an evaluation between the ages of 14-20 is premature, and at least 20 years 
before many writers “peak” in their career trajectories.
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This structured interview process (with triangulated data from parents and 
students) allowed the researcher to create a coherent narrative of young writers’ talent 
development process. With open-ended questions, parents and students were better able 
to tell their stories, textured by their voices and personal interaction with the researcher 
than they were with pen and paper and a pre-structured question-and-answer format. 
During the course of the interviews, the researcher watched as stories emerged from 
young writers. As they spoke in their own voices and words, the researcher experienced 
subtle nuances about the students, their development as writers, and their hopes. To a 
certain extent, the open-ended questions allowed the young writers and their parents to 
tell their stories orally, and to return to the primal beauty of oral storytelling with its 
sense of audience and the ephemeral quality of all human experience.
An argument can be made that self-motivation, rather than external motivation, is 
a better guarantee of success in the world of writing. After all, it is those who have 
followed the Delphic Oracle -  “Know thyself’ -  and who write for their own pleasure, 
who are most likely to persist despite frequent rejections and a lack of affirmation from 
audiences. Those who listen to external authority and who define their values as writers 
directly by public recognition are more likely to fail in the long run. They are less likely 
to persist in the face of rejection, and more likely to get frustrated at the lack of external 
awards.
These Talent Search Writing Program winners were special. The Talent Search 
Writing Program was a unique moment in their childhood, but still it was only a stopping 
point on the way to their careers as writers. With this award in hand, these young 
winners progressed to higher levels of development and recalled the experience fondly
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years later, long after they had forgotten the exact content they learned in a seminar. 
While The Talent Search Writing Program ended in 2001, its spirit lives on in the words, 
thoughts, and confidence of these young people.
Implications
Parents and students participating in this study were a self-selecting group. 
Overall, the parents were highly educated and motivated to help their children develop 
their talents. Parents supported and nurtured the talent when necessary and stepped aside 
when their children needed space and privacy. As a result, students developed more 
independence and initiative, and felt confident to experiment with their writing. Writing 
was done for intrinsic satisfaction, rather than for external awards and recognition.
The parents were somewhat of an atypical group. They were, for the most part, 
professionals across a wide sphere of fields who were very accomplished in their own 
right, with advanced degrees and career status. They encouraged their children’s writing, 
even though they knew it might be a difficult career path. With talent in the area of 
linguistic intelligence, the parents could easily conceptualize a more typical career that 
still used these talents. But parents chose not to do this -  and gave their children the 
freedom to become the people they were meant to be. Significantly, the parents in this 
group were supportive and acted as facilitators, rather than the stereotypical “stage 
parents” who push their children into careers. As a result, children treaded into the field 
of writing at a pace that suited their intelligence and emotional maturity. Additionally, 
students felt intrinsic satisfaction about improving their craft, and skill base was far more 
important than external rewards.
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The implications of the study for other parents might be to emphasize their role as 
nurturers and facilitators for children with writing talent. Students welcome attention and 
critique to their writing far more than awards, particularly when the critiques are from an 
experienced writer. Parents might seek mentors for their children, experienced authors 
who would be willing to guide a younger writer through the talent development process.
Based on the findings of this study, the researcher will make several 
recommendations for further areas of attention within the field of gifted education and 
talented development. Students who exhibit high levels of ability at an early age are most 
successful when they are nurtured, and supported, but not pushed to develop this ability 
to a higher level. Gagne’s Differentiated Model of Giftedness and Talent Development
(1995) includes the family, the school, and the environment in which students develop 
their talent as critical to the ultimate success, and flourishing, of the individual. With a 
supportive environment, students are more likely to develop intrinsic satisfaction for their 
accomplishments in the field of writing, rather than waiting for external approval.
Gardner’s Frames o f Mind (1983) delineated seven forms of intelligence, 
including linguistic and intra-personal, and emphasized the value of connecting creativity 
across different intelligences and academic domains. In the course of the study, young 
writers simultaneously developed writing abilities and emotional maturity, indicating a 
connection between linguistic and intra-personal intelligences. Feldman (1985) described 
becoming a master writer not just as attaining technical skills, but a process of 
illuminating experience, telling about wonders imagined as well as seen, and reflecting 
with insight and wisdom on the meaning of things (p. 59), while he noted that the work of 
even the best child prodigy is written from a “young mind.” As The Talent Search
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Writing Program winners mature, their parents will continue to observe links between 
emotional maturity and the developing craft.
The Terman & Oden Study (1959) is a good model for longitudinal studies. This 
study was somewhat longitudinal, in that the researcher examined talent search winners 
at a later point in their academic careers. In conducting a study like this, it is critical to 
keep updated files and records of students’ contact information. Without this 
information, the validity of the study is compromised because it is limited to people who 
have remained at the same residence for the past few years.
The researcher would also like to recommend that educators work to develop a 
mentorship for young writers, particularly those who have demonstrated high levels of 
achievement at an early age. Through a mentorship with a more experienced writer, the 
benefits of The Talent Search Writing Program should continue long after the contest.
The Talent Search Writing Program was an invaluable resource to these students, because 
it gave them confidence, affirmation, and writing sessions with professional writers on a 
college campus. With more regular guidance and encouragement from a professional 
writer, students of this caliber will flourish and be more likely to succeed in this difficult 
field, in which the apprenticeship lasts through adulthood.
Preliminary Model for Talent Development 
Based on the findings of this dissertation study, the researcher has conceptualized 
a Preliminary Model of Creative Writing Talent Development. The model is preliminary 
because the students who formed the basis of its development are at the formative stage 
in their development, and because their growth and development will continue
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throughout their lifespan. The model includes five environmental factors that are 
essential for supporting young writers during the talent development process.
1. A supportive environment. Parents should provide support, encouragement, and 
resources to talented young writers without giving them too much direction. 
Students will develop an internal drive and motivation to write for their own 
satisfaction, rather than in response to external rewards.
2. “A room with a view. ” Modeled after the Virginia Woolf essay (1929), students 
should be given the privacy to develop the emotional self while concurrently 
working on technical skills. At the same time, it is critical that students be 
exposed to high quality literature. Students will gradually take more initiative and 
independence with their writing. Many of the processes are internal, and cannot 
be “coached” as easily as other talents. Parents will provide resources, 
encouragement, and critiques. Students will begin developing an understanding of 
different genres and their own abilities within a particular genre.
3. Recognition o f writing. Talented students should be given the opportunity to 
participate in a program like The Talent Search Writing Program, in which they 
are acquainted with the professional field and begin to see writing as a possible 
career, rather than a hobby. Activities like The Talent Search Writing Program 
are invaluable in providing feedback, encouragement, and the sense of a career in 
writing, which is often a solitary activity.
4. Continued support system. Students should be given the opportunity to publish 
works and take classes. Initiation into writing as a professional activity through 
interaction with authors is another top priority during the mid-teenage years. As
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students reach adolescence, parents transcend into the role of facilitator. Students 
will become acclimated to the process of writing, and develop a sense of style.
5. Eventual transition to professional writer. Students should be coached to be 
resilient despite repeated rejections, and acquainted with the process of selling 
and marketing their work to editors in magazines and books. Students will 
continue the ongoing process of fine-tuning their craft for publication, while 
simultaneously developing innovative ideas and expertise.
Development of the Model 
The Preliminary Model for Talent Development was conceptualized during the 
course of this study, and insights attained by the researcher framed the configuration of 
the model. The model incorporates research literature into talent development. The 
works of Bloom (1985), Gagne (1995), VanTassel-Baska (1995), and Virginia Woolf 
were also used to develop this model, and provide critical insights that were reinforced by 
parent and student perspectives.
The first environmental factor was a response to these research models. Students 
wrote for their own satisfaction, rather than for external rewards.
The second environmental factor reflected the writings of Woolf and the fact that 
writing is an internal process (Oates, 1999). It should also be noted that the study 
emphasized the need to study the craft systematically, and that talent development 
requires privacy and room for emotional growth. The third environmental factor reflected 
perspectives on the Talent Search Writing Program by students and parents, and how 
valuable the experience was in their talent development process and career planning. 
Bloom’s research (1985) provided a framework for this particular environmental factor.
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The fourth factor related to the writings of VanTassel-Baska, Bloom (1985), and 
Feldman (1993). However, it is also a reflection of the experiences of these young 
writers, whose growing independence caused their parents to take on the role of 
facilitator.
The fifth environmental factor (the transition to being a professional writer) is a 
step many young writers will attempt to take later in life. Students reflected on the 
difficulties of progressing to being a professional, and anticipated it would be a complex 
process, continuing many years into the future. The perspectives of The Talent Search 
Writing Program winners fueled this environmental factor, which is not as noticeable in 
other talent development models. Perhaps one explanation for this difference is due to 
interrelated environmental factors, such as the fact that parents came from professional 
backgrounds and could have influenced students toward professionalism at a young age. 
Students might have followed their parents’ behavior in professions, and decided to apply 
it to writing.
Interventions
The majority of students in this study were from middle class backgrounds. Their 
parents had the education and financial resources to provide extracurricular activities, 
classes, and a myriad of helpful advice. Parents were educated, and were able to pass 
along many of their advantages to their children.
How can we provide interventions when socioeconomic conditions are not as 
favorable to talent development? Parents of children from different ethnicities and 
socioeconomic backgrounds might not be able to provide the same level of support at 
home (in time and resources). One idea for an effective intervention would be to have a
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person from the student’s background (who is a successful writer) visit the school and do 
a presentation. Students would be given the opportunity to communicate with this person 
via email, and she might transcend into the role of a mentor. By exposing students to the 
life of writing, and providing guidance into how she did it, this writer would demonstrate 
that it is possible to pursue this career path. Even if a student is from outside the cultural 
mainstream, he can dream of being a writer and pursue the career systematically. Several 
writers, including Maya Angelou and Toni Morrison, have demonstrated that being 
outside the cultural mainstream is an advantage; their unique voices, and world class 
writings, have allowed them to transcend into mainstream America.
Teachers might organize a career awareness conference about different types of 
writing. Students would have the opportunity to meet writers in different genres, and to 
truly explore a variety of careers while in an academic environment. Once again, it is 
important to include writers from different backgrounds and ethnicities in such a career 
fair, so that students can see writing as a field that is open to people of diverse 
backgrounds and cultures.
A Follow-up Study
As the study concluded, the researcher realized that a follow-up study might 
provide further insight into the talent development process and a more realistic picture of 
writers, particularly since the developmental process is so lengthy. It should be noted 
that the original limitations and delimitations of the study will still exist and permanently 
affect results, but nevertheless a follow-up study might be of value to the field of 
education and gifted education in particular. By re-contacting participants and trying to
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elicit responses again, it might be possible to increase the sample size and achieve more 
validity.
At the conclusion of this study, participants were contacted to see if they would 
like to see the results and continue to be on the mailing list, with a once a year contact by 
the researcher. Merely remaining on the mailing list would require no commitment from 
the participants, and no obligation to participate further, besides updating their contact 
information on a yearly basis. This step was done not only to acknowledge their 
contributions, but to emphasize the continuing nature of the study and their value to it, on 
a long-term basis. The Terman study (1925) provides a model for continuing studies of 
this fashion.
When designing a follow-up, five years in the future is a reasonable time frame. 
At this point, students will be in college and, in a few cases, graduate school. A 
questionnaire will reflect their collegiate experiences, and perhaps triangulation would be 
done with a college advisor or writing professor who was familiar with the student’s 
work, rather than with parents. Questions will reflect aspects of college life, with an 
attempt to delineate the peer influence, student experiences in writing classes, and how 
supportive the academic atmosphere on campus was to the overall writing process. 
Questions would be tailored to a slightly older clientele. To test these questions, the 
researcher will work with young writers on campuses and college writing professors in a 
pilot study to see if the questions were age-appropriate, and provide cues for informative 
responses.
When a pilot study is done, the researcher will contact individuals who have 
expressed interest in continuing participation, along with the Talent Search Writing
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Program winners who might not have responded to the original mailing, to see their 
responses and how much growth, change, and development had occurred during this 
select period of time. Once again, interviews will be conducted with individuals who 
seem productive, both with publications and with general quantity of writing. Their 
insights will be examined, both within-case and cross-cases.
Another area that will be explored in the study is the students’ actual development 
as writers from a textual aspect, through the analysis of work. Pirrto and VanTassel- 
Baska have delineated areas of analyzing writing, and such a rubric might be used to see 
how students have progressed in a textual sense, rather than relying on their perceptions 
of the talent development process. Since writing is inherently subjective, talent 
development is difficult to study in this way. It is necessary to carefully delineate criteria 
for talent development progress ahead of time and across different genres of writing, 
before this process is begun.
Conclusion
The researcher attained many insights into the development of creative writing 
talent during the adolescent years. The findings were consistent with research in general 
and writing talent development in some ways, but the strength of the study was that it 
will contribute to the general educational knowledge base and gifted education 
knowledge base. By studying a group of talented young writers at a critical juncture in 
their career, the researcher attained both longitudinal insights as well as “in real time” 
insights into the difficulties of developing talent in a general sense. Because writing is a 
long apprenticeship, a follow-up study will provide better insights into the development
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of creative writing talent, and at the same time students will be able to examine their own 
writing with more hindsight than during the teenage years.
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Appendix A
November 21,2004 
Dear Talent Search Parent:
I am a Ph.D. candidate at The College of William & Mary in Williamsburg, VA. I am 
currently writing my dissertation on talent development and the creative writing process.
I am writing to you because your son or daughter received a statewide award in The 
Talent Search Program in the years 1999-2001 at The College of William & Mary. 
Because your child demonstrated extraordinary writing ability at a young age, I am 
hoping you will participate in this study about talented young writers.
The purpose of this study is to examine your perceptions and your child’s perceptions of 
his/her talent development process in creative writing. I am looking to discover how 
parents support their child’s development, and how children’s talent development is 
manifested and developed at home and in school. I hope that you will consider taking 
part in this study.
Your anonymity in the study will be ensured, and you will have the opportunity to read 
the results. If you have any questions before making the decision to respond, while 
answering the questionnaire, or after completing the questionnaire, don’t hesitate to 
contact me. The study has been examined carefully and approved by the Human Subjects 
Committee at the College of William & Mary. I encourage you to look at the interview 
questions and questionnaire, to talk to me, and then to make an informed decision.
For those parents and students who complete the study (and request a copy of my book), I 
will give a signed copy of my recently published novel as a token appreciation of your 
contribution to the greater knowledge base.
Thank you very much for your assistance and time.
Sincerely,
Suzanna Henshon
GO 161 Box 8705
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Appendix B 







5. Please check the highest level of father’s and mother’s education.
a. High school Father Mother
b. Some College Father Mother
c. College degree Father Mother
d. Post-college Father Mother
e. Mater’s Father Mother
f. Doctoral Father Mother
6. Please check father’s and mother’s employment
Father______ Mother______Professional (doctor, lawyer, teacher)
Father______ Mother______Business executive, administrative, managerial
Father Mother______T echnical
Father______ Mother_______ Sales
Father______ Mother_______ Administrative support, clerical
Father______ Mother________ Service occupations
Father______ Mother Machine operators, textile, general laborers
Father Mother________ Not employed at this time
7. Please indicate approximately how many times during the past year 
family activities centered around the following:
Museums  Demonstrations/lectures ___Tours
Movies  Zoo/aquarium/botanical gardens Plays
Exhibits Educational enrichment trips   Concerts
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8. How important is each of the following in your home life?
l=Not important 2=Of little importance 3=In the middle 4=Important
Exploration of new ideas 1 2 3 4 5
Consistency 1 2 3 4 5
Expressing personal opinions 1 2 3 4 5
Exchange of information 1 2 3 4 5
Structure 1 2 3 4 5
Family discussion 1 2 3 4 5
Organization 1 2 3 4 5
Exploring controversial issues 1 2 3 4 5
Routine 1 2 3 4 5
Reading 1 2 3 4 5
Goal setting 1 2 3 4 5
Cooperation 1 2 3 4 5
Accommodate children’s
interests 1 2 3 4 5
9. What are your aspirations for your children’s educational attainment?
(Please specify for each individual child if your aspirations for them are 
different.)
For all children 























10. As your children consider career choices, what are the issues you and 
they will face?
Section B: Role of Educational Opportunities
11. How long has your child been interested in writing?
12. How have you helped your child develop an interest in writing?
13. What kinds of educational opportunities have been especially important 
to his/her development as a writer?
14. What kinds of books does your child like to read?
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15. Do you see your child’s reading interests transforming into writing 
projects and ideas? How?
16. What intellectual growth patterns do you see in your child, as he 
develops his artistic ability?
17. Do you feel that Talent Search was a valuable educational opportunity 
for your child? In what way?
Section C: Role of Support
18. How do you support your child’s interest in writing?
19. What sorts of support system does your child have at school?
20. Does your child have a mentor figure in her life?
21. Do you feel that your support has helped your child develop his abilities 
to a higher level?
Section D: Role of Practice
22. What sorts of learning and training opportunities has your child had in 
writing?
23. How often does your child write?
24. Is your child motivated to become a better writer? Yes No
25. What kinds of practice does he to improve his skills?
26. What sort of environment does she like to work in?
Section E: Role of Personal Characteristics
27. Do you think perseverance is an important part of writing? Is your child 
persistent?
28. What kinds of practice does she do to improve her skills?
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29. If you could describe your child in three adjectives, relating to writing, 
what would they be?
30. What kinds of intellectual processes do you see in your child’s writing?
31. What makes her writing creative?
32. What sorts of traits do young, creative writers exhibit?





34. What kinds of aspirations does she have?
35. How did winning an award in Talent Search affect those aspirations?
36. Since winning an award in Talent Search, has he become more inspired? 
Motivated?
37. Do you see your child having a professional career as a writer? Yes 
No
38. If you answered yes, in what genre?
39. How difficult do you think it will be for your child to develop her 
abilities to a more professional level?
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These are from the short answer section. Please answer on a 1-5 scale. 
l=Not at all 2=A little 3=Sometimes 4=Often 5= Always/Nearly Always
40. My child is very creative. 5 4 3 2 1
41. My child has developed as a creative writer over the past 6 years. 5 4 3 
2 1
42. Tension/frustration is part of the creative process. 5 4 3 2 1
43. My child reads a lot as a routine activity. 5 4 3 2 1
44. My child likes to be by himself/herself. 5 4 3 2 1
45. My child feels that writing is important. 5 4 3 2 1
46. My child demonstrated precocity in writing (early age productivity) 5 4 
3 2 1
47. My child’s creativity is stifled by school. 5 4 3 2 1
48. My child’s creativity is facilitated by school. 5 4 3 2 1
49. My child has a sense of humor. 5 4 3 2 1
50. My child likes to experiment with language. 5 4 3 2 1
51. Would you be willing to be interviewed as a research study participant? 
Y es_______ No
Would you like a signed copy of my novel, Mildew on the Wall?
Yes________  No
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Appendix C 
Taient Search Winners 
Student Questionnaire 
Please answer the following questions: All information will be kept strictly confidential. 
Section A: Demographic Information
1. Full name________________________________________
2. Date of Birth______________________________________




7. Honors and Awards_________________________________
8. Current GPA_______________________________________
9. PSAT/SAT scores math/verbal_________________________
Section B: Role of Educational Opportunities
10. How long have you been interested in writing?
11. What sort of support system do you have, as a young writer? How has this helped 
you develop your talent and interest in writing?
12. Do you feel that your school program has helped you become a better writer? If 
yes, how? If no, why not?
13. Do you feel that Talent Search was an important educational opportunity for you? 
In what way?
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14. Do you feel you have progressively developed your writing skills to a higher 
level? How?
Section C: Role of Support
15. Are your parents supportive of your writing? Yes No
16. If your parents are supportive, how do they support your writing?
17. What sorts of encouragement do your teachers give you?
18. What sorts of learning and training opportunities have you had in writing?
19. Do you have a mentor?
20. How many different opportunities have you had over the past five years to 
develop your talent? Since winning an award in Talent Search, what 
opportunities have you had to take classes and practice the craft of writing?
Section D:RoIe of Personal Characteristics
21. Do you feel motivated to become a better writer? Yes No
22. If yes, what kinds of practice do you do to improve your skills?
23. What insights have you recently learned about the writing/creative process?
24. Do you call yourself a writer?
25. Are you persistent? In what ways?
26. What are you thinking about as you write?
27. What do you learn about yourself as you write?
28. When you read a book, what attracts your attention the most?
29. When you are writing, what environment/setting do you feel most comfortable in?
30. How do personal events, and the context of your own life, affect what you choose 
to write?
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31. How do you feel when you get an award? Does it make you value yourself as a 
writer more? (If so, in what way?)
32. Do you believe you are intellectually gifted? Yes No
33. Why or why not?
Section E: Aspirations
34. Do you see yourself possibly having a professional career as a writer? Yes No
35. What kinds of aspirations do you have as a writer?
36. How did winning an award in Talent Search affect your aspirations?
37. Since winning an award in Talent Search, have you become more inspired or 
motivated? How?
38. Do you believe you have other specific abilities or gifts? Yes No
39. If you answered “Yes,” please describe these abilities and gifts.
40. Would you be willing to be interviewed as a research study participant?
Y es_______ No________
Thank you. I really appreciate your taking the time to complete and return both this 
preliminary questionnaire and the consent form.
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Appendix D 
Interview Questions for Students
1. How do you feel when you are writing? Is it easy or difficult for you?
2. What advice would you give other students who are learning to write?
3. What kinds of practice and training do you do, on a regular basis, to improve your 
writing?
4. How has your writing improved? Why?
5. What sort of environment do you work best in?
6. How do your parents/teachers nurture your creativity?
7. What kind of educational opportunities do you wish you could have? Why?
8. What other insights do you have into your own development as a creative writer?
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Appendix E 
Interview Questions for Parents
1. Is writing a difficult process for your child?
2. Do you feel your child is progressively developing her skills to a higher level of 
writing? How difficult is this process?
3. What kinds of practice and training does your child do, on a regular basis, to 
improve his writing?
4. How has your child’s writing improved? Why?
5. What kinds of environments/surroundings does your child work best in?
6. How do you nurture your child’s creativity?
7. What makes her writing creative?
8. What other insights do you have into your child’s creative writing development?
* Please note that the child and parental interview questions are intended to compliment 
and parallel each other. Many questions are in fact very similar -  and are merely 
reworded to suit the parental perspective. Questions 1, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, and 8 are directly 
parallel between the parents and the children, emphasizing the importance of 
triangulating data from these two critical sources.
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Appendix F 
Student Assent Form
The general nature of this study entitled “Talent development and the creative writing 
process in high-ability and gifted teenagers” conducted by Suzanna E. Henshon has been 
explained to me by my parent or guardian. I understand that I will be asked to fill out a 
questionnaire, along with my parent or guardian. I further understand that my 
responses will be confidential or anonymity will be preserved. My name will not be 
associated with any results of this study. I know that I may refuse to answer any 
questions asked and that I may discontinue participation at any time.
My parent or guardian must give informed consent for my participation, and I must also 
assent, or agree, to participate in this study. My signature below signifies my voluntary 
participation in this project, and that I have received a copy of this consent form. I also 
understand that if I have questions at any time during this study, I have the option of 
emailing, calling, or talking to the researcher regarding my concerns. I also have the 
option of receiving a copy of the study results, via email or hard copy.
Date Signature of Student
Print Name
Date Signature of Parent or
Guardian
Print Name
THIS PROJECT WAS FOUND TO COMPLY WITH APPROPRIATE ETHICAL STANDARDS 
AND WAS EXEMPTED FROM THE NEED FOR FORMAL REVIEW BY THE COLLEGE OF 
WILLIAM AND MARY PROTECTION OF HUMAN SUBJECTS COMMITTEE (PHONE: 757- 
221-3901) ON NOVEMBER 17, 2004 AND EXPIRES ON NOVEMBER 16, 2005.
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Appendix G
Participant Informed Consent Form 
for Parents
The general nature of this study entitled “Talent development and the creative writing 
process in high-ability and gifted teenagers” conducted by Suzanna E. Henshon has been 
explained to me, and I have explained it to my child. My child has assented to 
participating in this study, and I have consented to my own participation as well as my 
child’s.
I understand that I will be asked to fill out a questionnaire, along with my child. I also 
understand that our responses will be confidential or anonymity will be preserved.
Our names will not be associated with any results of this study. I know that I may refuse 
to answer any questions asked and that I may discontinue our participation at any time.
My signature below signifies my voluntary participation in this project, and that I have 
received a copy of this consent form. I also understand that if I have questions at any time 
during this study, I have the option of emailing, calling, or talking to the researcher 
regarding my concerns. I also have the option of receiving a copy of the study results, 
via email or hard copy.
Date Signature of Parent or
Guardian
Print Name
THIS PROJECT WAS FOUND TO COMPLY WITH APPROPRIATE ETHICAL STANDARDS 
AND WAS EXEMPTED FROM THE NEED FOR FORMAL REVIEW BY THE COLLEGE OF 
WILLIAM AND MARY PROTECTION OF HUMAN SUBJECTS COMMITTEE (PHONE: 757- 
221-3901) ON NOVEMBER 17, 2004 AND EXPIRES ON NOVEMBER 16, 2005.
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Appendix H
Literature Review Strands
Talent Development Major findings o f studies
Mariand Report (1971) -  creativity 
included among six categories of
giftedness.
Jacob J. Javits Gifted and Talented 
Students Education Act o f 1988 -  
emphasizes early discovery o f gifted 
students and interventions for “national 
interest. ”
National Excellence (1993) -  emphasis o f 
talent development over test scores that 
emphasizes “highperformance capability” 
in intellectual, creative, and artistic 
realms. Inclusion o f people from different 
ethnicities.
Gardner (1985) presents seven 
intelligences, including linguistic and 
intrapersonal.
Gagne (1995) Differentiated Model o f 
Giftedness and Talent Development 
emphasizes intrapersonal and 
environmental catalysts on talent 
development and how aptitudes are 
translated into talents through learning, 
training, and practice.
Renzulli (1978) Three Ring Model 
emphasizes interaction o f intrapersonal, 
environmental, and developmental 
processes in individuals.
Talent Development and Writing Process Pirrto (1994) writing is a particularly long 
talent development process.
VanTassel-Baska (1995) study of Charlotte 
Bronte and Virginia Woolf
1. Being born into family that values 
literary and intellectual life.
2. Informal early development o f craft
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o f writing.
3. Active experimentation with genres.
4. Progressive development o f mature 
forms and ideas into works.
Feldman (1993) -  Very few prodigies 
appear infield o f writing because it 
requires adult knowledge, mature mastery 
of craft. Family relations can be 
particularly affected by child prodigies. 
Mothers often sacrifice careers.
Teaching of Writing Van Tassel-Baska (1996) emphasis on 
identifying verbally talented readers 
through qualities that include reads 
fluently, interested in words, process key 
ideas, enjoy verbal games, play with 
language, understand structure o f 
language.
Pirrto (1994) 16 qualities o f specific 
language use define verbally talented 
writers that includes sophisticated syntax, 
unusual figures o f speech, uncanny 
wisdom, natural ear for language, sense of 
humor.
Lehane (2003) expose students to high 
quality works, foster development o f high 
quality student products. Autobiographical 
writings illuminate the arduous path of 
creativity.
Fraser & Skolnick (1994) writing 
workshops help students develop habits o f 
mind fo r  writing.
Talent Development and Eminence VanTassel-Baska (1989) concept model for  
development o f eminence includes 
nurturance at an early age within context 
of family, school, and community. 
Conceptual model continues through late 
adulthood into old age. Eminence is 
relative term.
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3. Being focused and self-directed.
Pirrto (1994) eminence defines benefits to 
humankind. Writing eminence might be 
Nobel or Pulitzer Prizes.
Cox (1926) 300 people from 16-20th 
centuries are studied, and it is discovered 
that eminent men have above average IQ 
scores and advanced educational 
opportunities. Persistence and motivation 
are key to high level achievement.
McCurdy (1960) studied 27 men from Cox 
study with IQ scores over 160. Ability and 
family environment play fundamental role 
in development o f genius. Intense parental 
involvement facilitates children's interest.
Goertzel & Goertzel (1962) broadened the 
Cox design to include 400 individuals from  
20th century. Intellectual exchange and 
education without a conventional approach 
are common, and 85% experienced 
adversity, such as alcoholism or dominant 
mothers. Many eminent people were 
rejected by peers as children. Talent, 
adversity, and development o f eminence 
are linked. Value that parents place on 
education is critical.
Simonton (1994) analyzes Cox and 
Goertzel’s work and synthesizes studies o f 
eminence and genius into several key 
conclusions.
1. Personality traits like resilience 
and character are more important 
than intelligence.
2. Mentors are critical.
3. Extracurricular activities are more 
important than academic awards in 
determining eminence.
4. Creative writers peak as juniors in 
college. Too much formal 
education works against talent
______ development process.____________
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5. Quality arises from quantity. Early 
production o f work leads to higher 
quality work at later point.
Walberg (1981) finds a clear link between 
intelligence and eminence.
Bloom (1985) interviewed 120 people who 
had achieved high levels o f performance in 
variety o f fields, including swimming, 
tennis, math, and science. Students 
gradually progressed through different 
learning, from apprentice to master in the 
field.
Eminence in Writing A few children have attained eminence in 
writing -  S. E. Hinton and Anne Frank.
Pirrto (1992) delineated insights into the 
talent development process by looking at 
famous writers as children. Brontes 
created tiny books and invented their own 
language as children, which later 
translated into canonical writing as adults.
McGreevy (1994) studied notable writers 
like Charles Dodgson, Beatrix Potter, and 
Agatha Christie to document “gifted 
behaviors. ” Studies Brontes as a case 
study of eminence and sees the beginning 
of classic characters in early writing.
Gardner (1997) emphasizes talent 
development over the lifespan, with Yeats 
and Faust producing works at very late 
ages. Master, making, introspector, and 
creating new political forms are processes 
among extraordinary individuals.
Woolf (1929) emphasizes a need for a 
“room o f one’s own” in which to develop 
writing talent.
The Diary o f Anne Frank (1942-45) is 
talent development in process that has 
attracted world attention.
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Creativity Marland (1971) stresses the importance of
creativity within the classroom.
Guilford (1950) defined creativity as
measured phenomenon.
1. Find the promise of creativity
within our children.
2. Enhance the development o f
creative personalities.
Getzels & Jackson (1962) look at links
between creativity and intelligence, but the
flaw o f study is that they differentiate
creativity from general intelligence.
Students high in creativity and intelligence
are excluded from study.
Wallach & Kogan (1969) creativity is
enhanced through a relaxed environment
for elementary students.
Getzels & Csikszentmihalyi (1976) studied
visual artists and saw tension release when
problems were solved.
Renzulli (1977) Renzulli saw links between
above-average intelligence, task
commitment, and creativity.
Gardner (1985) Frames o f Mind integrates
creativity into seven forms o f intelligence
that include linguistic, musical, logical-
mathematical, spatial, bodily-kinesthetic,
inter-personal, and intra-personal.
Creativity is integrated into intelligence.
Sternberg (1985) creative giftedness is
ability to adapt to new and novel
situations. Sees creativity as interrelated
to intelligence rather than separate entity.
Feldman (1986) creativity is:
1. Giftedness is achieving mastery in
field.
2. Creativity is extending the mastery
within the field, domain, or activity.
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3. Genius is remaking the field so 
people see it differently.
4. Links creativity to both content 
knowledge and intelligence.
Csikszentmihalyi (1991) described “flo w ” 
as being the optimal experience that 
happens when you immerse yourself in an 
activity and lose track of time. Psychic 
energy nurtures creativity.
Torrance (1962) stresses the need to guide 
creative students, and raises the issue of 
healthy personality growth in connection to 
creativity and education.
Amabile (1983) defined creativity as 
knowledge in a domain, creativity-relevant 
skills, and intrinsic motivation to 
contribute to field o f knowledge.
Milgram and Hong (1994) found links 
between specific domains o f creativity in 
adolescence and adult accomplishment in 
the area.
VanTassel-Baska (1998) recommends that 
parents provide enriching experiences, 
look for a mentor, and allow children to 
develop ideas and initiative. Creativity is 
related to problem-solving behavior and 
involves a long training process, rather 
than inspiration and a muse.
Albert (1990) stated it was difficult to 
predict the career trajectories o f creative 
people. Teachers must nurture development 
o f flexibility and novelty.
Ochse (1990) defined creativity as 
something o f value to the culture.
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Appendix I
Data Analysis Procedures






e. submit separate report to individuals for member-checking
f. revisions if necessary
g. graphs/visual data displays
2. Cross-case analysis







a. select five participants and parents for interviews
b. conduct interview with standard interview protocol
c. record results of interview/ do member checking
d. revise results of interview if necessary
e. write report
f. graph/visual aids if necessary for data display
g. triangulate data between parents and students
h. look for differences in perspectives
4. Analysis of data for interviews
a. shape hypotheses both within-case and cross-case
b. tabulate evidence for each construct
c. tabulate evidence for relationships between constructs
5. Enfolding existing literature
a. comparison for similarities
b. comparison for conflicts (evaluate for possible resolution or revision)
6. Reaching closure
a. generation of insight
b. considerations
c. implications
d. areas for further research/suggestions for further study
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